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you, it's your choice. 
Its a big responsibility, a
OOP$!  MISSED THE TURN 
necessarYso,, get responsibilitY.out today and cast This is one vehicle that has seen the end of its days. Lloyd Zelinsky flash pictured at left, and into the ditch. The car was damaged 
your vQte and be sure to use the with three passengers, all of Terrace, bit the railroad crossing sign beyond repair. Minor injuries were sustained by the driver and his 
black, lead peneils provided on the outskirts of Terrace. The car apparently failed to negotiate passengers. Police are charging the driver with operating a vehicle 
spoiled"anythi~gballotelse . . . .  c nstitutes a the turn and skidded off Highway. 16, ramming into thewarnin~ . . . . .  without d,~_ care and attention. (Jerry Gauthreau Photo) 
The MonOy Savers 
"r"'r"°r'"/;he era]d , Ltd, • A2 " 
 on.. sat , -  9 : SERVING Sun. J2 - 6" p.m. . • 
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Thornhi l l  group..to .seek court order 
¢ . .  
for return of incorporation documents 
toTHE THORNHILL lii'~ T~iic 'e b~s in~ m~ ihan aski" ' -0 ' " " . . . .  ., " '. 
. rporation Commlttee-~l~eiff&i' . .o~.. ; . . . ;_  . . . . .  ..: ,, ~.~ . . . .  ".., g for the. ~.e.tu.rn of entire- area ;- . . . .  Sider le 
seek legal, advise,in.co , , . - ,  ,~;- , r~ now neaoy  an' • opposltmn "com6~ ....... -. . . .  --  . • ............. ~ m- . , , . ,  mm pressure is ,bein .. ., , , . - . . . . . .  . ft'om .,tl~e" '~- . . . .  
pl!ance with-,a.m0tlon Passed ,cond~tad:fbr the ~- - . "~ ,.gi ,0~s~a. ,~° . ,~. .  : ' ,1~r~ • ~-y  ~.eensway: regton ,in :which 
unanimouslyatamesting0fthe, ~,a,,.,~ .,,.,~..,,.,,_o,_~_,~y :.smo. ttwOmu.eaiy ~ ama~ter~ some.one  and 'a  haff,mlllio . . . . . . . . . . .  • ..,--sin=scum to preven~ 'n fa  , . . . . . .  n directors las tweek  which ,~.~;..,.:,, .----  ;~'::: • • i . . .month  or,.:so m get the ,dellars of essessment exists out 
authorizes counsel ~io take an  ~,~_~-~a.~_u~u __o~o. mmg.,m-mgnatures of the r~mainder, of of the total of 2.5 million'rib]lure 
action before ~the courts to ,~,~,~,vu m ~enurety  un.mr.~:.the parties concerned" of assessment existing, i,-/-h~ me waters ~cc as an an . .  " " --o . . . . . .  entire area: 
obtain, possession of- all provement Di~rlct. He clMms ~e Committee is fae~ stiff it hasnot ~n possible for the 
documents held by former that once th~ tokes ~aco momea~ to obtain an exact 
directors of 'the association m~ions will ~ invested in of citizens who prefer Seeing figure of the total nmnber of portaining to the incorporation 
of the unorganized community 
known as Thornhill. 
The motion tabled by Ray 
Lacarte was as follows: "That 
opposition from another group 
Thornhill and that Terrace the ~ incorporation of: four 
would become a ghost town. distinct areas of Thor~ as 
He cited a former politician opposed to the Committee plan 
fromTerrace.who would never of obtaining incorporation of the 
do anything for ,Thor~ and 
residents in the Thornhill area 
but welearn from the post office 
that there are 1;2,10 mail slots in 
the area. 
~ROVIgCIAL LIBRARY : = 
PARLIAMgNT BLDS. 
VICTORIA B .C .  
CLAUDE WAGNER 
JOINS CONSERVATIVES 
. ~ ...... The. Terrace Herald: has . 
.... • "-, : • lea n~ed.-f~bm'.~ afi, '~!o f fl~|ni,~i~% ~ :},~,, 
!',. / source  that Claude .Wagner '  ~ ": 
' has 'raccepted to. be-  Con.5: 
servative Lieutenant for'the 
Progressive Conservative • 
Party in Quebec .and right '. 
hand man to leader Robert 
Stanfield. We have learned 
that Mr. Wagner will make the 
announcement on Friday, 
September first. 
City i H/a 
~'.~ 
• .P res ident~"omg'es t~mauof  ; 'six miles i~  ~ ~ .  ~: ~ ~ 
i dye • the Terrace Jayeees along with alternate .a,~ig ';.WbMd .low 
SAM Committee Chalrmun Ram some 1~ miles;:~::::.,-:7~,=: ~: :,:: : :  ~. 
Hicks wereon hand at Monday .,The complex i':iwo~/.!serve ' 
evening's :council • meeting ~to some 50,®OpeeplelathePrinee 
express the appreciation of the Ruper/'Terraee'Kitimatreglan. 
Jaycees -for the aid and :to- , Plans woMd indudei~ilfl~lubi 
operation Offerded the Jayeeee prefcos|onal trdlning;-i~Vith :a 
by C0unclldurlng the course o f  res ident ,  i pro . ,~and:  the  
the recent SAM CAMPAIGN. opera'ters wou!d"~brk i~y  
Mayor Lloyd ' Johnstone ex .  with schools~in the area,~' - 
pressed aoorecintlon on h~halt . .Alderman.CHKsaMthat!the. appreciation behalf 
of all citizens for the fine w~k 
accomplished by the Jayeees in 
ridding the community of some 
127 wrecks. Alderman Rowland 
stated that the Jayeees had 
come to the meeting to thank 
the city when it is in fact the city 
and its citizens who should 
express appreciation for the 
fine joh done. Mayor Johnstone 
said that he had drivon around 
town on several occasions 
during the campaign and had 
noted the improvement. He said 
that young,dedicated people 
could do this kind of job much 
better than any level of 
government which for some 
reason or other always appears 
to be open to criticism on these 
occasions. The first magistrate 
promised full city support to the 
Jaycees on any future project 
which is in the interest of all 
citizens, 
..City Administrator Jaek 
Hardy advised council that the 
machinery was in motion in the 
preparation of the legal and 
administrative r quirements in 
regards to a referendum 
in connection with the proposed 
Sunday-Sport BY-LAW. He 
said that a draft by-law would 
be ready fortabl ing before 
council towards the end of 
September. 
• ioeati0n:.0f such, a/complete; :; 
complex would, be  exlremely 
good for the reglan .llnd would - 
provlde much 7 nSeded 
recreation for the communities 
served •dur ing the "winter. !11 
months. . : . . . .  . ' 
. .Alderman G.E .  RowlN, d ,- 
noted that the clty could not 
finance such  a project out 
public funds. The cost wmfld be 
out of reach and he' and his 
fellow -• councilmen suggested 
that there are facillflm whkh !i' 
hold a much higher priority for 
the eemmunty. He noted that 
the ski season is compariUvely 
short in this sector while an 
indoor swimming pool ,  for 
instance, would serve many 
more people over the entire 
year, 
,..There has been some talk of 
m~de'taking ski facil it ies on d 
some property offered by the 
Little estate. However ebencll il 
said that such an undertaking'|~ ~ 
out of the quest ion.at  he . 
moment. - .• 
. .An old thorn in the side 0f city=- 
administrators and Council w~ s 
back on the table last Monday 
and this time concrete action 
was taken with some misgiving 
on the part of members of 
council. It was made quite 
clear that this action was taken ,1, I 
in consideration for the long, 
d sulfereing residents' on Scott ,f Street. it win be reeailed thai h I the sub-division has changed 
_ _  haqds several times and  an 
. agreement to. have -s'treet 
• .Alderman E.F. Ciift reported lighting installed was never 
to Council on the progress being completed. The wiring hanbeen q 
made in "connection with the placed underground but the two 
establishment, by private en- light standards involved were 4 
terprise,of a ski-resort In the never hooked into the circuit. {~:. 
Kitsun~-Kalum mountain-  Since' the " l igSt lng ,inl un- 
district. This elaborate project dergru~nd B.C. Hydro hasa  
hauds~ff policy despite a l l  its is still in the planning- drum-heating to p lace  new 
qegotiation process, hut n 
source close to the project wiring underground. : 
advised the Herald that ' • .The Cost of installing the two 
extremely good. light standai'ds and:heeL, unary ' are 
. wiring amounts toS1400. The 
~;~.~k:-. ~-'.~.,T_he.~, resort, if, p l~s  " p resent  .n~mage~jM~Ahe:nnb .  ~ ,. 
' . . . . . . .  mi ~" ie " • . . . .  '" 'divisio. ",' ~de a ..... ~th~ ~ , :. cul nat . could include a 4 .~ ' ,~  . . . . . . .  ~ id  .... "~  " . _m~,  . ..=.. 
foot double ,chair lift .on the 
main hill with a second 600 to 
800 foot tow for juniors being 
installed on a secondary hill. A 
chalet would-be included with 
lots being available on a rental 
hasis for the construction of 
privatechulets at " the base of 
the ski-resort complex. 
..If matters are settled ac- 
cording to plan the promot0rs 
will make an access road to the 
Zf l lS  COSt .  ' . '  . , , . .2  ~, ' i~ ' : "  , ,~ ,  " 
• :Counc i l  faced . .  'two 
alternatives in dekliniq with this 
matter. Oue was to undertake 
the work under the local im- 
provement by,law which would 
have invo lved  ~ polling the 
reslde,ts and would result inn  
considerahle delay. The other 
on a suggestion from Alderman 
CoM'd on Page 3 we instruct our legal advisor to 
obtain a court order for the 
return of any and all documents 
now held in the possession of 
any former member of the 
Thornh i l l  Incorporat ion  
Committee and that these 
doeuments be turned over to the 
legally recognized Committee 
which holds a certificate of- 
Incorporation under the British 
Columbia "Societies Act" 
issued August fourth of this 
year." The motion was adopted 
unanimously by the ten 
members present 
, t  * . 
During the course of the 
meeting, Pray 'Lecarte stated 
that the group was facing th-  
warting activities from outside 
pressure groups.i He said 
"during the n ine  years •that I 
have resided in thin area I have 
seen it build up to the point hat 
Thornhill is more welcome to 
who referred to the community ~ . .; facilities which would be some "axhack 'andawolfareVis.: ,t the Skelena! Valley Fair state during radio broadcasts, qa~j~ " Chairma  Leo .Carpay said : 
that it is urgent hat the com- 
Universitythemitteem°veaheadinview°fstudYofC°mpletedBritish Columbi bY a i !::i i September 2 1972: 
team which recmnmended'thdt , : 
all non-incorporated areas  
either .- apply for self- ~ . i 
government or be 
amalgamated by neighboring ~ , - . . ,  o i. :~. 
communit ies. .  One of the - 
theSeri°usbl°ckst°thepr°gi'ess°fcommittee'is the fact that. Terrace ~/nd!!regi0n'citizeas division which includes 5~) crewel, knitting, sewing, pie, four cake sections and three wil] merit the attendance of nne' 
they are not in possession of a ere invited topartleipate inor  categories, • teenage sewing and a special cookie sections, 
petition which was signed by visit the Ske~na 'Valley Fall 
so~e eighty: percent of area Fair which will take place at the ' The handicraft division under open class, and all, 
residents some years ago, Mr. Skeeaa Secondary High School convenor Mrs. Donna (John) 
Carpay stated that it would take on Saturday, September 2, Donald includes such categories 
as: Leatherwork,r ornamental 
a very long time to start this This year the event is spun- wood carving, Chenille art. 
petition all over again. This i s -  sore  d by the newly f0r/~ied - pottery, baSketry~ beaderaft, 
the reason for the court order Skeena Valley Fairs  macrame, candle craft, and 
Association and has  been 
Interesting facts 
oout Skeena,  i 
{,' ssiar School 
enlarged to. include several 
interesti~, exhibits including a 
children's ection, 
There are five divis/0ns this 
year with ~ch division having ~. 
specific categorles~ .The flower 
div is inn,  Convened by Mrs,  
~ Norma (Paul )  LeFrancois, 
. 'i fn~ludes rut flowers; decorative' 
several indian craft sections. 
Mrs. Donald will also convene 
the Fancy work division in- 
oluding ,crochet, embroidery; 
Mr. and Mrs. William 
Boutllier jr, will. convene the 
baking and home canning 
divisions. Home canning 
categories ~re: ApricotS, 
peaches, pears, strawberries 
and raspberries. 
The baking division' is 
broken dew¢ into the following 
All entries for all the above 
categories must be in on Fri- 
day, Septembei. f rst to qualify. 
'F he"president, Mrs. Ceva 
(William) Boutilier and her 
executive have gone all out to 
,launch this annual event in such 
a manner that it will encourage 
increased scope each year. This 
year's edition offers a most 
categories: apple pie, lemon varied and interest scope, and please call as follows. :
• It is hoped that in future years 
that with the new arena in full 
operation, the Skeena Fall Fair 
will become a, full-fledged ...... . . . . . .  - - -  , .  . . . . . . .  :
regional fair with entries in the '  ba~ and home canning, Mr:~. 
various domestic animal 3587~anc/1~ .... i:: ',~ ~- , : ~,!~ categories and other sectors. '  Mrs/ Win. Boutifier at 635~ 
For further information on Let's all go, to:tho SKEENk: 
the particular divisions which VALLEY FALL  FAIR',. SEp~I 
are of particular interest to you TEMBER 2,. 1972 AT SKEENA~: 
. . / . ,  flowers,• house plants, with District iNn, 88 '  '<:~i~eclfic'requlrements'/nca~h'~. section. 
I "  ' :.The fruit categorY, will 
Skeena-Casdiar is,the largest geographical school district in. feature  apples; crabapples, 
the province, covering 31,000 S~are miles,. . . .  , .~ " plums, >~ I)eai's,,. : ~cdrrants, 
Thereare5,000childrenend250toachersin25scl~ols.. . rasberrl~s,, gnosol~rrles end 
seth  .ools are locatedin Terrace -1Senior Secondary, 1 Junior collections of not less than five 
naaryb 1 School:for Retarded Children, 6 Elementary & varistlen/in a plate. ~ ~ ~i,. 
Primary Schools, . . " ,.. , • . . The children's division " 
Thor,hil l-3 Primary & Elementary,. 1 Junior Secondary Is in : convene~l by Mrs', Allan ~t  
the planning stages for construction/ .... , '~ .,i : ,. , : i'lbrok6n.;.)i i down ' into five 
~Cedarvale. me i'bomed school grades 14 'categor ies :  ' Hort icu l ture;  
~as  Camp -two roomed School, elementary- gradesi.7 / . .  Decorative flowers, i Education 
L Wnang a - three roomed school:- elementary- grades 1;7. ' ' ' and  ~&n'serv'atl0n ' posters; 
~ nnerry, one room'ed, elementary- grades 1-7" " collections of. '•r0ck ' and 
I Hazelton . 1 elementary n grades F7, 1 Junior . Senior collection of insects. " / 
NewTW° Mlle-Hazelt0ntwo r0 med school - hre  roomed school'elementary, e lmentary ~-'gr des 1-7grades r' ' : ; f . . . . . . . . .  1"7 conVenor of: ,:the :vegetable 
~ot~  Hazel~n- fore- ' room~, schcol. :~einentary. gradeS' l -7:  ,., ~ :'... ; ' .  -.- -, ,_ ....., 
. . _~-  x elementary..gr.a~s~l.7, 1 Juulor~Senio* Seenndaw, r: ~ f~:~Trabners  m~~t in~ '• 
.~ormemost~rtscnoot,uuamgsamnewandweilequived, i' . "-"=~ . -  . . . . . . . .  ~ ,. 
, am.s. yas~ ar~ m .served b~ School Trustees who mint travel ",.~,'L :.,-.; .i ~ i..:,~,, i~ .. ,.:.,:., :.'c . ,, . ,  ' i 
long instances m attencl meetifip and handle the tremendous , ~ There .willbea'nienflng of the. - 
amount of lmalnesa an plunning involvedt inthis district, : .,.,, ~',r:'N0rth-WQst' Trapper s Thebru in  at theieft Was, standing beside the highway.just beyond Lacarte •CreW. itazeltun' ; Mr. M.A, Penner, Mr. Bill Sargent- ' ' Amoolatlon"thls l~tday'evening ' ~ , 
.,Cook • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  : - "me tussling ~l!!bdheld 'In • , ), .The .. , be weS;~;-.:,~,,m • w, ,  oaw.~ me tt run  OGCR tO u le  e~r  ( t ;e l l~r  • " " : ~ -"' : ' 
Stewart .  Rev, David Robinson . .. .-  >,(: . . . . . . .  Rmm 216, starting at o~ght'p.m, photo to the right is another bear  we saw a few minutes  late¢~ear, :,' ~i;~ 
' / , '  : .  , . . . .  . ' , " , ,  ~ ,> - , , i~ i ,• ; , , , "7 ,  c :c  ' . ,  ' , . /  , : ,  ' , , , . : . .  , .: :' , : / : / ,  ' 
Bears  along the Yellowhead 
SECONDARY HIGH SCHOOG'.!!:, 
| :  
WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 30. 1972' 
t 
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Social and Personal 
The Rev. and Mrs. Don Lewis 
and David ha~,e returned home 
after a summer of various 
activities which included a 
camping trip to Dropmore, 
Foxwarren and Winnipeg, Man. 
where they renewed old 
aquaintances. Prior to the trip 
the family were in Vancouver 
where Mr. Lewis took a three 
week course on Family 
Therapy. Mrs. Janet Matheson 
who had been a house guest of 
the Lewis' for the past few 
years also made the trip east. 
She went by air and visited 
. friends in Winnipeg. She left 
-'=Terrac~,b~ir nga~n-Friday for 
~. .~t tor i i i~e  l~s~taken a 
~Suite ~vi1{ie~/waiti~ entrance 
into a nursing care home. 
Visiting at the home of the 
Dr's Don Strangway Halliwell, 
for the past three weeks has 
been her mother, Mt's. Ralph 
ttaywara. Mr. Hayward who 
came with her from Ontario for 
the visit recently became a 
patient at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. 
Mrs. J. Fred Weber and 
young ~n, Ross, 4830 Davis, 
Agnes A. Walker 
returned Saturday after 
spending the past six weeks 
abroad visiting her brother-in- 
law and sister, Mr. and Mrs. 
Tabuteau at Harem, Richmond, 
England and other parts of 
Great Britain. The trip included 
two weeks on the 
Mediterranean at Minorca~ 
Spain accompanied by the 
Tabuteaus. 
Passengers delayed by the_ 
recently hi-jacked plane at 
Vancouver included Mr. and 
Mrs. Otto Lindstrom, 4823 
Haugland. They were enroute to 
Tillsonberg, Ont. to visit her 
'.father Mr. Caswell and other 
relatives. Mr, Lindstrom 
returned home Thursday but 
Mrs. Lindstrom will continue 
her holdiay for two or three 
more weeks. 
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. McFadden,. 
4736 Soueie returned Wed- 
nesday, Aug. 23, after a holiday 
spent overseas visiting 
relatives and touring England, 
Scotland and Ireland. They 
wer e away four weeks. 
Mr. and Mrs. Don McKinnon 
and finally, 2708 South Sparks, 
;are home after their vacation 
~ i ¸ . 
spent with her parents, M T. and 
Mrs. Edmond McKinnon at 
Thunder "Bay# Ont. and her 
mother, Mrs. Elsie Hall and Mr. 
Hall at Winnipeg. 
Mr. and Mrs. Laurie Todd, 
Scott St., are home after a 
month of holidaying when they 
visited Kansas,• Minneapolis 
and Toronto. They travelled by 
air to those places but also 
visited some British Columbia 
points for which they took their 
camper. Their youngest sen, 
Stephen accompanied them for 
some Of the trip but Wnnt to 
Minnea~pelis from~Vanc0uver b~' 
train. This past week, Stephen 
has been among those attending 
the hockey school at Kitimat. 
Mr. Pete Fanning, former 
Recreation Director for 
Terrace visited in town during 
the past weeke. He was in the 
area on a fishing trip. 
Mrs. Hugh Power and baby, 
Allen, 4315 Birch, have returned 
after six weeks in Scotland and 
England where she visited 
various members of her family. 
Coming 
events 
The Lions' Ladies Club will be 
holding their Fall Junk Sale on 
Saturday, September 16th, 
starting at 10:30 a.m. and 
continuing until all items are 
sold. The sale will be held on the 
Super-Valu parking lot. 
Any 
Any items such as small 
appliances, dishes, books, toys, 
jewellery, kitchen uteasfls, etc. 
will be accepted. No clothing 
please. All proceeds from the 
sale will be donated to charity. 
For pickup, please call 635. 
7308 or 635-6411. 
:The Ki~ette Club is holding a 
rummage and bake sale at the 
Oddfeilows Hall in Terrace 
from II :00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m., 
Saturday, September 23. Please 
call 635-2142 after 6:00 p,m. n
you have any items to donate. 
Pick up Will .be arranged. 
ilelp keep the oven clean when 
roasting uncovered meat by m- 
aking a wall against spattering 
fat. Line roaster with foil 
extending about four inches 
above the top of pan. 
Are you frustrated with the unoertainty 
of Air Travel in and out of the 
KJtimat-Terraoe Airport? 
KITIMAT-TER RACE AND DISTRICT LABOUR 
COUNCIL urges you to support the Regional 
District of Kitimat. Stikine, through their Air. 
port Committee, in their current campaign to 
have funds allocated from the Ministry of 
Transport, for the installation of additional 
equipment which will enable more frequent 
landings during inclement weather. 
Sponsored by the Kitimat.Terrace and District Labour Council 
• . , . . . , , • , • . , , , . • , , , . . ,  , , , , , . • , ,• , . . ,  • , . . ( .  , •o , .  , . . . , ,  ° , , , , . . . . . . , • . , , , , , ,  , , , • , , . , . . , ; : , . , , , , , , , , , ,  . , i ,  , , . . , , , , .  , , , , , • , , , , • . ,o  , , , , , •  
Clip and mail to: 
The Honorable Donald C. Jamleson, PC, MP. • 
Minister of Transport, : ; .  ' 
. r  . . 
. . '  
Hunter Building, 
Ottawa, 
Ontario K1A ON5 
I: i Sir, 
I strongly urge yout o' use 
ensure "that the ne necesm 
mediate ly  made avai lable-  i 
f i  o " . . 
, i  
• .i~: 
i i 
• ' / , .~  : ? . _ 
• < 
, 24-30 crepes made in a'i 7:' pan :  :ii( 
If you have a sweet ooth, here is a snack that will cater to i t .  
lt.'s also a good suggestion for break~ast...if you like nourishing 
ones. Blintzesarecrepeaeookedononesideonly. ln this recipe, 
the crepes are filled with a creamy cherry cheese sauce. No need to melt margarine or butter for the batter, just pour 
peanut oil right from the bottle; this is convenient and saves 
time in preparation. Also, unfilled crepes freeze well. 
This recipe was created and tested by Claire Frtcfcld, Con- 
sultant Dietitian for the Peanut Oil Institute. 
CHERRY CHEESE BLINTZES 
1 c. milk 
% c. cold water 
4 whole eggs . 
3 tbsp. rum 
4 tbsp. Peanut Oil 
~/~ tsp. salt 
1'/~ c. unsifted all-purpose flour 
3 tbsp. granulated sugar * i * 
Beat eggs, milk, water, rum andpeanut oil until thoroughly- 
mixed. Mix flour, salt and sugar and add to egg mixture; beat 
until batter is smooth. Batter will have the conSistency ofheavy 
cream. Let batter stand for at least 30 minutes before using If it 
becomes too thick add a tablespoon ofmilk to thin it. 
Heat a heavy small skillet, 5" or 7", or i r0ncr~ pan until it Is 
very hot and pour in a little Peanut Oil just to coat the pan. 
Remove the pan from the heat, tilt it away from you, and pour in 
2-3 tablespoons batter. Tilt and rotate the pan quickly so that the 
batter runs to the edges and coats the bottom thin ly and evenly. 
Return the pan to the heat until the bottom of the crepe is golden 
brown; brown on one side only. Slide the crepe onto a wire 
rack or on absorbent paper; cool and pile them on top of each 
other. 
FILLING FOR CREPES 
enough for 24 crepes 
• 1 pound cottage cheese 
% tsp. grated lemon rind 
2 tbsp• granulated sugar (more or less, as desired) 
z~ tsp. ground cinnamon 
1/4 tsp.'salt 
1 tbsp. sour ct~eam 
I egg ,  beaten  
I c. drained cherries, cut in sm~ll pieces 
Margarine or butter , 
.- Mash cheese and combine with lemon rind, sugar, cinnamon 
and salt. Add egg and sour cream; combine thoroughly. Fold in 
drained cherries. Put a tablespoon ofthe filling in the centre of 
the cooked side of each crepe an fold or roll it up, folding the the 
ends. Brown in hot melted margarine or butter, turning to 
brown both sides. Serve with sour cream and some drained 
whole cherries. 
Vis i tor  f rom England would l ike to 
borrow a grundig  tape recorder 
A gentleman visiting flus area make some recordings to take 
would appreciate someone back to England with him. If 
loaning him a Grundig tope there is a person willing to 
recorder. This person has a accomodate this gentleman 
Grundig at ho/ne in England please.telephone himat 635-3515 
which--be neglected ,to bring .or...~dl..-at his home at 3309 
~ong.:He .would now like K~nney Street. ~/  :: y.~. 
Klukns-Nehtz 
The marriage of Luise Klukas and Walter Nelhz took place at 
.the Zion Baptist Church at 4 p.m. on July 15th 1972. 
The two bridesmaids'were H idi Klukas and lrina Schulze 
both nieces of the bride. 
Robert Klukas brother of the bride was best man who also 
presented the happy couple with a lovely piece of accordian 
music: "Now I know life is worth living". 
The attendant was a newphew of the bride Peter Petzeld from 
Calgary. 
The bride was'given away by her father Oswald Klukas. 
The bride wore a long white dress with a lace trim falling 
softly from the shoulders. She.wore a headpiece of apple• 
blossoms with a three quarter length veil and held a bouquet of 
pink carnations. 
The bridesmaids wore a daisy design, yellow and white double 
lace dress also full length the a bouquet of mixed flowers. 
Mother of the bride wore a full length, avocado green dress 
with glittering old trim and a corsage of yellow roses.. 
Pastor Zimbelman married the Couple on a platform" 
decorated with flowers while Mr. Klaus Schulze, brother.in.law. 
of the bride, acted as photographer• 
Mr. Emil Klukas, brother of the bride, took the above photo 
for the Herald• 
Following the church ceremony, a reception was held at 
Gim's restaurant, ~ ,.'~*~,'~, 
T h  " . . , . , ~ , . ,~ . , . ,~ ,~,~,  e couple was later ~ak j!~t~,Hot Springs . . . . .  " ~ 
Mr~ and Mi's. Walter Nelit* p-left e~f~lde*~ Vancouver, B.C~!; 
School 
Opening 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 
SEPTEMBER 5, 1972 
88 
Schools in School District No.88 (Skeena-Casslar) open 
Tuesday, 5th Septembe r• 1972 at 7:00 P.M. for pupils 
S "AFF MEETINGS ARE BEING HELD* 
IN THE MORNING 
Kindergarten pupils who have registered previously 
start school b~y appointment arran blr the schools. 
Please do 'not bring i or send Kindergarten pupils ' 
tO Xh00 iL until requested to d0~s01•byi:ithe:school. 
. . . .  - / 
BumS*/IWill irun ~ four hours later 
~0 Septemb ~ n , 
. . . . . .  ] i . . . . .  ] '  
There/ no bus services for kinderga pup l~ 
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en are becoming more style. : Glno and F'rank cater to all t 
conscious" stated Manager Frank _ . . . _  ;: . astes and 
carry tUll quality lines tor the younger set Cuglleffa of Mantiques Fashions for men 
as well as a large seleotion for the more as he showed us around his fine new 
fashion emporium In the Terrace Shopping 
Center. "we have to attend a l l  the big 
fashion shows in Montreal and Vancouver 
in order to meet the demands of our 
discriminating cllentel" he added. "There 
are so many new :cuts, pafferns and 
materials available that we cannot afford 
to slip behind." 
The fact that owner' Gino Cugllefta and 
his manager brother Frankkeep abreast 
of fashlon for men is born out in the fact 
that they have had to double the space of 
their store. The brothers invite old 
customers and new to drop by and see 
their new shop for men. The visitor will be 
Impressed with the large v#rlety ot.top 
quality styles for all age groups. With a 
smile Frank mentions that,women are 
becoming more and more Interested In 
men's clothing. They shlp for their 
husbands and even select a pair of trousers 
for their own wear. 
moderate nd even conservative tastes. 
He maintains the younger style boutique 
as a seperate shop within a shop at the rear 
of the store;'  
.Frank has the largest' selection of 
trousers in town with over 1,000 on the 
racks. He has a large selection of suits, 
sports lockets, leather lockets, 'vests etc. 
He boasts of the best selection of double. 
knit In the region. -, 
Frank, who works closely with brother 
Glno In purchasing his stock as much as 
six months in advance is very pleased with 
the high quality and good style that now 
exists in Canadian manufacture and 
styling . " 
He considers the Canadian selections to be" 
as good as any importation from any 
where In the world. He however does keep 
In stock some of the superior qualifies 
from such fashion centers as London for 
example. 
Door  : 
Frank says that• so many local people 
have made MANTIQUE'S FASHIONS 
FOR MEN their fashion center that he 
must be careful in the selection of stock. 
Our customers have become accustomed 
to the best and we must live up Io the 
' reputation we ha.re established in our 
years of serving our good f;'londS. A 
customer has become fashion conscious 
and is aware of what Is available in style, 
color, pattern and material and we must 
give him exactly what he wafl~, rIt is in 
knowing our customers and remaining- 
abreast of all new fashion trends that we 
have developed one of the most successful 
men's wear business in the North.West. 
We have just one policy and .that Ja to 
continue to please our customers and give 
them what he wants. " 
An additional service to Terrace- 
residents available at Mantlque's 
Fashions for Men Is provided by an expert 
tailor in the person of Vlctor Cavalloro who 
has many years of experlence In the 
professlon and who gives export alteration 
service to customers. 
victor cavallero, an expert tailor is always on hand 
at Mantique's Fashions for Men to assist in the 
Fitting and to undertake expert alterations if 
required. He can be seen above serving one of the 
many• satisfied clients at the new store in the 
Terrace Shopping Center. 
• . l~ " 
Mr. Ron Kereliu.k, owner of L & D Motors trying 
on a car coat from thelarge selection available 
at the new Montiques Fashions for Men in the 
TerraCe Shopping Center. Manager Frank " 
Cugliet~a is ad miring the fi.L 
:..:.: 
C 
• /  
URSALA KLINE checking over the varied 
selection in the "Boutique" the .~tore within a store 
MANTIQUE'.S FASHIONS FOR MEN now opened 
q 
in tlie Terrace Shopping Center. Ursula will be 
pleased to advise all clients visiting the store. She is 
also capable of making alterations if required. 
Lovely ~ylvia in the Boutique, the men's wear store 
within a store, is at Mantique's Fashions for Men in 
the Terrace Shopping Center, is pleased to~ssist all 
;NO'S COIFFURE 
HE"  NOW HAS ]~NICE~- :THE 
SPACE: I !  FOR: :  H IS  E .VER.  " 
• INCREASING CL IENTELE . .  , , 
,GIn~'~ liVltes all ladles to his new-sai~ ." , : : " - - . -  
wheri  he has six expert Jlalrd~euers on 
staff to meet madam's halrdresslhgheeds, 
C wo,  - Hll.new n lon  an.accomodate 'up to '~ , 
• ladles at,erie: slffing;, ~, .....: ~. ~,. ,,; ::..~,::..,-, ~.~':! ~: ' r ; i, 
. ,Glno 'n~es, that the. fashlon, i n  !halr~::, '~ ":/:: 
, :. , dreulr~gnb~ Is.the:Page:boy,ih6 long and:i:i :~ iii:. ' i.: ~1 : 
- soft t:rawl, o'com'm~mh~that IedlU: tOda~/~::~:! */ii::. ,'~,: 
:- prefer.the natural Iooklnthelr • . hair l~lBtl~';/ . ~ ;~ "•. •; 
Ha ouures that his sf~ff, who haw ~: :;':;i~ "~ ,,:~,,~:'~',_:: 
• . . . . -  
' , , ,111  (1111/, I l l  i a~ l  C l I I  I l a l r  rAbMIUN:~;~. . - : . : . . .~  ' ;  
customers in making a selection from thewide 
range of shrinkies, baggies, plaids and all styles 
preferred by the younger set. 
'i 
. . • "  . 
"i: ~i~:St 
new,~ 
;The 
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Labour Day 
message from 
B.C. minister 
of labour 
Unfortunately there has been considerable turmoil in labour 
relations this year due to the fact that many collective 
agreements expired and new ones had to be negotiated ata time 
o f gro~,ing inflation and increasing expectation. This situation 
9ccurred in a number of industries, particularly the con- 
struction and lumbering industries where there were extensive 
work stoppages. The result has been that many man-days have 
been lost, employers and employees have had their incomes 
reduced and the economy of the Province has suffered. 
In aa effort to help resolve labour-management disputes, the 
Government enacted legislation which was designed to 
provide assistance to the parties through mediation services 
and by means of compulsion i  those few instances where it was 
absolutely necessary inorder to protect the public interest. In a 
number of disputes I personally endeavoured to help the parties 
by getting them together, and making proposals which I thought 
would be helpful to them. Unfortunately, because of the 
bargaining approaches made in some instances, negotiations 
have been most difficult and the record this year has not been 
good. Nevertheless, I wish to assure the people of Britsh 
Columbia that everything possible is being done to promote 
industrial peace and will be done in the future. 
In an endeavour toimprove workmen's compensation benefits 
the Workemn's Compensation Act was again amended this year 
and our legislation continues to be in the forefront in Canada. 
Among the major improvements were: removal of the 3-day 
waiting period; increased pensions and lump sum payments for 
.widows; minimum monthly payments for permanent total 
disability increased from $150.00 to $250.00 
Another improvement in working conditions which will 
become ffective in the near future relates to minimum wages. 
The Board of Industrial Relations, which is the body having 
the responsibility for issuing and revising minimum wage or- 
ders is conducting a review of a number of its Orders at the 
present ime. Following conclusion of its hearings and the 
necessary research new Orders will be issued. 
.i ~..:,::~ i Tltese are some of the steps that have been taken to improve 
// '  :':' 7'~':7~4he~s.tmdards an  working conditions of many employees in 
British Columbia. 
It is my hope that with the satisfactory solutions of our labour- 
management difficulties and improved working conditions 
British Columbia will be able to advance to higher economic 
ground so that all may benefit. 
: i!: : 
85 or more could die over labour day 
An estimated 85 or more 2. Fasten safety belts before 
drivers and pedestrians will die . every trip. 
on Canadian streets and high- 
ways daring the 'Labour Day 
weekend. 
Bruce J. Legge, Q.C. Canada 
Safety Council President points 
out that this tragic lass of life 
need not happen and he urges 
motorists and pedestrians alike 
to use extra care and caution 
during the weekend. 
Mr. Legge urges all drivers to 
follow a few simple safety 
rules: 
I. Leave plenty of time for 
your trip and avoid driving to a 
time deadline. 
3. Drive within the speed 
limit. 
4. Maintain proper following 
distance - Avoid tailgating. 
5. Take at least a 10-minute 
rest stop every two hours to 
improve your powers of con- 
centration. 
6. Wait one hour for each 1~ 
ounces of alcohol ingested 
before driving. Don't ry to mix 
alcohol and driving. 
The Labour Day weekend has 
been marked too often by tragic 
deaths and injuries. In 1971, 75 
people lost their lives in traffic, 
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" THE THINGS 
MY READERS SAY! 
.By Bill Smlley 
With the best intentions in 
the world to do so, 1 never 
• quite get around to  answer- 
ing all my mail. There al- 
ways seems to be some 
domestic or other crisis that 
interferes. 
in almost every case, the 
letters i get are both friend- 
ly and .interesting, The ex- 
ceptions are business letters 
and bill collectors. Form let- 
ters and promot iona l  letters 
! don't even read: just tear 
them once across sad toss 
into the logical depository 
- the garbage pail. 
Anyway, this column 
seems to  get around quite a 
bit, and the letters pile up, 
and I keep making new 
resolutions to answer them 
andthe pile keeps growing. 
If my wife would leave me 
for a month, and I worked 
eight hours a day, ! could 
clean them all up and start a 
new life, relieved of guilt 
and shame. 
Just to ~lve you an idea, 
here's a cross.sampling. Just 
got a card from The Bobsey 
Twins, Regina' and Kath. 
Postmark: Venice, They're 
two former students• When 
they were in Grade 13, and 
I couldn't find s boy to 
clean' up the estate, they 
took it on, and did the best 
job l've ever had done. Un- 
like boys, who don't get 
into the corners, they crawl- 
ed into the bushes and drag- 
ged out leaves with their 
bare hands. They garnered 
forty plastic garbage bags of 
leaves and twigs, i gave 
them their pay and an illegal 
• beer and we've been buddies 
ever since. According to the 
card, •they've covered seven 
countries in three weeks and 
are now heading for Spain. 
Poor old Madrid. 
Here's a letter from R.F. 
Stedman, County Wicklow, 
Eke. An excerpt: "Your 
column holds for me a note 
of sanity in a mad world 
and ranks in my mind with 
Greg Clark." Double thanks, 
R.F. Greg Clark is about six 
tiers above me, but I appre- 
ciate the sentiment• Mr. 
Stedman went to high 
.Weekly 
fire report 
: . '  : . : . " : . : . :  ~ . , . .  .... , ' ,  WEDNESDAY,  AUGUST ~,1972 
One pungent comment:• the .  I~ :d i tne  
"You mustbe a Dagwood at ~" 7":~ ~ r ~ - -  
home,  and: a rotten father. " Dear Editor: : " ":  ... 
How 'else could youhave  . . . .  .Weare  del ighted to:see that  :~ 
such a mixed-up f f lm l ly? ' t  r ,  : Counc l l . .has .made.  public its C. 
Welt, Mrs.  Slater, , my:, (position with regard to the new 
mixed-up dauihter happens: recreation centre, i " 
school with my older 
brother and sister. 
Just grabbed another one 
from the heap. Holy 
smokes, it's dated Feb., 
1971. Thomas A. Smith, 
Rouleau, Sask. He noticed a 
reference in the column to 
Calumet Island, in the Ot- 
tawa River, where my 
mother was born. He was 
born there too and remem- 
bers Smileys in Shawville, 
Que•, where my dad once 
ran a store. It's a long, inter- 
esting letter from a real old- 
timer who went west in 
1910, at the age of 17, went 
overseas in World War I. Mr. 
Smith, I hope you are well, 
though you must be 80, and 
I'll write a proper letter. 
Here's another, from 
White Plains, New York. 
Holy Old Hughie! Dated 
June 24th, 1969. It's from 
A. Leslie Hill, Captain, 
Army Nurse Corps, U.S. 
Army •Reserve (retired). 
Born in Fergus, Ont., three 
score years ago, graduate of 
Kingston (Ont.) General 
Hospital, served in World 
War I! and Korea. and read 
my column to a group of 
Negroes in,  the laundry 
room. How about hat? Let- 
ter ends, "Thanks for your 
column, dull or not." 
Here's a self-addressed 
envelope from Mrs. Walter 
E. Dorsett, Smiley, Sask. 
But I can't find the letter. 
And another one from Gor- 
don Fairgrieve, publisher of 
the Observer, Hartland, N.B. 
He has a subscriber called 
Bill Smiley, who lives in 
Massachusetts, and asks that 
I drop him a line. I will, Bill 
and Gordon. 
A note from G.R. Mc- 
Crea, publisher of the 
Herald, tlanna, Alia. He 
agrees it's a mad, mad 
world, has been forty years 
in the newspaper "game", 
started at $5 a week, and re- 
calls with nostalgia: "For $5 
in those days you could 
take your best girl to the 
PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. - localldance,'buy a mickey 
~Dt~.!ng :.the:.: past S w~k: : th l : :  .- of~robsut rye, and still have 
!.:wea.mer ~s  Deen:a,m~.ure o/ ; -  ::~imon~[y~enoug h to buy the 
coo.'. ciodoy weather wren ram g~l a li~hch at midnight, and 
recorded in most of the•i Prince some left over for a package 
Rupert Forest District. 
A' low to moderate hazard 
existed throughout he week 
and only 2 new fires were 
reported, bringing this years 
total to 162. 
Asof August 18, a total of 1,484 
fires have occurred in the 
~ovince, compared to 2,4~ for 
e corresponding porioa in 
1971. 
Costs to extinguish fires this 
year is roughly 5,300,000 less 
than last years figure. 
Co.oler temperatures and 
widespread showers have 
reduced the fire hazard to low 
and moderate in most parts of 
the province. 
We have experienced light- 
ning activity in the Interior part 
of roll-your-owns on Men- 
The highest death toll recorded 
during the same holiday period 
was 102 in 1966 followed by 94 in 
1967. 
This year the 78 hour holiday 
will run from 6 p.m. Friday, 
September 1 to midnight, 
Monday, September 4.
Sudden and unexpected death 
brings hardship and suffering to 
those that are left behind. In a 
plea to all road users over the" of the district andour lookouts 
weekend, Bruce Legge asks andpatrolplanesa~'estillactive 
them to "obey traffic signs and in these areas. 
signals and take positive action Whi le we are hoping the 
to ensure an accident-free hazardous period is over for this 
weekend for themselves and year, wecouldstill experience a 
their families." high hazard in.many areas. 
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day. Boy, was that ever 
livin'." Thanks, G.R., for a 
grand letter. 
From a lady in Bowman- 
ville. She "thanks me for my 
salute to the house'~ife, an0 
has some good advice: "! 
have learned, slowly, never 
criticize what someone's 
doing unless you have tried 
it yourself." And it turns 
out the lady lived next door 
for eight years to the lady 
who wrote me a beautiful 
letter from New Zealand. 
In a column this summer, 
I compared my wife to that 
bird, the flicker. Ron Cure. 
ruing writes from Port Elgin, 
comparing husbands to 
bobolinks. "Before mar- 
riage, the bobolink has a 
beautiful, slick, yellow- 
striped suit and sings a 
mate-enticing Bobo-llnk-a- 
link-a-link. After marriage, 
in late summer, he dresses in 
dull brown, and his song is 
merely a dull 'clunk'. As a 
middle-aged hubby, I keep 
seeing a parallel." 
Weeps! It's not'all sweet- 
hess and light. Just reached 
and read two letters giving 
me hell. 1 must have written 
a snarly column about een- 
agers back in 1970, for one 
of. the letters is dated then. 
One is from a teenager, un- 
signed; blasting me in no un- 
to be living in Bracebridge' It is true that the figure of 
• right now, a~d l,ve a good $292,630.00 is  too high. It 
notion to call and tell her to amounts to $27:00 per square 
go over and give you a good 
punch in the nose. 
I'm kidding, Mrs. Slater. 
Kim wouldn't step on  an 
ant, if she could avoid it. 
• •She's a delightful, compas- 
sionate, beautiful and intel- 
ligent young wonian, who is 
no more mixed-up than you 
or I. 
And I'm no Dogwood. 
When I put my foot down 
around here . . . ' I  break a 
toe. 
Welt, all I wanted to say 
~vas that you meet a lot of 
interesting people in this 
business. 
a • 
Arthnas .
The control and prevention of
arthritis is one of the greatest 
challenges facing medical 
science today. It is a challenge 
that culls also for the most 
effective organization of public 
health services across our 
nation. 
The federal government, 
through my Department, has 
joined with provincial health 
departments in combatting 
arthritis. We are supporting 
research and treatment 
programs in various centres. 
We are greatly encouraged by 
foot. Even $260,000.00 or $24.00 
for each foot is a very high price 
o pay for a wood frame 
uilding. 
Ourrecent public buildings in 
Terrace have • been running 
much less than that, For 
example Parkside School cost 
$16.23 a square foot, Copper 
Mountain $18.60, Uplands 
School Addition $19.00, Kiti K 
Shan $22.70 and Skeena Library 
$22.10. 
'We would havq thoughtthat 
such experienced and renowned 
big city experts could have done 
at least as well. Or perhtps 
local know how is better. 
I remain, Yours truly, Soutar 
Condie Associates, 
month 
the expert Initiativ~ of The" 
Canadian Arthritis and 
Rheumatism Society, as a 
voluntary national health 
agency, in its service, education 
and research campaigns to  
control the disease. 
Now is the time for us all, as 
individual citizens, to recognize 
our responsibility o participate 
directly with C,A.R,S: in this 
great effort. It means much to 
those afflicted, It meatis evm 
more to the health of our natim 
in the years ahead. 
LET CARE HELP YOU TO HELP OTHERS 
.CARE is a meaningful four-letter 
word - in fact it has many mean- 
ings: To 25 million children in 25 
countries, C.A.R.E. means food. 
It also means being able to go to 
school for a few years -  long 
enough to learn reading and writ- 
ing. To some it means uncontam- 
inated water and to others a per- 
manent house. To many Cana- 
dians it means a convenient way 
of participating in efforts to re- 
lieve "the desperate need in 
Asian, African and Latin Ameri- 
can countries. Let CARE help you 
to help others. , 
,= •J . . . .  
. 
Send your dollars to 
CARE Canada: 
Dept. 4,63 Sparks St., . r ~ 
ottawa K1P 5A6 ' 
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Terrace figure skating club 
signs,Elizabeth Clark 
Mrs. Yvonne Moen, Publicity 
Director for the Terrace Figure 
Skating Club, has announced 
the signing of silver-medalist 
Elizabeth Clark as skating 
instructor for the club. 
The signing of the contract 
took place last Sunday at City 
Hall in the Council Chamber. 
Miss Clark , who has been 
skating competitively for the 
past I5 years, hails from the 
Queen City of the Eootenays, 
and is now a resident of Terrace 
where she is employed by B.C. 
Tel. 
She is a former member ofthe 
"Ice Follies" and a silver medal 
winner at the Canadian Figure 
Skating Association Cham- 
pionships. She was a member of 
the Nelson Figure Skating Club 
for ten years. The new pro at- 
tended summer skating schools 
for seven years, with two under 
the guidance ofEdy Rada at the 
North Shore Winter Club in 
North Vancouver. 
Even before signing with the 
Ice Follies, Miss Clark ex- 
pressed a desire to teach the 
sport that she herself has 
studied so thoroughly and she is 
thrilled to be the first instructor 
pro with the local club. 
Mrs. Moan said that the club 
will encourage skaters at all 
age levels but said that the 
greatest efforts will be directed 
to the beginner and very young 
skaters• Instruction will be 
scheduled for all age groups. 
Registration will be taking 
place within the next three 
weeks. The exact date will be 
published in the Terrace Herald 
when final arrangements have 
been made as to ice schedules 
etc. 
Mrs. Moen also advises that 
any person interested in a 
coaches clinic for figure skating 
should contact her at 635-2858. A
clinic in this regard will be held 
in Prince Rupert on September 
16th. The club is particularly "
interested in high school 
students, and potential figure 
skaters mothers attending. 
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Ever wonder why many young people are often bored? 
They say they can't find anything to do. An'd, when they 
do, you sometimes wish they hadn't. 
Sports and recreation programs can provide meaning- 
ful, healthy' ways for young people to express them- 
selves. 
But there aren't always enough sports and recreation 
programs to go around. 
It takes money. Money. The one item on which there's 
never a sale. * " 
Your Organization can help provide this money; and 
here's how . . .  ~i~i!, 
The 1973 Canada Summer Games - -  that's the giant 
amateur +sports spectacular to be held in New West- 
minster-Burnaby in August of next year - -  has come 
up with a fund-raising bargain. 
It's a Canada Games Lucky Dr&w. Any sports, recrea- 
tion or service club in British Columbia can sell tickets. 
THE HERALD; TERRACE, B.C. 
Hockey 
Hela+d 0(I  /: iii:i The ' : Canada ,', : 
MVPcanadian hockey fans will be 4 ~,, ~+ . ' : vex~' .  : ' 1 "< e '  " ] --' .1': : ::::::::: :::: :::::::: : ::l P " + q Pl'~O  , ]' ~ = ~:~ :;'[: "{  :+:1 d ~" :,~ ;"i+ :.' r. r " 
t i . 
given the opportunity to cast a ~ 
vote in the Labatt's "Best on d l~ 
Ice" Award for the Most 
Valuable Player on Team I 
Canada in next month's hockey. 
series against Russia. 
The award - a 1973 Ford 
Mustang Grande - will be 
presented by Labatt's to the 
Canadian hockey star receiving 
the greatest number of votes in 
balloting for the Most Valuable 
Player. 
In announcing the "Best On 
Ice" Award, W.F. Read, 
President, Labatt Breweries of 
Canada said: 
"I doubt hat any event in the 
history of sport in this country 
has excited and intrigued 
Canadians as much as the 
prospects of the games between 
Team Canada nd the Russians. 
"It's a constant topic of 
conversation and we feel it adds 
another important element of 
national involvement to give 
everyone in the country a 
chance to help choose the Most 
Valuable Player on Team 
Canada. 
"Every member of the team 
• is a hockey star and it will be a 
difficult job, we're sure, to 
single out one player as the 
Best, but who could be better 
judges than the fans them- 
selves?" 
"As for the winner, whoever, 
that may be, he'll have the 
added satisfaction of knowing 
that he was selected by 
Canadians from coast to coast," 
Mr. Read said. 
All eight games will be seen 
on television in Canada, 
beginning with the first of a four 
game Canadian series in 
Montreal, September 2. and 
concluding after four games ir 
Moscow on September 28. 
Official ballots will be 
available, by writing to Labatt's 
or votes may also be cast by 
writing the name of the player 
' r ~ L " ' .,: ++ ,, : WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 30, 1972 
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Terrace Recreat ion news. * 
The Terrace Recreation 
Department has announced the 
hiring of an arena manager for 
the coming year. 
Evan Lyon of North Van- 
couver will be arriving 
sometime in September to fill 
the post. 
Requests for use of the arena 
floor during the spring, sunmer 
and fail of next year will also be 
accepted. 
Remember tomake your bids 
in writing and to • get them in 
early. 
XXXXX 
town students to such a school 
at a nominal fee. 
XXXXX 
Any club wishing or needing 
xxxxxx  
The Department is also 
looking for a Recreation one new concept he Depart- 
supervisor to replace Elaine meat hopes to get off the ground 
Parmenter who will be leaving is a tiny tots program. 
later this fall for an extended . The program will be for 
va+ation. children from 34 and will be run 
Miss Parmenter has served , hopefully, twice a week on a 
with the Department for several play school basis. 
years in Terrace, keeping 
things running smoothly. 
XXXXXX 
Written requests for ice time 
are now being accepted by the 
Department. The schedule for 
the year will be drawn up 
probably next week depending 
on the receival of a copy of the 
Pacivic North-West Hockey 
League schedule. 
facilities such as gymnasiums 
for their fall program is urged 
to write their request and get it 
into the Recreation Department' 
as soon as possible. 
The fall schedule for Family  _noe day recreational programming is f l , ,~  
currently being drawn up and 
in northeastern B. 
There 
currently underway for a 
hockey school for next summer 
for Terrace. Nothing definite 
yet but several institutions have 
pledged their support iucluding 
the B.C. Vocational School 
which may billet and feed out of 
Family and recreational 
canoeists will have a chance to 
XX XXX show their paddling skills this 
coming September 3rd in 
are negotiations ' northeastern B.C. (alternate 
Taylor, B.C.,) when they 
participate in the novelty and 
short distance racing 
programme held in conjunction 
with the $350 Bid Dam Canoe 
Race. 
Especially designed for 
e 
1657 B.C. golfers 
earnmoustache cups 
More than 1657 golfers in birdierecorded0nthe18thhole! 
British Columbia have so far 
canoeists who find the 50-mile 
length of the Big Dam Race a 
bit too challenging, the 7-event 
novelty programme offers 
something for just about evew 
canoeing taste, plus some 
valuable merchandise prizes• 
Topping the agenda is t~  
Family Race itself, teaming 
husbands and wives, fathers 
considered to be most valuable' earned a set of " Export 'A' 
on a postcard and marling to: Kings Moustache Cups in the 
Export 'A' Kings l-Under Cup 
Box 5050,  Competition, being held across 
Canada. 
Vancouver 3, : A grand total of 18076 golfers, 
British Columlfla playing•in one o f  623 par- 
All votes receiv~l by mid- 
night, October 7, will be for- 
warded to Herbert A. Watts Ltd. 
and a winner declared as soon 
as careful and impartial 
tabulations are com.. 
pleted. HOW YOU SEE IT IS 
HOW YOU VOTE! 
ticipating clubs from British 
Columbia to Newfoundland, 
have thus far sent in their 
names to receive their prize. 
It is expected that, before the 
Export 'A' Kings 1-Under Cup 
Competition is over, more than 
20,000 players will have sub- 
ndtted their score card with a 
Keith Conkl in,  product and sons, mothers and 
'A' Kings, called the success of daughters, in short, any two 
the competition "over- members of the family. Each 
wbelming". • team in the Family Race will 
In fact, the response was so loot only have to show its skill 
overwhelming that aa(ad-  ~with a paddle, but also i~s~ 
ditional supply" of,Exp0rtl 'A' :~ ability"~o 10ad 'and':tlnload ~,~ 
"Kings Moustacl~e.Cups had to be' ~ canoe, 'j~st" like -on- a'  family '> 
re-ordered. It is estima'&~d that " camping trip. 
twice the number of golfers that 
were origimlly expected to The Ladies Race will be 
enter the eorapetition will another exciting event with 
receive their Export 'A' Kings brooms replacing paddles as 
Moustache Cups before the the means of propulsion. 
contest is terminated, on Other contests on the novely 
August 25th. and short distance racin~ 
Man. 
Tues. 
Wed. 
Wed, 
Thurs. 
Tues. 
Tues. 
Wed. 
Thurs. 
Fri, 
Men. 
Wed. 
Wed. 
Thurs. 
Sat. 
Tues. 
Wed. 
Thure, 
Fri, 
Sun. 
Wed. 
Wed.: 
Men, 
• Man. 
Man. 
Mon. 
Thurs. 
Set. 
Sun. 
Sun. 
"rues+ 
Sat 
Set. 
Sun. 
Sun. 
Wed, 
Set, 
CANADIAN FOOTBALL LEAGUE SCHEDULE 
REOUI.Nt 8F.~ON 
July 31 Saskatchewan at Ham]lt0n 
Aug. 1 Vancouver at Edmonton 
Aus. 2 Saskatchewan at Ottawa 
Aug. 2 Winnipeg at Calgary 
Aus. 3 Montreal at Toronto 
Aug. 8 Calgary at Winnipeg 
Aug. 8 Hamilton at Vancouver 
Aug. 9 Toronto el Sesket0hewan 
Aug. 10  Ottawa etMontreal 
Aug. 11 Hamilton at Edmonton " 
Aug. 14 Vancouver at Calgsry 
Aug. 16 Ottawa at Toronto 
Aug. 16 Edmonton at Saskatchewan 
Aug. 17 Winnipeg at Vancouver 
Aug. 19 . Montreal at Hamilton 
'programme include: an eveni 
for youngsters 10-15 years el 
age, one and two man canoe 
slaloms, a kayak race, and a 
s~cial "Mayors Race" for 
municipal officials, service club 
representatives and chamber of 
commerce officecs. 
The novely events will be held 
at Peace Island Park in Taylor 
(B.C:) beginning at 2:30 p.m.i 
September 3/'d. A Bar-B-Qua 
will follow. 
The 'B:g Dam Canoe Race 
which is expected to attract the 
more serious ~competitors f om 
all across northern B.C. and 
Alberta will be getting un- 
derway at 10:30 a.m. that same 
day, September 3 d, at the ferry 
landing in Hudson Hope. 
Aug. 22 Saskatchewan at Calgsry 
Aug. 23 Toronto at Winnipeg 
Aug. 24 Hamilton at Montreal 
Aug. 25 ~nc0uver at Edmonton 
Aug.'27 Calgary at Seskelchewan 
Aug. 30 Toronto at Or,awl 
Aug. 30 Edmonton otWinnipeg 
Sept, 4 Toronto at Montrsol 
Sept, 4 Oltawa at Hemillon 
Sept. 4 Edmonton at Calgary 
Sept• 4 Winnipeg at Saskatchewan 
Sept. 7 Vancouver ~tWlnnipe 9
Sept. 9 Montreal at Ottawa CSC Full 
Sept. 10 Hamilton at Toronto 
Sept• 10 Calgary at Edmonton 
Sept. 12 Saskatchewan atVancouver , 
Sept .  IS Hamilton at Ottawa 
Sept. 16 ' Calgary at Winnipeg CSC West " 
Sept. 17 Vanc0uver at  Montreal 
Sept. 17 Edmonton at Saskatchewan 
Sept• 20 Vonc0uuer st Toronto 
Sept 23 Dttawa at  Edmonton CBC Full 
Sun. sept. 24 Montreal el Calgary . 
Sun. Sept. 24 Toronto It  Hamilton 
Sun. Sept. 24 Winnlpe o 81 Saskatchewan 
Toes• Sept. 26 Ottawa at Vancouver 
Wed. Sept. 27 Montreal I t  Winnipeg 
Sat. Sept. 30 Edmonton at Toronto CSC Full 
Sun. Oct. ° 1 Hamilton at Ottawa 
Sun. OCt, 1 secketchawen el Calgary 
Tuel. Oct. 3 Edmonton el Mortimer 
Tues, Oct. 3 Winnipeg el Vancouver 
Set. OCt. 7 Calgary st Hamilton CBC Full 
Sun. OCt. 8. Montreal at Toronto 
Sun. Oct. 8 Vancouver el Saskatchewan 
Men. Oct. 9 Calgary at Ottawa 
Man. Oct. 9 Winnipeg at Edmonton 
Sat. Oct= 14 Edmonton etVancouver 
Sill, OCt. 14 Hamilton at Montreal 
Sun. OCt. IS Toronto " etcatgery 
Sun. OCt. 15 SelkatchewnnntWinnipeg 
Set. OCt. 21 Calgary at Vancouver " 
Sat. OCt. 21 ' Winnipeg ' at Hamilton 
Sun." Oct. 22 Onawa et Morn,eel 
Sun. Oct. 22 Seskatchewohet Edmonton 
Sat. Oct. 28 Ottawa el To,tints CBC Full 
.set, OCt. 28 Vanconwr at Calgary CSC Welt 
Sun. OCt. 29 Montreal i t  Salkatchewirl 
Sun. Oct. 29 Edmonton at Winnil~g 
Set. Nov. 4 Winnipeg ' el 0 ~  CEC Furl 
Sat+ NOV. 4 Seskatchlwan el Vancouver CEC Welt 
Sun. NOV,  5 ' Toronto at Hamilton 
Sun. Nov. S Calgary ' el Edmonton 
pLAYOFF8 
Set. NOV. ! I EICt Semi-Final CEC Fpll 
Sun. Nov. 12 V~=tSerni.Final 
Sit. Nov. 18 First East Final 
Sun. NOV. 10 West Final CEC Full 
Sun. Nov. 26 Second Eaet Final 
Sun. Dec. 3 ~REY CUPGAME CE(~/CTV. 
Full 
Competition in the Bid Dam 
Race will be in two divisions: 
division "A" for canoes Over 16 
feet in length and division "B" 
for canoes under l~feet'long. A 
$100. !irst, prize ~will go to tl~ 
winners:of ez$ch division'With 
$50 to the second and $25 tothe 
third place teams. 
Entries for either the Big 
Darn "Race or the novelty 
program can be obtained by 
writing the Associated 
Chambers of Commerce, Box 
4377 ,'Fort St. John, B.C. 
if advertising doesn't work, 
why are yOU readinl this??2??2?????? 
EATO , N'S GXG,ANT C 
f 
The local club makes 50% commission bff the top. 
XT K' i  + The Canada Games pays for all expe+ses  out of its To  be  he ld  at+ the  i t  mat  W,M,QA.J 50%.  Net profit is used to help put on l~he Games, •the , • + : 
l egacy  of which will benefit  a l iBr i t i sh  Columbians.  " • + Aupd 20 io $eplember 2ads. :+ 
The first prize in the Draw is a Free + Tour Of Europe for+ + + ~1~ +`+ " . . . . . .  + i  1 '  " " 1 " . ' I  , 
Telephone 
Answering + 
and 
Woke-Up' 
Service. 
Interested? 
App ly  Box 752  + 
Ter race  Hereto  
. • • . . 
i+ for : the home . I 
:" :~eql ~ll appllanceS, b, 
) Two plus $1,500 to spendl There are many :other great 
• .... prizes. , . . 
' Held alva the young peopl• oi your community some- 
~tisfying to dol Phone us at 52!-1973, or write to~ 
andf box  spr ings - mons shlrts., bread  and  man 
++'+ • yOU +~lon'•yL+(o"+d+!'glVe You the  value] 
~, *~CANADA GAMES LUCKY•DRAW, 
% Box 1875, " ..... i , ,, New We!tmlnMer, B.C, 
1 . . I 
your  local manager ,  Earl Llesch, wil l  be  there to ~:i 
se lec f l0n  and/arrangements ' : fOr  :*delivery. use* your  Eat0n:i  Crodlt Card 
• r . 
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3212Kalttm Street " PA~'C0 
Terrace, B.C. C ONSTRUCrION 
Phone 635,e~7: , 
• " , :  : :  " :". "., ' Asphalt- Driv'~ayS '
-, National Advertlsing.' " [ | ', r : ' - .  Walkways,  ' :,.. 
• Armstrong-Dagg. " ' ' 
Representatives Ltd, ~' [ | Carports .... 
W~tern RegionalNewspa~rs //Serving Ki i imat  
207 West Hastings Street 
Vancouver, B . C . .  Terrace 
• " Phone Kitimat 652-3323 
Subscription rates Single copy Day Night 
15 ~ents. Monthly by earrier F~EEESTIMATES (C.TF) $1.~ _ . . 
Yearly by mai l  ~. in Canada :$15, 
Yearly bY mail out~ide Canada ILaselle Pro.Sale01 Centre I 
$25, Morning~i and . aftemo@n 
Authorized For • " "~k~hOOl ~ O n s .  . children n.~,l ~ , .  ~At as secopd clans marl [h i l  
by' thePbstOfficeDel~t., ottawa',[ La~ 
)and for pay'tnent of ~ ls~ in!] h . :'" =" 
• I - Coming  •Events  . , / I ~O 
10 centsale at Mills Memorial I
Hospital Thrift Shop at 4544 
Lazelle. All goods in shop for 10 
eents.'Fresh stock put out this 
week Sale - Saturday - Sept . .2 ,  
1972 (C-93) 
13 Persona l  . . . . .  
NOTICE 
I Kenneth Richard Cline, 
hereby advise, and give notice 
that I will not be responsible for 
any debts that are .incurred in" 
my name regardless of how 
such debts or obligations are 
incurred. All who may be af- 
fected by this notice kindly act 
accordingly. 
Kenneth Richard Cline (C- 
91,83,94) 
To whom it may concern. Iwiil 
not he responsible for debts 
incurred by, anyone other than 
myself. Mr. Danat Belanger. 
(P-93,M,95) 
FREE CATALOGUE:' Bargins 
in Bo~)ks Cenlennial Book 
Exchangc 895 Esquimalt Road. 
Vicloria. B.C. (CTF-Tues.) 
Survival is fast becoming the 
only issue. (P-93) 
14 -Bus iness  Personal 
I brand of c0nc'entr-~h~'~o'mi-~: 
In the meantime we are of. 
fering our premium, grade 
Spanish "Tarantella" Brand 
concentrate, one dollar 
cheaper. PLUS 10 percent off 
all sales of 4 gels. or mere 
(including all ingredients 
except sugar). This makes 
your cost for 40 gais. excellent 
wine, $43.'47. Also reduced at 
this time, l0 gal. plantie 
earhoys from $12.95 to $10.95. 
The Winemakers Shop, 2914 S. 
Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C,, 
Phone 635-5323. 
Just arrived -"passion Frui~ 
nectar from Fiji. Make '7 gal 
wine, 9 gel sparkling. 4.95 pe| 
100.4 oz. cans. (CTF) 
I H[VERSIDE MEATS j 
SIDE OF BEEF cut up and 
frozen for freezer. 75 cents lb. 
Phone 635-7311. (P-93.~4~ , 
'the best - . .ca l l .  l,aurent 
Marquis & His Melody 
Mountain Boys, who ere back 
in town for the winter after 
being cn tour for many.months 
• in the best night spots aer0ss 
B.C. 
WE'OFFER ONLY QUALITY 
Country : Rock - Calpyso . 
Blues 
for hookings phone 635-792a 
after 6 p.m. (C-Th.) o.~.. 
• INVISIBLE REWEAVING 
Makes holes, cuts, tears and 
burns disappear from suits, 
clothing, und~fabrics. Save 
your damaged garments by 
having them invisibly 
rewoven. Free estimates~i 
prompt service. Ressanabl, 
'prices'. . " 
, Plon~r Campsite .':~:. 
30 'miles east0 f~.Ter racebn 
Highway 16. (STF) : 
I 3~md.4. 490 
Phone 6,~-7~1| 
I KLCOHOLICS ANONYMOU.S: 
. Box 564 
. , . . Phone . .6~ 2~OJC~) 
Jack & Jill Nursery School is 
accepting applications for 
September session. Phone ~5- 
5137. (c-91,63;54,95). 
I CONCRETE WORK : 
Foundations 
Floors 
Steps 
Sidewalks 
Also install septic tanks. : 
Free estimates. All w0~'k 
guaranteed. Phone 655-31'43 
(P-61) 
• | 
"• P~JITUR]g FRAI~IEs 
• Framing of paintings, pictur~es 
!photos, certificates, needlevoinl 
F:.- if:. - . -  . . , .  .n ,eo  
Housekkeper wanted 2 af- 
~ternoonSa week |n high school 
' areh. . ,  Phone:. 635-2S46. (P -  
locations. Rate $6.95 per hour. 9L93,94) : : ~ : 
Apply to Construction Depart. 
ment.._Box6500) Pr ince George, '25 -  Situations Wtd., : 
U.C. (C-91.63) - • ' 
. - Female 
T~ck driver required for light Will. babysit in my home 
freight delivery. Must be 
r ' bondable. Apply Box 746, co The Monday - Friday. •Scott and 
Monroe area. Prefer 3 yr. old as 
Herald, Ter.ace, B.C. (CTF) have one that age at home. 
BAKERY APPRENTICE - Phone 5-4601. (C-93) 
_ {* Requ i red  for Bakery in " ' 
[ " KITIMAT 28 k Furn i ture  for Sa le  
New at "Fred's  Furniture|] 
' Centre. ' I I 
This is a 36 month training " K4timat&Terraee. ": I 
program supplementedby . . . . .  .....•. 
spaeialized training at the B.C. Thinking of  buying a Color ][ 
Vocational School in Burnaby. T.V. and not sure if you would J 
Fullgroup benefits and wages "1~" i~e color~, , . . 
presently ranging from $4.07 Why t~ke a chance: Now 
perhour at commencement of you can rent a. Philco Color 
apprenticeship to$5.14 per hour T.V. from Fred's on our new 
at the end of the training period. 
Please give full details in- Rental Purchase Plan. .  
eluding previous experience (if You lose no money 
any), age, martial status, 
education, address & telephone You can rent from us, Color 
number in a letter of reply to 
T.V., Black & White T.V. or Box 751, Terrace, B.C. (C-63) aomplete  Househo ld  
: We Train You Furniture. 
The Canadian Armed Forces 
offerseareersin: All rent payed applies tc 
ELECTRONICS TRAINING purchase. 
INFANTRY Give us a call today in 
TELETYPE OPERATOR Terrace 635-3630 
and several other trades 
Interested? FRED'S FURNITURE 
CENTRE .. Contact your Military career 
I Counsellor. He will be in 4434 Lakelse Ave. (CTF) 
Terraceatthe ~e you'paying too ~d~ f
Slumber Lodge on • furniture. If so try our :urniture 
• Wednesday 0 Sept. renting plan. We rent complete 
from 12 noon until 8 pm. household furniture including 
qmnt (C-93) T.V. with the option to buy. 
Fred's Furniture 
, Male & Female Phone 685-3630 
4494 Lakeise (CTF) 
Wanted , .  Person for part time "" 
utility work. Large Store. Union 29.  Mus ica!  Ins t ruments  
• rates, mostly night work~ Apply 
Box 753, The Herald, Terrace, For Sale - Dobro guitar and 
case. Can be used as steel guitar B.C. (C-94) 
-or an ordinary six string 
Openings for short order cook electric. Only 3 months old. Call 
after 4:30 635-3105. (P-93) and waitresses. Phone .635-3616 
or apply in person 3208 Kalum. Rehreu chromatic accordian, The Pizza' Place. (P-63,94,95) 
~,- ~-. ,.;,:; ,.. :~. :. ,. . . . . .  120bass*button type.Like:new. 
Stay ' ' . . . . . .  /'~e~'~/rrse~.~ . . . . .  ' . . . .  rt~iuit~eti-,'. On~ display, at Norther~,,Music 
Tdr'T~d~!dr~dTh0i~nhill area. ~Rentskls.,,(C.91,93,94,9~.gb).:::...!~ 
.Ph0~e 63~: : (C -93)  . . . . . . . . . .  32 -  Bicyies; .Moiorcy]~ 
Musinianrequired for a m~lern 
-, country-Western group to Work For Sale - one 1972 440'Ski.Doe. 
i the Smithers-Terrace area,  New condition. $8OO.OO. Phone 
atorsl week-ends only. Contct Ivan 635-5459 between 6-7 pro. (P.. 
'yei's Carlisle Box 2563, Smithers, 89,91,93) t 635 "B.C. 
" - -  Bookkeeper or Accountant for 33 - For  Sale - Misc. 
employment in Chartered 54.30 ft. cedar building poles r. 
Accountants office. Apply for sale. $12.00 each. View 2rid 
McAlpine & Co. 4644 Lazelie house on right at New Remo. 
..Ave. (CTF) . (P-93,94) 
' "  PART TIME HELP WANTED ForSale-2usedF70x14tires,2 
Insurance and credit reporter 7.75 x 14 show tires $25. Phone 
for Terrace area, either male or 635-3745. (C-93) 
females. No experience 
required and an excellent 105 BTU forced air oil furnace 
opportunity to increase part good condition. Phone 635-2496. 
time earnings. Apply P.O. Box (P-93) 
54158 Postal Stn. D., Vancouver, 
,'I'F! B.C. (C-95) For  Sale - 1 light Plant 10 
Killowatt lister alrcolt koto 
~G Payroll & bookkeeping serve generator; 2 cyl.; Also 3. 
services available. Call at 635- cylinder Deutz 20 killowatt 
667S or 1807 Kenworth Rd., (C- altern~itor. And 1 culcuiator. 
91,63,94,93,55) Phone 635-8970. ( ( P-93,~,1,95,96 ) 
20 - Help Wanted .  1967 Cougar and 1 two year old 
Female colt (horse). Phone 635-3265. (P-' 
91;93). 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
---- PARKS AND RECREATION For Sale I V()l'v0 for parts $75; 
DEPARTMENT I 120 bass accordian (Horner)' 
REQUIRES A $65.; 1 portable radio and 
record player $I0~ Phone 63S- CLERK-TYPIST 5031: (C-~9,90) 
. The position will involve typing, BU ILDERS TOOLS 
. .  some bookkeeping, training of 
part4 ime ~ Cashlers~ .10" Radial saw, table saw, belt • ' "  : concession 
inventory,' some evening" and/ ,sander,pneumatle staple guns 
weekend work. Apply to: Mr.: , (3"  & 1%" staples),' ~g 2 ~-= 
St; C.M, Giannai~Superintondent of compressor, 200. ft. • pressure 
(.'_all_. rparks :;&'Re~reafl°n, 8215 Eby bode, renter, 'drills, skill saws, 
u~ Street,:Terra~e; B.C,  ;. . ..: misc." tools. Dodge van . 
" :Appl icant ions no. later than complete for $2,$}0. Phone 63s- 
September' 4th~ 1972 (C-93),- :5783.(CTF) 
~' : '  w0!rkl i~ " .:For Ssde. 1-.2o'.step]adder; 1,10! ! mothe~" : : re~res :  ia 
sitter, for 2 boys~age'9 for after stepladder,•', 1..8' stepladder. 
'de. ,l~:. c01.frem.~:Z5.pm to:S-S0,pm ~Wo0d, Phone~5-S797.. (CTF),.'~' ,, & S, 
t~ui~ . n:my own:h0me: vieinity.0f '~ i-....':~ .;'. :. . ,~_ . .  Mr. 
n all Voeatlonal/sch~l. at  ~.50 ~r~ 34-  For" Rent .  M~I  ~ (c~ 
~14 Pro~, ide Own :i~t~ram: ' " ~ : . . . . . . .  :~- 
'(P; iPt' 30' Light iiuty fiat deck tel" rent. I:'T-~ 
: :  starting ,date S~ Daily;weekly..FAMCO. 635~174.. o h, 
(cTr) .... - -  . . . .  
Ready to. hang, ~0 frame~ 
s to d,'mse f rom. 635-2188:19 - He lp  Wanted .  
I ROOFING???  ~ 
NO JOB TOO BIG 
• NO JOB TOO SMALL 
See your roof specialist 
General Roofing & Sheei 
Metal Work 
b~:8,TEVEPARZEN~NYj. ~
!::': 'ROOFING'CO;,r,  TI~;,:: ~: 
• o j  ; .  
Phone anytime " 
63,5-2?24 (C/F) 
" Ai~LI~..,/C E~R'EPAi RS" 
~For service to refrigerator~ 
. freezers, washera,  dr 
• ranges. Call Bill Wehb a 
,. ~.t88,. (CTFJ_ : 
Lot clearing, and levelling.' 
Basement digging. Rot0- 
tilling, post hole digigng. 
Phone 635-6782(CTF.3) " - 
I L.W. CLAY "~ 
NOTARY PUBLIC " 
4646 LakelseAve., 
"Terrace.B.C.  
.Te1:'6,%~61~' 
Res: ~,~-5181 (C'I~ 
• . j  : . . . .  
MACHINES 
• SAUES & SERVICE 
4625 Lakeise ,:Ave.,-,PH:,: 635-, 
2111 -,.. . . . . . .  
(CTF) ~ . . . .  . . :  
15 -  Found.  " 
Men's glasses with clipon 
shades beside Manuel's foun¢ 
this morning. Black rimmed, 
635-4845 Mr. Fish. (CTB~) 
"'i6:,:, Lost: ':: . . . . . .  • 
,: i: WOMEN 
HEEDED 
TO.TRAIM FOR ' 
MEDWAL 
REOEPTIOHISTS 
. ~ ' r h l a  is e home. 
g/ /mrz~l  . atudv, coum,. 
" '  Training" 
~•~. nNd not.' 
q~l)V: T Fire . .  • Intbrlem, 
., , . . .  ernployment. 1 
Write giving :ph0~o Ilbmber ,:.1 
Lost - one bible bag 
bookS. . Lost':an 
mn Pekinese aM-Spaniel. 
answers to 'the, name Of 
.... Brown and Black 
.: Oue.,medi ~ed &~ white ~rleyde 
:LoSt:in the ~ area' of Grah~ 
...'.school. AIS0 'S keta of sin, 
. .~,gardenlng tools, Phone 
*~or ~63~l ; ;Reward  o f fe r~,  '( ' da~,,":. Pr  
95)  . . . . . . . . . . ,  ,. sportatlon 
. ,  -. Sept 6, 1972. Phone 555-2692 
i t'a of d k',imm  o pm:  
• glasscs in 'case: / I f  found please . WantecT:ilabysitter:~ Ph0n~ 
.eeatact : / the i :H~aldaL.~j~.6~7  ~9901'aftei."4 pin., (C-91,~)/.'<:' L . . 
and ask for Elreen. Rewardis 
offel~i:(ffl'F)::. : . .  :,:. ~ ,,:, : .~ • . . . . .  : / : !  ~XEEAS~m ::~ '. ,  ;: 
socks for the '. entlre tam,y , ,  
k * d '' " r "  : : , ' W ~ D  k " " " ' "  'd ~ ~ j. briefs, or" bikini p~. ties;i 'etC;V 
Experienced: Mlllwrl~htn [ ontnlnmm.w,~lt;- t~' . . . . . .  ' ~,  
• and new 
with all m0dem' l ' : '  • . " -  - . . . .  : - _ 
Cold  filly: One• 
Phone, 63s-58@, 
Point Slamleae 
and treated in'~ 
37-  Pets 
- For Sale - 2 Welsh ponies. Phone 
685-2903. (P-93) 
For Sale 1- 2 yr old filly; 1 
yearling' colt. Phone 635-6849. 
What Offers? (C-93,94.93) 
Reg. St. Bernard pups for sale. 
Dam: Lady Charollotte 0f  
Karat Valley. Sire: Baron. Will 
be born Sept. 15 or so. Price F - 
$200 M- $250. J E. Rivard, RRI, 
Mission City, B.C. (C-96) 
3little domestic tabby kittens to 
give away to good homes. Ten 
weeks old and I~ouse broken.| 
Make good pets. Phone 635-2681 
after 5 p.m. (P-93) 
For Sale - Registered Palameno 
mare. 4 yr old. Can be 
r~istered z/~ morgan. Gentle. 
Phone 5-7879 after 6 pro. (C-93) 
For Sale - One mare and one 
gelding. Gentle. $150.00 each. 
Phone .5-7679 after 6 pro. (C-95) 
31) - Wanted .  Misc. 
Wanted 
1 Oil cook st~)ve 
1 electric fan for a furnace 
1 Mini bike 
1 350 Honda Motorcycle. 
Call 5-4468 or 5-2321. (STF) 
Wanted to Buy: Small older car, 
reasonably priced, must have 
good running gear,"body not 
important. Phone 635-7944 after 
4 pm. (P-93) 
- .  - 1 Large propane 
fridge. Phone 635-6868 after 5 
p.m. (P-91,93,94) 
Clean gallon and z~ gallon glass 
jugs. Dog-n'-Suds Drive-Inn• 
(CTF) 
5 to 8 KW Diesel Light Plant• 
Reply to Box 747, Herald 
Terrace,. B.C. (P-91,93) 
Birch logs for fireplace. 
Delivered or-can cut and 
pickup. Phone 635-7873 (CTF) 
39 -Boats  & Engines 
For Sale - 19' river boat $40. 
Phone 635-7751 or 635-7025. (P-93 
.43 -  Rooms tor rent  
Room for Rent for gentleman. 
Kitchen and laundry facilities. 
Apply at 4728 Straume. (C-93) 
- OSBORNE GUEST HOUSE'. 
Comfortable rooms in quiet 
• residential area. 2812 Hall 
:.S.tr_cet. Phone 635-2171 (C.TF) 
GATEWAY MOTEL 
REDUCED RATES 
IMonthly, Weekly. 
~One a~/d two bedroom su[t~s. 
~Phone 035-54Q5 (C~F) 
47 - Homes for Rent 
For Rent: 
Interesting, large, older house 
on acreage wants family, to 
appreciate it. Fireplace, 
separate dining, 3 bedrooms, 
d~n, close to Clarence Miehiel 
School. Reasonable r nt to right 
party. Oct. 1st. occupancY. 
Phone 635-2332. (P-93) 
House for Rent 
Up stairs, 3 bedrooms, wall to 
wall carpeting, hot water heat. 
Fridge and stove: Downstairs: 2 
bedrooms, 1laundry room with 
washer and dryer.Rag in living 
room. Fridge and stove, Water 
heater. Phone 835-5495. (P-93) 
2 bedroom duplex suite for rent. 
Partially furnished. Clean and 
reasonably priced. Phone 635- 
3853. (C-93) 
• I.. 
Kalum Gardens , 
3 bedroom • townhouses with 
st0ve,and fridge. Some with 
carport and shag:  carpeting. 
Plus full basement." Within 
.walking distance of •downtown: 
SitUated on the corner tHd~i~en" 
 cott,' For viewing please call 
r:JimK~pps..Phone 635:4~1 
close ' to  
or 63~73~, after 
) L 
For' Rent : ; ' .  Cleait i fu l l y•  fm;- 
nished, 2L: bedroom 'traLler,: at. 
tachod c~port on private lot.. 2 
blocks from:scho01. Paved 
, stree L-Phone ~-~70¢ (P-91;9~) 
44~ Litt le Ave, : , "  
47.  Homes  fo r  Rent  
3 bedroom unfaruished house. 
1583 Queensway. $165 month. 
Must pay hydro and heat. Near 
store and school. Phone 849- 
5518. (CTF) 
3 bedroom house for rent ca 
Queensway. Fridge and stove 
• included. Phone 635-2831 after 7 
pm. (CTF) 
$ CEDER GROVE GARDENS. I
[3 bedroom rowh~ses with][ 
|so~e washers and' dryers, i 
[Full hasements, afe. play| 
[ground. $180 per month,][ 
[References Required. Contact[ 
i .R. Phillips. No. 125 4: J 
48 - Suites for Rent • 
2 bedroom kitchen and living 
room in basement. Also cabin 
for one person 'and private room 
with kitchen and living room 
facilities. Close to town. Men 
only. Call 635-4468 or 635-2321. 
(STF) 
Duplex apt., modern, 2 large 
bedrooms, close he school and 
town. Stove and fridge ineluded. 
$175.00 monthly. Phone 635-7224. 
(CTF) 
For Rent 
Modern housekeeping room. 
Outside entrance parking. All 
utilities supplied. Respectable 
working man only. 635-5680. 
Also 3 room unfurnished suite • 
close in - reliable party only 635- 
5830. (P-93) 
• l bedroom furnished suite for 
rent. Close to town. For working 
persons• Quite and non- 
drinking. Phone 5841 days and 
3271 evenings. (P-93) 
" THORNHILLM(YFEL " 
& COFFEE SHOP - • .% 
Housekeeping Units ." 
'Propane bottle filling 
Pacific 66 Gas and Oil 
Hig_hway 16East • (CTF) 
I [ 
" - ,Ui:~.~'~i."~:~:'~ *  f e; 
Sohool Distriot *i 
(Skeena'Ganiar) ": :/ 
requires 
SUBSTITUTE TE  HERSL 
for schools in the Terrace area. Write g iv ing:  
particulars of experience, certif ication, and 
school preference, to: • :: 
Mr .  D.R.  Smyth, . . 
District Superintendent of Schools . " • 
Bo)( 460 Terrace,  B.C. (C.93, 94) 
Gassier 0onstruotion Ltd. 
Members of the Builders AssoclaNon in good standing.• 
For Sale at 4909 Straume: 
3 bedroom home, 1200 sq. ft. " ' -  " 
Ful l  basement, large carport,  " " 
Double wood windows, screens, 
F ireplace,  wall  to wa l l  carpets, 
Stormdoors, gutters & downpipes, . . . . .  >'~ . . . . .  
6"  insulation in ceil ing, 3Vf '  in wal ls ,  ~ ~' ' :  * : " "  
coloured plumbing, rough.in, . . 
concrete dr iveway,  
.Gas  Heat. ~ : , : ,  " 
. .Ful l  P r i ce  $30 ,350.00  : " -~ 
Prest ige  location, " . . : / / : , /~  ~i: i! 
Close to al l  schools in new .subdivis ion. . : :  * 
Road~ wil l  be paved by the develepert 
Full price - $30,350. 
PHONE MR.  A .  SCHWAIGER - 635-5220 
Find out more about us - 
Ta lk  to  our  ¢ustomers l  " 
PA~TMENT OF', LANDS,, FOREST, 
FnEm.  OUmTen,- .  : ...... 
' : r .  
. . . • : 
Applications are invited for the position of Schedule 4 Foreman Carpenter 
Grade 2, headquartered at Smithers in Prince Rupert Forest District. 
Salary: $910.00 per month sublect, t0 upward revision on October 1, 1972. 
. .Dut ies  will include supervision of crews~ of carpenters, painters, 
plumbers, electricians & labourers on new and maintenance projects and 
.requisiti°ningOfr materials and related office work. 
- '  . 'App ly  in  wr i t ing  to :  
-, D is t r i c t  Fores ter ,  
. . . . .  • B .C .  Forest  Serv ice ,  
- Cour t  House ,  
• P r ince  Ruper t ,  B .C .  
: k J .  McCol l .  Notary Public 
REAL ESTATE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT APPRAISALS . . . .  CONVEYANCINQ 
4409 LAKELSE AVE.  , PHONE 435-~131 
Feature of the 
' 4 bedroom home on large lot in 
quiet area.  Large living room 
with,, f ireplace. Compact 
kitchen area and dining room. 
Large rumpus room with built. 
' :, in bar  in ful l  basement. Nicely 
t reed,  back  yard completely 
: funced. Laundry room with V~ 
-*~7, 
.L 
,:1% ~'~ 
l bath off kitchen. Asking 
.: $32,500 with 7 percent mor.  
tgage. MLS Number 1405 - - J~  
h~" ,4  
- 3 bedrooms on main f loor with 2 bedrooms in completely finished basement. Large l iv ing 
reamwi th f i rep lace .  Sundeck@ff l iving room• Rumpus room and full beth in.basemont.  
Wa II to wall.carpet'$hroughout. Asking S32,OO0 with 6V4 percent mortgiqle. ' 
.i* Neai smal ler  3 bedroom completely furnished. Ldcated on quiet street near 
, landscaped lot. Asking SIS,000 Owner  wi l l  car ry  Mortgage. ~ :: ~ l* ' , ll~  ~ ~ L~ 
u ' 
,~,; . .- .,~. . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , . .  , . .  !.~ 
~,, .f.u!! basement home qual i i led for  B.¢ , i iSe~ ' 
- j ,  .. AsKing 428;5@~. : ".,~k'.. ~: . . . .  '~" ~,'i~-!:i >',?~-:~,/i,!~:, 
with, : .mQ " bath'roo'm up ~ ~ : :2badr0o.m .home re I)edrooms in  fu l i 'be~ment :  Fuil . . . .  ~i *' ~:: ~ 
' , ~),,;overeo pol io e l rear  of hem; ,  Carper)  .Asking$,%%000 - .  :: - . . . . . . .  .,...~.., . . . .  . . , .  . . . .  .. i:-~. 
% 3.4 acres., with. 1,000 feet ef.Sandy beaCh frontage,: ava i lab~e:~ ~ii 
• i p°tantlai .  'HURRY AND"SEE US FOR. THIS. .... ~.. L *~ ~" "::C~-~i'iG' % ;""/ = ~'['" ~ ' "  " : ' '<"  
I . I I . [ I I I I t : / .  
TW° bedrr room berne." 1000 squareNe l?u!Y  to g~tinto With low ~oWnlmYmenh!i: ~./U,.~,~..~::~'~' ~,. :L~ 
.2 corner Iot~ serviced w i lhwa~r  and e~l)t|c tank., F)r(m;" ' , " '., ~*-~' .,'. :- ', ~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ,  =. ....... ........ !~.~.onl.v:, 635-6611 rh® 
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48 - Suites for Rent 
For  Rent -  Large  furnished one 
bedroom unit at  Ka lum St. 3707 
Ka lum.  Pl~one. 635-2577. (C- 
89,90,91.92) 
2 bedroom lu)me on 2 acres 
land. in new subdivis ion. 8 mi les  
f rom town. Fu l l  basement, w-w 
carpeting. Includes copper.tone 
fr idge. Counter-top range 
w i th  a built- in oven. Garage 
,, attached, good garden with f ru i t  
:, trees. Must be seen to be ap- 
t. preciated, l'hone after 6 pro. 
2916. (P-~9.91) 
"- For Rent - 2 bedroom suite for 
small family. No pets. Phone 
after 7 pro. 635-6668. (P-93,94) 
For Rent Sept. 1st in Remo six 
' miles west of Terrace . 2 
bedroom apartment Fridge 
stove and heat included. $100 
per month. Phone 635-0090. (P- 
91,93) 
2 bedroom suite for rent on • 
Sept.lst on 1028 Riverdrive. No 
pets. Electric heat. Phone 635- 
6445 or 635-5757. (CTF) 
KEYSTONE COURT'APTS. 
1,2 & 3 bedroom deluxe suite~. 
Scott Ave.• Terrace. 
Heated swimming pool for 
48 - Suites for Rent 49. Homes for Sale 
F L Y N N A P T S ' .  3' bedroom house, 1200 sq. f't. 
Furnished rooms and furnished double bath, finished basement. 
apts. Cooking facilities fireplace, dish washer, treed 
available. Phone635.6638(CTF) lot, fenced yard pavement. 
Interior should be seen io be 
Duplex for rent in Thornhill, appreciated. Phone 635-3094 (C- 
unfurnished. Phone 635-2591. 91,97) 
(C-93) I year old 3 bedroom home, at 
cost, wall to wall carpet, on 
49 - Homes  fo r  Sa le  suite, view at 4809 Davis.  (C- 
93,94) 
Owner being transfered. Home 
as new. Completely developed They're GOING! 
basement. 2 bathrooms. 4 
bedrooms, 2 fireplaces. Car- 
port. Sundeck. Nicely land- 
scaped, llome located at 4808 
Straume Avenue. Phone 635- 
7117 and attar 6 p.m. 635-4026. 
( C-B9,91,93 
New 3 bedroom" house. Gas 
furnace and water. On Keefer 
St. Has carport. Phone 635-4319 
(CTF) 
For Sale- Large property with 2 
bedroom trailer fully furnished. 
Carport attached. Property 
landscaped with 2 septic tanks. 
Good well. Brand new pump. 
Additional trailer space. 
Presently rented. Near school. 
On paved road. Phone 635-7706. 
Zert~ts. Phone 635-5224 (CTF),  (P-91,93) 
3 self-containcd bachelor suites• 
Downtown h|cation. For 3 BEDROOM -$30,960 
information phone 635-4566 
between7 andSa.m, tMorning~ Over 1360 sq. ft. - low taxes 
6-7 p.m. or 635-2287 and ask ior 128.00 per annum) large lot 
~|u.  P..~'i= over ~z acre, great 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  landscaping potential; wall to 
l"urnished Cabins wall shag; two complete 
baths; den with french doors 
: M,mhly rates. Cedars Motel. to balcony. Large kitchen & 
Ph~)||e 6;15-2258 (CTF-3) eating area; walnut cabinets; 
elegant dining room; separate 
For Bent - August 1st - 2 sewing room; rec. room and 
t,cdromn furnished duplex a! utility room. Designed for 
968 Mountainview Bh, d. Phone comfort. THIS IS A HOME!. 
...~ 635-2577 (CTF.) To view 635-5783. (CTF) 
For Sale 
Older type home with excel lent revenue. Four hods. 
upstairs, bath. Main f loor has 1 bedroom, bath, large 
ki lchen, l iv ing room has natura l  rock f ireplace. Oil 
furnace. Duplex house attached. Also a rental cabin. 
Garden, Frui t  trees, on I~/s acre of land. Close to town 
and park  and school. 
For fur lher  informat ion.  A4LS 
Wightman & Smith Ltd -635.6361 
Pruden & Currie Ltd., 635-6142 
McColl Real Estate Services Ltd., 635-6131 
Sav-Mor Subdivisions 
i New 3 bedroom homes• with or 
without carport 
Natural gas heating, storm 
windows and duor 
Complete, and NO EXTRAS 
Comes with written guarantee 
Even legal fees paid 
Paved street, underground 
wiring 
tBetween Pear and South 
Sparks Streets) 
The best house value in town 
and downpayments 
as low as $175 
Inquire now 
~v-Mor Buiide,'s Ce,~tre Ltd 
4827 K 
1827 Keith Ave. 
l'errat'e. B.C. 
Phol|e (;35-7224 
Eve,ings 635-7"Eff or 635- 
5322 ) . i 
Mariner" NHA Approved 
Modular Homes. Inslan! 
housing al reasonable prices. 
FAMCO,, 5416 Hwy. 16 W., 
Terrace Phone 635-6174 or 
Roger Comeau, 635-3073 (CTF 
WHY PAY RENT? 
With $1,000 and your own 
Lot 
You could buy your 
own completely furnished 968 
sq. ft. 
3 bedroom home for as 
little as $225 
per month. 
Call us today at 
Western 635-6564 
Box 162, Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace. 
BE SAFE IN A SAFEWAY 
(The approved Double Wide 
Home.) 
(CTF) 
PRUDi N & i)URRIEm. 
Real  ~:state.  Insurance-  Notary PuSlic 
.Terrace, B.C. 'Telephone 63~(;14: 
4434 Greig Ave. 
Good holding property. This 2 bedroom home is located on 
two commercial lots and it would make a good rental unit. 
Try your offer on this one. 
4715 Olson 
This home is close to schools and shopping and features. 
two large bedrooms with another one down. Oil heat, paved 
driveway, immediate occupancy. DriVe by it and arrange 
tor a key. Full price $26,2S0. 
4824 Loan 
A well built 3 bedroom home with ensoito plumbing off the master bedroom, oil heat, 
large lot, and convenient location near schools• Full price $28,7S0. 
2506 Pear St. 
Excellent 1V, acre parcel of land, garden 
trees, lawns wi th  4 bndrooml, older home 
in .good condit ion. Owner w i l l  car ry  
mortgage.  
4820 Davis  St. 
Gracious split level home, many affractive appointments - 1,370 sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, 
natural rock fireplace, built.in range, tridge, oven and garburator, rumpus room with 
bar, attached garage, large patio, property Is fenced and landscaped. 
Secluded area. 126 acres of undeveloped land en old Lakelso Road. Has some mer- 
chantable timber. Old logging road provides access from highway• Located down. 
stream from bridge. Williams Creek passes Ihrough property approximately corner 
to corner dividing land almost in two halves• Would make Ideal location for camp. 
Owner asks $20,000 full price with about Vz down. Open to offers. 
Over half acre of land located in 
Thornhill with frontage on paved 
street. Property includes three 
houses. One with basement and 
three bedrooms, one on concrete 
ringwali and three bedrooms; 
and one with only one bedroom on 
concrete ringwall. Sufficient land 
area te establish another house or 
commercial enterprise. All three 
houses, with full plumbing on 
water system. +Can be purchased 
as package, deal. Asking $32,000 
full price for all three. Contact 
our sales staff for viewing of this 
revenue producing property.  
Comfortable home with a futurel 
A split level charmer that has been newlY",re~(ICOPJte~ inside and out, with a 
beetalator firoplace,carpoted kitchen '&~bedroo'm, hot air furnace, ti~ree bedrooms, 
and ~/~ basement. The interior hss~:beamed ceilings, wall.papered and panelled walls 
THE HERALD, TERRACE, B.C. 
.49 - Homes for Sale. 
Attractive well butt modern 
three bedroom house in 
residential rea, on pavement, 
near schools. Fireplace and 
fitted carpets. Phone 635-5920; 
(C-94) 
Small 2 bedroom house low 
downpayment,'low taxes, close 
to hospital, schools. Asking 
$11,500 unfurnished or $13,000 
furnished. Call 635-5631. (P-  
89, 91, 93) 
$! . Business Locat ions 
Proffesional office space 
available in the Nechako 
Proffessional Building Located 
next to Nechako Theatre and 
public l ibrary. Area from 
800x1300 sq. ft. Basic partitions 
and fixtures installed by 
owners. Air conditioning, ample 
parking, presently under 
construction. Completion date 
Sept. 30. 72, For further in- 
formation contact 632-7507. 
(CTF) 
_+ 
For Rent - 581 sq. ft. of office 
space at 4624 Greig Ave. New 
premises. Phone 5-777fL (CTF) 
2 offices and 800 st]. ft. ot 
storage space.. For. into. phone 
635-4566 between 7-8 a.m. and 6- 
7 p.m. or 6:~5-2287 and ask for 
Lou. e .TF  
"55. Property for. Sale 
Lot for sale in Thornhill. 80~0. 
Fully serviced - set up for 
trailer. Close to Thornhili 
school. Phone ~5-4693 (s t / )  
For Sale in Terrace, 'Vcew lot 
with 'deep well, ready to build 
on. Sacrifice for quick sale. 
Terms. Phone 847.3107 
(Smithers) tP-95) 
For Sale - one third acre treed 
lot. Full services. 4800 teen 
Ave. Phone 5-4477 after 5 p.m. 
or on weekends. (P-89,91,93,95) 
80 ft. lot on Ball Street with full 
basement. Ready to build on. 
Will sell for balance owing. 
Terms (847-3107 tSmithers). (C- 
95) 
~i~C~-~or~e.t--~ +sq. ft. w.w, 
carpet- birch panelled - electric 
heat. Upstairs location. On 
Lakelse Avenue. Phone 035-7776 
(CTF) 
Would like to exchange a 3 
bedroom borne 1~/4 acres. Clear 
title, close to school and store,' 
good location, view, soil, 12 
miles from Belle Coola. 
FOR 
A modern home with 2 'or more 
acres close to Terrace. 
Remaining price cash. Send 
picture. Box 748, Terrace, B.C. 
(P-91,93). (P.91,93) 
For Rent - 19o0 sq. ]ft. of office For Sale by owner lovely treed 
lot on Banner. 70x132. Phone 
space above Elken Mercantile. 635-2692 after 6 pro. (P- 
Birch panel walls and wall to 91,93,9~,95,96,97) 
wall carpeting. (CTF) .................................... 
Store space available for rent 
August 1st, down town location. 
1700 sq. I't. Phone 635-3388 
( CT~" ) .  
u 
For Lease in Terrace, B.C. 
Warehouse, 40'x94'. 3101 
Blakeburn St., 20'x50', 3107 
Blakeburn St. For particulars 
co.,tact Pruden & Carrie 
Realty Ltd., 4646 Lakelse 
Terrace, B.C. Phone C35-6142. 
(C~F) 
52 - Wan- ted  to  Rent  
Wanted - Furnished 3bedroom 
house or trailer by Sept. 5. For 
minimum of 6 months. Ref. if 
required. Reply lo Box 394, 
Cranbrook, B.C. (1)-87, 89, 91, 
93) 
Wanted to Rent Three 
bedroom house in Terrace. 
Furnished or unfurnished by 
Sept. 1st. Phone 5-6617. (P-  
91,93) 
For Sale V~ acre corner lot on 
Halliwell and. North Eby~ 
Servicedwith water and eewer~ E 
On pavement. Phone 5-3523. (P-" 
94) 
Wanted to rent - 3 bedroom 
house or taller, in town. Phone 
635-4713. (P-91,93) 
i Wanted to Rent - 1 or two 
bedroom furnished home or 
trailer in town. Phone 635-4366. 
(P-93) '" 
$4 - Business Property 
MOTEl. FORSALE 
12 cooking units - all electric 
8 single and 4 two bedroom 
suil es 
3 bedroom living quarters 
with full basement 
Ample room behind motel ~or 
~railer space and over nighl 
parking. 
Apply: Owner-Manager 
Box I i I 
Terrace, B.C. 
(C-74.75.7~ 
55 - Property for Sale 
,~tTIMATS NECHAKO 
CENTRE. for renl-preslig e 
,f.rice spuce, also 8500 sq. ft. on 
lower floor, suil retail, storage 
elc. Vor infnrmalion phone 
KS{Seal 632-7011 tCTF) 
For Sale - MaePherson Block 
. with Ladies Ready to wear 
store. Phone 5-7776 or 5-2575. 
(CTF) 
THORNHILL 
Lot 50 McNeil St., water. Lot 10 
Krum Rd., water. $2700 each. 
downpayment $300, $50 a 
month. 
Lot 59 Skinner St., 76x200, 
Nicely treed $2500. 
write 4911 Straume Ave., Phone 
5-2198 
Lot 9 Merklcy Rd,, and John- 
ston Rd., 108x289 ft. beautifully 
treed $3000,00. Same terms. (P .  
91,93) 
For Sale- or rent in Thornhlll. 
Large lot, good water supply, 
sewer and power. 635-5210 
.evenings. (1)-89,91,93) 
56 - Business Opportunity 
Exclusive Boutique for Sale. 
Excellent clientile. $5,00¢ 
Terms available. Contacl 
Boutique. International. 461~ 
Greig Ave., (t'-94) 
Thriving, established flower 
and gift business for sale. 
Property for sale or lease. 
$9,500. Coat Central Flowers 
and Gifts. 4616 Greig. (C-94) 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
EARN MONEY IN 
SPARE TIME 
Men or Women to re-st~ck and 
collect money from New Type 
hgih quality coin-operated 
dispensers in your area. NO 
selling. To qualify, must have 
car, references, $1000.00 to 
$3000.00. cash. Seven to twelve 
hours weekly can net excellent 
income. More full time. We 
establish your route. For 
personal interview write: in- 
r 
eluding phone number. B.V. 
DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED, 
Dept: '.'A":':~'~117 Te{~u~seh" 
Road', : East,, ~:,WINDSOR "20, 
)p-93) 
57. Automobiles 
1000 Gel water or fuel tank on 2 
ton Chev truck. Best offer. 
Phone 635-7709 (C-95) 
International 63 for sale. New 
battery new tires, in very good 
condition, reasonable price. 
Contact owner at 635-7004 
preferably after 5 pro. (P-  
93,94,95,96,97) 
94 Motor $200.00. View at 33-3624 
Ka]um after 6 pro. (P-94) 
59 Metropoliton. $100.00. View at 
33-3624 Kalum after 6 pro. (P- 
94) 
For Sale - Rambler 1965 Classic 
550, 4 door sedan. Good. con- 
dition. New clutch, brakes. $600. 
Phone 635-6777. (C-93,94) 
70 VW Battle. Excellent con- 
dition.'4 new tires, $1500. Firm. 
Phone 635-6555 before 6:00 pni. 
635-6810 after 7:00 pro. (stf) 
Alaskan type camper. 
Phone 635.~075. 
09,91,93) 
(P- 
1961 Cadillac. Best offer. 19640 
Ford for parts only. Phone 635. 
4036 anytime. (C-93) 
I 
Remember me? I was trying 
to sell one 1964 Rambler as a 
mechanics special but all tha't 
has changed ~now. It works! 
Due to recent advances in 
automotive, sciences 'I was 
able lo salvage my ear from 
thevery jaws of Sam the 
Crusher and now ! am offering 
this finemachine toyou] 
The price is still low, all you 
have to do is name it. There 
are still minor things to be 
done to  the" thing but  it's 
running almost like a dream. 
Why netgive me a call a~ 
635-6357 and ask for Mark and 
see what.happens. That phone 
number is only gbed betweew: 
• . 9-5 so don't be disappointed 
[ I Choice R iver  v iew .or approx, and ca] lear ly .+(S , l~) ,  . ,  I~B Im~I I~~Br 'B IB~I~.  A D S  
~l~4B4~MmumB~BIk  
and, many. more featurea . that  have to be coon. Phone for  an appointment  to view. I I an acre. Good garden soil . ' . + * ' . - . 
PUll pr ice $24,500. ~ , ' ' .' . " + , ~ + I I'++ Phone 635-5323 (C~F) + ! u , . . . . .  - -  . '12x52 mobi le h'ome'.:,Vew good' - - ° ~-  -- -~  - -- - =--- i 
Neat compact  three bedroom.home with full concrete basement• and hot a i r  ol l  fur~ ' ~- -.r. ,, . I . FORSALE.  + •, ' . i condition. 4¥~iyearso ld ; i , very  . 
nace. Situated on a 40x400 foot lot on Agar  Avenue that  is fenced and lands Caped , ' | '  , ' AGOOD REAL  + " | . . |  . , *  : '  ! : i reaso.nably : p r l .eed .  Comes  
="°me°fmaaddodfea'lure-!are'wallt-°wall°Irpet|nglnthebnd+°msandllvlng ' '"i:I ESTATEINVESTMENT| l':1070~:D°dgeS00Dumptruck " fu~""~ 'PP~+ "~"~"h~lL ~ "+1 F O R  S A L E  
room..t, argogaragew~mllff.upeoora.~armsavallahle. Fullpriea~7,+00, . . . . .  +I __~,__ . . . . . . .  ~' I lwlthCummlnsDlese I Allnewl' iset up  ~ In -t.ra,er parK. • 
• • " ' ' " +, . .  '. " , + , . i : I .  " WOODLAND PARK ' '  I+ i rubl~r + Both t ra~miMl~ I + WlnterJzeu ano'skirled .Phone + 
Pr ime site commerc ia l  bui ld ing for sale or long term" tense located+In' the  ceMre of . . . . .  I .... : I '*~ ' ; I : . . . .  ,I + ,+= +.40 '/,~'+., ....  . . ?' . . . . .  .... " 
, town on Lakelse Avenue.  Inquire fo r . fu r thq 'dMa l l l .  L . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  : " .  "+ . . . . . .  + :~ / i Your  own piece of nature on ly l  + comp!.etely.overh.auled,_G..ood.l , : I ~. • ~ ..... . . . .  :,-,* + ' : . ,  . , /  .+ . 1 3' bedroom.house on v iew lot oveHoeking "1"errata, 
i ~ ~ ~ ~ " • + + i .  + I 5 minutes  . . f rom downtown" ~ conmuon tm'ou~lmut, t 'nceo/ ,~ . . . . . . . .  • ? . . . .  . -~ ,  ++ E lect r ic  heat ing ,  Underground power service, romote 
l ~ , S l i ~ . i . ' ,  n .  i Terrace. Beaullful Wcoded2 71 to Sell.: ." :•. • •.,+.. •. /~il:i TRAILER/:+"SPACES+ :/FOR ++~. I :: ..+,lrlng and heating.carpels throughout, ,½bathrooms, 2 
i : , : . i  ::ito +.+ acre imrce ls 'be~ed;~' l :  PhOne ~- : ' (P r+.+]gu~rt J l * , i l~NT.  +.:.... i,/. •...., ; : : . . .  :.:. f. /,+sparebed+omsin basement, • Fami ly  room with f l raPlnce 
i : i  I themrthc i ty  l imi t .  ' Pr iVacy I : I  .+ / : / i*  +,6:S0~Lo8P;M;+.~I+~+-. :+ :i++ ALOHA T I~.  I LEBPARK:  i ' :1 : and:.baP, ' ;D0ubie garage. " " , : : : .~ .+  + 
Ill ~ ~  ~ots " i  iTemm. (Homes bui lt  toyou~ I o rwdte  J lm~:Pa] lbreda,  •1~Si :  ~I1 ~LAKELSE~BOAD , : Vie~Vkt: ," 'LB'BB + ~ . . . . .  ' +';'P B ' ' : 
• Io rdet ) ; ,Phone  635,590~, or,635.1. Hayes Cove  ,Ayes ,  P r i , ce l ! :  ~,;~::+, ~ ~TLHOR H ILL  ! : , ,  !, +,,.:,~,?, ~,,i,?..~-;+?' ,~, -..~ , : ' ,  46t~ HIIl¢rost'/, ~+:~=,: , ,- . . .~- : I 
l lm, ,+,~,+m'R1+,~"+~,~m'~w ,~-,'+,---+-,-~+,,--'~-,'+a'~+~''+'~ ' l .~o.~ ~P, Tr~ ~ ..... ":. '**.'i. RU ~'~ BC tC -93) '  : '+- I :  '~  *: ~'e,qF3129 .. , ". : 
r . . . . . . . .  - -  ' ,  . . . . . . .  +" + + + '+ + ' - "  '+'++"+ ..... '+ . . . . .  + +  J _ _  • , i  . . . . . . . . . .  : _  , / . +  , , .  . . . . . .  + . !+, , :+++:•+/ ,  ,•   •• . . . . . . .  , . , • ,  
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 30, 1972 
ST. Automobiles 58-  Trailers - Legal , 
P.B.  Radio, very low mileage. sleeps' six, stove, sink .etc, :: ,!. ONTRACTORS . 
Still under ~w car warranty. Asking price $1500•W. PhoneS- TreePlanting Project 93M7-16 
Closest offer- to :3900 : Wi l l  4887 m'5-7100 ask f0r Dave~ (P- , Sitnated: FortBa[dne.' 
receive a real bargain. Phone • 19!,93) . . . . .  : Contractors are advised that 
635-2083 after• 6 p.m, fC-93) - : . . . . .  . .+ . . . .  the British C01umbla Forest 
Must sell because moving. 12 x .  Service intends to let a planting 
I970 4 door traveall station "'47 Ambassador mobile home, contract in. the fall of '1972 for 
wagon. 1 owner• .10,0C0 original + Furnished, excellent condition. ~ the. planting of 50,000 trees on 
miles. Phone 635-~ I !P-91,93)...Best offer taken. Phone 635-7917 . 100 acres, more or less, situated 
• + ' +'.(CTF~ . near Nilkitwa+ Lake " " 
For Sale 1970 Clleval super .................. ~--~.-.-,' . • i In order that prospectiv e 
sports .  396. automat ic  +, low :67. /~ortgage Loans  
mileage, power steering and , bidders• may have an :  up- 
• portunity to view the planUng 
power brakes. Phone 5~2580. (P- Agrcement's of Sale and Mot- site and ~acqnalnt themselves 
91,93) tgages you hold. with conditions on" the grund, 
Rates from conventional houses the Forest Ranger at  Smithers, 
For Sale a Ford Cortina, 1970 and private sources for In -  B.C. will conduct intere,:ted 
$1,350. International pickup. % dependant quotes. Please parties to the area on August 25, 
ton. needs a battery. $350. Can Phone Frank Donahue. Phone 1972 leaving the Ranger Station 
be seen at26 Penner Drive. or 635-2387. ( C ' I ' F ) a t  9:00 a.m. Transportation, if 
Phone 5-3236. (P-91,93,94) ~ provided by the Forest Service 
For Sale -1969 Ford i/~ ton in tt MEOWNEIlS . will be at the prospective hid- 
good condition. Also 15 ft. ders' r i sk .  
Sha-+,ta t ra i ler .  Phone-635-3463. Convert your home equity Sealed tenders for  this con-  
(P-91,9.3) " into reaJy  cash today with a tract w i l l  be received by  ~he 
. . . . .  ' ~+.~w costmor tgage  loan from Chief Forester  up  to 4 p.m. 
For  Sale - De luxe 1968 Vauxha]]  I l ome Plan L imited.  We can *September 6, 1972 except that 
V iva.  Heavy  duty automatic  advance up,to 85 percent of for speciie reasons the Chief 
transmission - 6 tires, including apprasied value with up to 20 Forester may e~ctend such t ime. 
winter treads, block heater, will yearsammort i za t ion  on first Tenders will not be con- 
accept pickup trade. $750.00. and second mortgages, sidered nniess made out on the 
tender formsupplied, properly 
.Phone 635-4080. (CTF) Plan cn callin9 us first, signed and witnessed, and 
accompanied bya deposit in the 
For Sale -Set of four char. mag f form of a certified cheque or 
rims with: 'wide oval tires. 
Sacrifice price. Phone 635.3772. money order in the sum of $50, 
payable' to the Minister of 
after 6 pm. (P~91,93) Finance. 
Tenders must be submitted in
427 Camero, 475 h.p. dyno tuned, the envelope marked "Tender 
balanced crover cam, series 60 TRADERS GROUP for Tree Planting". 
Good Years on Arisen mags, 
1050 .Holly Hookerheaders. 635-63so The lowest or any tender will 
Muncie 4 speed. Hurst shift, not necessarily be accepted, an 
and the Forest Service reserves 
$3300. Phone 632.77?6. Kitimat. ~ the right to limit the number of 
(P-91,93) r" ~ - -~k .~ ~ " contracts held by any party at 
F,,r : ' ;ale" ;01;8 30'x8" lllobile "'- M O R T G A e E  any one time. Prospective bidders are 
ll,,me advised that this contract will 
;:,,+,+ , , ,n  Cl,o,+ Pu M O H E ¥  be awarded only on proof that 
';95; .k,ep FWD Slalion w~lgon the successful bidder has 
,.|., Open road 10~, I'onl lruck arranged with the Workmen's 
i 'a,,I)e," 
;~.)l;~ Air  conditioned xz ton F~)rd Avai lab le  For: Compensation Board  for the 
l ' l ' .  ". ' a Home Pu'rchase necessary coverage o all em- 
i )h.ne I;35-4459. (P-72-31) . • • Renovatious ployees and-or partners who 
e Vacation will be working on the contract. 
SALVAGE . • Consolidation Note that prior to com- 
mencement o planting the 
successful bidder will be 1970 Chev Pick-up .•or any other purpose 
1972 Chevelle required to submit a deposit in 
70 Toyota 1200 • up f() 20 yea,'$ thetotal amount of five per cent 
71 Chev .. ~o hidUen cnerges of the bid price. 
63 Ford 750 Truck • t4o lock in Planting stock required for 
• ale uonus the contract wi l l  be supplied 1970 Ford pickup • Confidential 
misc. tape players . Compare Rates free of charge by the Forest 
67Pontiac Service f.o.b, at a place 
70 Chevel le ~..we a lso purchase  designated by the Forest  Ser- 
20' aluminu m riverboat m o r I g • 9 e s a n d i vice. 
Inquire at: agreements you hold. Particulars' may be obtained 
. J from the CheSt Forester, 
SK~ENA ADJUSTERS " Parliament Buildings, •Victoria;. 
4742 Lakelse Ave. C .A ,C .  REALTY the District Forester, Prince 
Ph0ne 635-2255 (CTF) . S~ITE #2, 4619 LAKELSE AVE.' Rupert, B.C.; or the Forest F.S. 
" ' "  TERR#~CE 635:6108 Ranger at Smithers, B.C.. (C- 
I., , . ~ {C-93) ." ~ . . . . .  ~t 
" *' ' " "~ "- NOTiCE:oF";N-TENTION TO 
APPLY FOR A DISPOSITION 
68. Campers  OF CROWN LAND 
VANGUARD Ca topers, In Land Recording District of 
Trailers. Canopies, Molo~" Prince Rupert, B.C. and 
~ MINUTE PAMCO,ITomes' 5416Sales&Hwy. Service.16 W., CreekSituated I mile east of Thornhill 
MUFFLER SERVICE Terrace.. Phone 635-6174 (CTF: Take notice that Helmut and .. • Lydia REINERT, of 26 Moore 
OKANAGAN Small truck Street, Kitimat, B.C., oc- 
cupation Carpenter & Presser, 
~ j ~  Campers, Canopies. Sales & intends to apply for a lease of 
Service. FAMCO, 5418 Hwy. 16 the following described lands: 
W., Terrace. Phone 635-6174 i 
(CTF-3) (a) Uns.urveyed portion of 
D.L. 518, Range 5, Coast 
• District. • Auto Supply Stores Lega I 
4419 Legion and containing .30 acres, more 
Phone 635-6555 DEP~,'RT~I'EN-T~OF-'LA~IDS, or less. 
FORESTS AND WATER The purpose for which the 
disposition is required is small RESCOURCES ' ' holding. 
58 ; Trailers TIMBER SALE A.03639 
Helmut Reinert 
"Chancellor", "M0narch"; "Sealed tenders will be Lydia Reinert 
Premier" Mobile Homes. CSA received by the District Dated August 22, 1972. (C-93,941 
approved. Uuion made in B.C. Forester at Prince Hupert, 
FAMCO, 5416 Hwy. 16 W., BritishCo]umbia, not later than NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
Terrace Phone 635-6174 (CTF- 11:00 a.m. on the 19th day of 
3) September, 1972 for the par- IN THE MATTER OF THE 
For Sale Must sell, 1967 Squire chase of Licence A-03639, to cut ESTATE OF DOUGLA~ 
trailer10'x42',2bedroomfully 30e,000 cubic feet of Spruce; MAYLON BALDWIN, Draft- 
Hemlock, Lodgepole Pine, smon-Estimater, form~.rly of 
furnished good condition. Set up Cedar, Cottonwood, Balsam and the District of Terrace, British 
In Kalum Trailer Park. Fully trees of other species located Columbia. 
skirted with joey shack. $4700 approximately eight (8) miles Creditors and others having 
or best offer. Phone 635-2845. (C- N.E. of Kitwanga, Cassiar. claims against the above Estate 
93,94,95,96,97) Three (3) years will be 
are required to send full par- 
THEANSWER allowed for removal d timber, ticulars of such elaims~ to 
As this area is within the Kenneth D. GRANT, Esq., of 
Deluxe 2 bedroom home'." Skeena P.S.Y.U., which is fully the firm of GRANT, EWERT & 
FeaturesDelivered include;and set UPdeepin area.piled committed, this sale will be CO., Barristers and Solicitors, 
carpet in living room, choice of awarded under the provisions of 
furniture, gun furnace, storms se~tlon 17 (la) of the Foreslt Act, 4635 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia, on or:before " 
and screens. May be purchased which gives the /timber-sale the llth October, A.D. 1972, 
as low as $II0.00 down and applicant certain privileges, after which date the Estate's, 
Particulars m~y be obtained assets will be •distributed, 
$116.00 "per month over 120 frbm the District Forester, having regard only to claims 
month, O.A.C, Call Collect 941. Prince Rupertl British that have been received 
4085. (C-941 Columbia, or the Forest 
. . . .  Ranger, Kitwanga, British GRANT, EWERT&C(). 
12x60 General 3 bedroom Columbia. 
trailer, Washer and dryer. Set (093) By Kenneth D., GRANT 
up In h'ailer Court-in.:town, Solicitor 
C°mpletelY ftlrninhed'+ 9~(22 ' ++"++Seller+ 
- '+-+++ Runaway Best deck Fenced yard. Cali be seen' + ' by + calling 635-3427. Or 6,15-5338. (CTF) .- 
For Sale -+Uti l i ty teller. GOod 
condltion~ 4'x6'.. $135.Q0. Phone 
O35-7873. ,(CTF) 
., + {CTF) 
, : .  . - , .  " . . . . . . .  4 
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*Yukon 
Don and the oft -dognapped Yukon. 
,i a new coneept: educa  :" "~ f I : I ' ' "  " 4~ :~ " " 
Y~I'!f'!I'i"E'NTERING KINDERGARTEN IN SKEENAoCASSlAR 
. ~I!?SCllOOL DISTRICT NO. 88 . .. . . . . .  
. '///~' ffi~AGGERED ADMISSIONS. . -. 
....... Your child is entel'ing, not only into his kindergarten year but 
• also into many ears of education. To make the transition f~m 
home to school easier, each eidld and his parent or guardian will 
be given the opportunity o meet with the kindergarten teacher 
for a conference before classes actually begin, i ;'(. i " 
CITY  HALL  HAPPENINGS 
• Cont'd from Pnga.1. 
" -B.F. Gelselman fiaat Counctl 
Just a few random notes 
Canadians have picked' up 
several fifth places in the 
Olympics o far. Leslie Cliff, in 
the 200 meters individual 
medly, which was won by Shane 
Gould who swam a fantastic 
• race; Beverly Hoys in the 
spring.beat:d iving?and then 
the Canadian 4 x TOe relay 
swimming team which swam 
down a river. The reason given 
by the offender? 'I thought they 
were ~ecr'. Look before you 
shoot andyoucan save your self 
a small war. There are people 
running around who are getting 
pretty fed up. They're ready to 
start shooting back. 
take direct action and attempt 
to get the $500 promised and 
undertake the work with the 
balance coming from general 
funds. It was reminded that 
winter would soon be here and 
work should get under way as 
soon as possible. This 
suggestion heeame a motion 
which obtained approval ef all 
except that of Alderman 
. . . .  TIMETABLE FOR ADMI881ON8: __  
• " F/r st weck of ~chnol in September: Ind lv ld tml '~e~"~ ii~ :  
: : .  ~: _ ~ap~.¢u~g on numoers of children Involvcd..~The-~lea~.. 
• ~):: :" " ~e~nd his.at th_e hnliv/duai.cunfereace. ., ' :~ • ., • will 
INDIVIDUAL CONFERENCES- " ,, 
The purpose for holding these conferences i : :/ 
1. To familiarize the child with his new teanher~ his classroom i5 
and his school. 
2. Toprovlde an'opportunity for the parent end teach~ to meet. 
3. To excl'mnge information 'that is pertinenrto the child's ii 
development. 
4. To complete the Kindergarten i formatio n form. ~ 
EACH CHILD DURING THE I~ONFERENcE'WII~L':" "  . . . .  ! 
1. Learnhis teacher's nsmeandwhatsbelooknLike. " .... !! 
2. ['earnhowtoflndhisownelassroom~ . . . . .  " .- 
3. Learn wherehe leaves tns outs/de cintile~. . /: " 
4. Be gnven a short tour of his room and the bathroom faeflit/es, j 
5. Be al]0wed to use some of the equipment inhis new roolh. 
6. Have the opportunity of becoming known as n person to lds i 
J teacher. . .... . At  the conference the" parent can explain his child te the  teacher, and the teacher can answer the parent's, queatinss about the 'Hunter's, as a group are 
probably among the most mis- 
understood groups in the World. 
Rowland who voted "Nay". 
• .Council agreed to call for bids 
for the upgrading of several eity 
Date and time Of the individual conferences will be arrang~:l 
prior to schooL opening in September. 
MOTORCYCLES BOATS 
, .  
'!: A_N ,N  E. WHOI  S~/[NTE, RI-"STE D i  N:T EAC,  ilH:G~:~.i'C~ R~ ~IO~::WHO.. : .. 
': HAS/ANYSUGGEST IONS FOI :01 ' . . . .  ' =¢~ier ,  t~,, . ,n; ............ *. ,. .~ .: ~ ..R ;'COURSE$:!SHO~LD;.'COMTACT,:!THE]:I '~;:I:!i~ 
~..~ - ,•~,: :,,:~, :~.,~ ~ ~,.:, :i,~; ~,,. ,:~:~. •"i~i.~i~:;:~ i:::,5~i~:,"ii~i'i:~!~.!:~i.i:::;:i;:~:. , : /.:  ..:; 
L'!ii i:' ii 
, .  , , , , ,  , ,  , . .0 . , , ,0 .  ' '"; "0 ' s ss00  '0 . 61asorafl withllandtop It ~ water cooled,  eew List... ' . .  1 onll. " • " l lH l5Tra i le r  Sohool :-Oistr,ot no. H , .  - = - ~ _ - - - _ -  - _  _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ -  . 
,~ .  ~eepartment of 0ontmumg Edueanon ..... ' :1972 BSA m A- P VHDooren  .,~ = _ . ,~- '~._  _ 
I tors Wa d, ' " "  " ' °  ¢ru,sor nslruo hie 'Bookot3.-Mn: List....,. . . . . . . . .  , . i~ f f ' , .  II ~dP' 300 5.p...5q|ier Ask|ng:,"e" , ]~ . i - - -w ' ,  
Roadster  
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BeSUpport your local Fall Fair! sure to attepd the ec0nd 
Sat ttrday/" Se~)tembdr ~'"  S** at!itiie 
'Skeena Junior High School from 
I P.M'til 8 p.m. with an auction 
of produce and home baking to 
follow. Bring y~t/r entries to the 
school auditorium on Friday, 
September 1,between the hours 
of 3 and 8 p.m. You may pur- 
chase your membership in the 
Skeena Valley Fairs 
Association at the same time, 
and this will entitle you to come 
and go as you please during the 
Fair. For newcomers to 
Terrace, the Junior High School 
is located on the corner of 
Monroe St., and Walsh Ave., 
with the auditorium entrance at 
the rear of the building. 
I Judging wi l l  be done on 
i Saturday morning with judges 
,from Kithnat, Prince Rppert 
and Terrace. Out of town 
judges will include Mrs. Nor- 
man Bellis of Prince Rupert 
,who is highly recommended and 
very ,well qualified to judge the 
flowers and house plants. Mrs. 
Bellis has won many prizes for 
her own entries in the Prince 
Rupert FlOwer shows. Kitimat 
•ill be represented by expert 
judging of Handicrafts. 
Local  supermarket produc e
School, Terrace will be judging 
with the help or hindrance of 
complimentary judge Mr. Ken 
Hardy..of CFTK Radio P 1 " 
Mr. Hugh Power and bitS. _ rO~ 
ect  
',.,e oho Sam adequate experience as a judge, 
have beth kindly consented to 
judge. Mis Miss Sandra Taylor, - 
Home Economics teacher will 'The Terrace J.C.s report a 
judge the knitting and sewing, total of 12'/ automobiles were 
while Mrs. Vest (Norval) fed to SAM in the recent 
Douglas, lVlr. Fred Chanthey Terrace. operation of the 
and lVlr. Chen Wing will for the provincial- beautif ication 
second year judge the Childrens program . . . . . .  . 
Section. Mr. Chostney is a Total cost to the community 
member of the lapidary club was a mere $65.50, much lower 
and will judge  the rock than one estimate that rated tho 
collections while'Mr. Chen cost at nearly $15 per car. 
Wihg, Biology teacher will • The J.C:S would like to. thank 
judge the insect collections, the District of Terrace as well 
as Terrace Ess0, West-End 
MrS. Douglas, who along with Chevron, Reum Motors, Skeena 
her lementary school students Auto Netal, Ferster Trucking, 
reemve many awards:for their All-Trans, Terrace Transfer, 
remarkable ntries in.the an-Sharples Equipment, AI and 
nual Science Fair, will judge the Mac and .the local media for 
remaining childrens entries. 'heir part in the clean.up 
• . . • . , 
Hunting Season is coming up, 
I wonder who gets the honor of 
being the first hunter 
mistakenly shot. In the 
Ca~bop several years back two 
men .were shot well paddling 
Support your 
local fall fair 
Phone 5/$-243$ -_ _ 44, Lakel ,  Ave: 
Bee's  Ch.lldrens Wear  
o•gnappers would leave their alamute at home, This has or several but the season is [ ~ m ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ i m m m m . . . . . ~  
pretty well a write off. 
been heartily approved by . Slash-burning in the area is N O W  IN  STOCK, 
.Yukon who insists he is quite giving some very pretty, sun happy where he is. 
Mrs. Broussoau wo~d ap- sets until yoti remember how 
they arecaused, it kindof takes Jackets preciate any inf6~ation the beauty out of the scene. 
concerning the whereabouts of Summer must be over, the 
• her dog during the two above- morningshave a decidedly fall • ~nanagers,..-.will.~.ijudge t~ ~mentioned obs~nees. She snide: 
The Wet L.mk for girls &boys, b~lted f~r warmth,/~.ile lined l ~2~( J~c~e~d ~thatshe,~mtsthis.informntlon~ feeling, witha,eltghtnipin~the ;', .InMructor length, nylon cuffs fori~ng VVda i ' ;~o  :'- ~ ~ ~so~she~e~:ti"~e h  (~)g:ff i-~ air:; the~flrst, faint hint.of rCet~, 
judged by.experts in both. Mr.' ~dJ~a~pe~g&in...- ..: ~ '.:...! The days 'are getting shorter I" r:::; . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '~  :""'; " 
(that stands to reason), the: 2-3X 4-6x.." " ' 8-14 
Johnson, reeognlzed"~efand ~ so'~:wli~:~ar you are,~ temperatures cooler, andsoon. . 1000  12' 14" cooking instructor and Mr. dognapper,~leave Yukon'alone, Maybe we'll have a good Indian 
bothBrian ofParkS'the BakingB.C. Vocationalinstruct°r' stayhe haSthere.a finehome and wants to upSUmmer'a bust.the regular one come ] . I  
iiiii!! O  'or.a o,O. raco Te r.e L m /o •i i" " It is strange thcugh. Canads, minded individuals who are sists, of readying thernad. ;1 
second largest country, in the. stocking their freezer" to beat beds for asphalting next year., i~r~ i ' 
" eave  e a T~ e ~/"-~. ::"~: ' , worldar!damungthetoprunks the meat prices but their area llneexi~ndituresinvoivedwere Twenty-two year old North ,and talented young man gave i~ wnn ' • . . . . . - -~  .... : 0f the world's natinns, has to large nunlber who like the thrill budgoted for Uuder the cerreut Vancouver 
h of the chase, the bark of the rifle fiscal operation Streets to be singeroffolksongs, TomNorth. Anglican ChurchHall for. a I scramnle for a single medal in song-writer and • " :' " " ' ' 9"JP " (II ,': ' ,  International competition, andtlre, wail~hung tr phy While npgraded are: . an. infermai concert at -~the 
• y cott, was stuck in Terrace last handful of youngsters and older i Tile Olympic bash of '76 in the carcass rots in the forest. Tuck from Sparks to Eby; Wednesday eve ing.. And to  people. - / to. sea n i n e  ' . , .  " ." ;  Montreal will be well worth ' Maybe agoodsolution would 8oucie from Sparks to Eby ;  
attendixig. For those of us who be a series of tests a hunter '~ult from Kalum to Sparks; help pass thegirae th, eve~xttle • ._ " t 
'Yukon, a ten month old know where the dog was. just been out visiting the local have never been east of Alberta "would have to pass before being u,san from Sparks to Munroe; 
Malamute owned by the "Tess" Three weeks later Yukon fire-hydrants. Once again lit means seeing a country as issued a hunter's lisence. .Lazeile from Eby to Munroe; . 
Brousseau, is having a tough returned home without his Without his•collarandtag, well as the Olympics them. Any one after just tropies could Thomas from Lanfear to Freest Famdy FoOds 
time staying at home with his Collar and tag. His stay was Yukon had been well looked selves. And why not drop Into be given a much reduced bag Straume; Lazelle from Kalum • 
nan and HisWorld, you'll only limit and anyone who couldn't to Atwoed. owners whom he obviously short-lived however as he after during' his absence. He be five yeat~S . late. Montreal pass a simple safety test could i$ p leased  In  announce  #he appo in tment  of ~' 
loves. Someone keeps stealing disappeared egaln along with waswellfedand, apparently doeshaveareputationfordoing be banned fmm the woods and ..Approhation was given by WALT I : :R  ENGL ISH as  Ter race  ,, 
him for some reason or other, his new collar' and tag. This kept in a kennel ot ~ fenced in as things up good, so the Olympic prairies, council to call for bids for the Representa  f ive 
Perhapsjust because he is such timetheBrousscau'shadgiven the fur around his neck in- sh0tdd be just as inspressive as If you are out hunting, why constructlon o of culverts in the I, 
a nice fellow. Up all hope of getting their pet dicated that he had not been the current go-round in Munich. not wait until you have a good Agar-Miils ditch. 
Shortly after Tess obtained back because his dog napping tied. The North West Auto Racers shot at what ever vvu'r~ ntt,,~ 
Yukon he disappeured. He hod a . lasted four months this time. NowYukonhasanothereellar hove had their problems this ~yrisktheloog;'chanceshot'. ..A reserve fund will he 
established for expenditures' collaradhistagonandtherewa He did return home though, and tag and Tess. and the yeur trying to get the seasons eonlythingthiseanleadtoi  required over th  year in the i~ no reason for the finder not Tess said he bounded into the children would very much 
being able to let the owners houseone day as though e had appreciate it ifthedognapperer aces on a paved track, a wounded animal that will die replacement and repair of the 
There may still be a'race meet in the forest. " city's heavy equipment. 
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• Watmough 
The .~now sifted off the snow 
shoes with a soft ahuff-shuff as 
the trapper wound his way 
through the gloom of the 
gathering night to his little 
cabin• He kicked off his "shoes" 
and entered his snug den, 
wrestling the pack off his back 
and dropping it in a corner. 
He soon had a fire crackling 
in the tiny "Sheepherder" stove 
and the water on for tea. Only 
then did he turn his attention 
back to his pack. Slowly and 
carefully he removed the day's 
catch and set them out to thaw-- 
six marten, the pelts of 2 lynx 
and that of a splendid silver fox. 
As he arranged them on the 
shelf he wondered about their 
ultimate end, after they had 
been crafted into fur pieces so 
elegant they would be the" pride 
and joy of their owners. 
Would they be on display in a 
posh London salon where they 
would be viewed by ap- 
pointment only or in chic Paris 
lesion show or would the towers 
of Manhatten Island display 
their silky elegance? 
As he stroked the richness of 
the silvery fox he wondered if 
the fine lady that would wear 
the exquisite fur piece would 
think of the lonely cabin of the 
many weary miles behind the 
pointed tails of his snow-shoes, 
or the life of a fox sacrificed for 
cocktail party elegance? 
Its a long march from the 
plush carpeted salons of Paris 
and London to te the lonely 
cabins on the Lakelse and 
Beaver, but these dim and 
sometimes musty cabins are 
the very beginning of the fur 
trade• Without them the trade 
would die as does the great 
black spruce when the roots are 
gone. 
There is far more to the fur 
trade than the trapper who 
patrols his line in the silence of 
white winter• The fur trade in 
Canada began in 1670 and for 
more than 200 years was the Go- 
lden Fleece that opened up the 
great and unexplored land that 
was to become Canada. After 
the trappers howed the way, 
farmers, miners, ranchers and 
settlers followed. "Now only a 
remnant of the once great 
trade remains, but it still 
produces considerable r venue 
to Canadians--far more than 
Government interest would 
indicate• The trapper still goes 
his lonely way, unassisted by 
subsidies, education programs, 
regulated market facilities and 
tax write-offs. He goes into the 
woods in the fall, stired by the 
dreams of tremendous• catches 
and fantastic prices. He comes 
out in the spring with his 
average catch and is greeted by 
falling demand for fur and low 
prices. • 
In spite of all 'this, he con- 
tributes $18 million to the 
economy of Canada through the 
initial sale of his furs. But the 
money in the trappers poke is 
not the total and final revenue 
produced by the fur the takes; it 
is but the rough shell that 
covers the exquisite agate. 
The tanning and dyeing 
process that prepares the skins 
for the final process, the sewing 
of the garment, contributes the 
same figure to the economy as 
did the intial sale of the furs. 
The actual manufacture of the 
garments does considerably 
better by infusing a total of 
$71,445,000 into the industry• 
The total credit o the Canadian 
economy to place fur coats in 
the show room windows of the 
nation is $97,116,000. As 75 per 
cent of all furs sold in Canada 
are exported, the 71 million 
dollars is only a quarter of what 
it could be if all Canadian furs 
were manufactured by 
Canadian plants. 
Any time there is money in 
circulation the tax birds are 
about, just like a whiskey jack 
finds a camp-fire, and they take 
their bite out of the fur trade• 
The first tax is paid by the 
trappers under the name 
'royalty' as the royalty is 
charged per pelt without con; 
There is a second tax on pelts 
and this is paid by the tanneries 
and is calculated on what 'the 
federal government thinks the 
pelt is worth. 
• .The aforementioned tax is 
twelve percent and before that 
garment gets to the show room 
the federal government ex- 
tracts another twelve percent, 
this calculated on the labour 
cost involved in making the 
garment and it is paid by the 
manufacturer. 
I've found arithmatic rather 
dull, and not my best subject 
but after an arduous night of 
pencil work, I come up with a 
tax revenue payable to the 
various governments of 
$1,160,450. There is nothing 
wrong with the amount of the 
tax, but there is not once cent 
put back into an industry which 
contributes over a million 
dollars to the treasury. 
The trapper receives no 
marketing help and the native 
Indian--the race that has 
conributed more to the fur in- 
dustry than any other--is at the 
hands of all sorts of fur buying 
bandits. 
The tanning industry receives 
no help (in fact is saddled by a 
12 percent tax) and this is. 
another industry where native ~
Indians could be gainfully 
employed, after all, they were 
tanning skins before some idiot 
bought Manhatten Island. 
All the political talk goes on 
about encouraging Canadian 
industries While the industry 
that built Canada is a neglected 
orphan and Proctor and 
Gamble is given 18 million 
dollars in Canadian tax money 
to build a pulp mill in Alberta. 
Somewhere in this vast land 
there must be one politician that 
will take up the trapper's cause 
and halt the banditry in the fur 
marketing trade. After all, 
' there are many native Indians 
who work hard to take a few 
furs and then then have their' 
initiative killed when a fur 
sideration being given to the buyer offers tliem ~/~ of the real 
value of the fur. market value. 
This new symbol 
stands for 
something special 
@ 
t, 
I 
We believe there's something special about the quality of foods 
grown right here in British Columbia. To back up that belief - 
and to helpyou recognize B,C. foodproducts-we're Intrbducing 
a new "home-grown" B.C. symbol. You'll be seeing !t on signs, 
labels and cartons - and wherever it appears, you can be,sure 
you're getting a genuine B.C. product. You'll also see the symbol 
in a pr0vince-wide advertising campaign for B,C.-grown prod- 
ucts. Look for the new "home-grown" B,G. symbol and give your 
support to our agricultural Industry. 
GOVERNMENT OF THE PROVINCE COLUMBIA  OF~BRITIaH 
4 ~ *  Department of indUstrial Development, D~a'flmeniof Agdcui;ur~ " " - (  i 
Trade, and Commeme Hon. Cydl M. Shelford 
-: ~ - Hon, Waldo M. Skllllngs, Minister ' Minister 
THE HERALD~ TERRACE, B.C. 
Horoscopes 
CONSTANCE SHARPE 
FORECAST FOR THE YEAR 
AHEAD FOR ALL READERS 
BORN BETWEEN AUGUST 
27th and SEPTEMBER 2nd. 
You seem to have a very 
promising year ahead of you 
especially if you are at an age 
when promotional prospects 
and careeral ascendancy 
beckon. For youth in particular 
is well catered for in health 
matters, and opportunities 
galore should be opening up. 
For those who are seeking 
AQUARIUS - January 21 
February 19 - Harmony in 
cooperation seems to be the 
keynote of the week, and if your 
job depends on publicity or on 
being favourably noticed, then 
you are in luck. Favourable 
time for romance too. But 
remember; this should be a 
time for action, .not dreams. 
PISCES February 20 - March 
20 - By paying attention toyour 
duties and doing • efficiently 
what is expected of you, might 
probably result in an unex- 
pected financial improvement. 
What is chiefly required is the 
spirit of cooperation. You 
should be able to make this a 
very good week if you have a 
mind• 
ARIES March 21 -April 20 
With Jupiter well placed you 
should certainly be in luck this 
week, whether by way of 
planned endeavour o by way of 
sheer luck. Public relations 
should be excellent, but brains 
and muscle-power can help too. 
domestic bliss a 'nd  hom-e 
comforts, the outlook is very 
inviting also. 
Progress is unlikely to be 
spectacular. But Saturn. is 
trining Uranus, and this could 
guarantee success. What you 
have to do is to make the most of 
your chances. 
TAURUS April 21 - May 21 
Home employment or hobbies 
could pay off at present. But 
whatever may be the particular 
field of your activities, you will 
have the right 'hunches'. In- 
tuition will sharpen your ar- 
tistic sense, too. Lovers may 
receive interesting letters• 
t 
GEMINI May 22 - June 21 - 
Quite a busy week ahead of you 
with plenty of goings and 
comings. Surprise vKitors and 
surprise visits, with tli~e home as 
the centre of the activities. 
Could be quite a build-up from 
the point of view of personal 
relationships. Romance seems 
to play a part in this too. Is 
somebody getting married? 
CANCER June 22 - July 22 - 
The moon is high and romance 
calls to Cancerian lovers• It is 
even possible that a dream may 
come true. But you are ex- 
pected to be active and not 
merely dreaming in order to 
make the most of this week's 
aspects. So get out and about, 
and keep in circulation. 
• LEO July 23 - August 22 - An 
active week of promise. But be 
alert for anything that could 
happen, because ability to seize 
the initiative the moment an 
opening presents itself could 
turn out to be a prerequisite for 
success. Leo lovers could be 
under ausvicious aspects too. 
VIRGO,~ugust 23 - September 
22- Now is your chance to get off 
to a prompt start, since the op- 
portunity to set the ball rolling 
seems to be in your ~wn hands. 
Money and occupation are alike 
favoured, and by setting to work 
determinedly anambition could 
be realised. 
LIBRA September 23 . Oc- 
tober 22 - You could be seeing 
the world through rose-coloured 
spectacles. For the danger here 
lies in impi'acticable dreams. 
But if you can make headway in 
occupational pursuits if you 
resolve to be practical. So 
confine your dreams to distant 
horizons. 
SCORPIO October 23 - 
November 21 If you forge ahead 
now you could well score suc- 
cesses• Friends and well- 
wishers will be willing to assist 
your efforts. And there seems to 
be money in your stars whither 
you are headed. 
SAGITTARIUS November 23'. 
-December 21 - A good week for 
r~ports and for examination 
results. Stand by, if there is any 
likelihood of an important 
announcement. It might even 
mean you are.figuring in the 
news. Sagittarinn lovers could 
be in cldVer too, even if they 
could think they are too prac- 
tical and realistic to indulge in 
sweet dreams. 
CAPRICORN +.December 22
- January 20 - Business op- 
portunities could be flashing 
across the horizon. So keep your 
eyes peeled. It is not what you 
do now, but what preparations 
you may already have made 
which count most at present. 
But you might try a little 
publicity. If you are courting, 
you may think the present set- 
up is suitable for decision- 
taking - and you could be 
right! 
J 
• ~: • ..... " . WEDNESDAY, AUGUST80, i972 
Tooth,, decay to i curod,  .... " " :  ' 
within generation ~'~r~ 
the use of multiple fluorides to i brushing with a fl"0ride ties- 
preveht decay. Fluorides have tifrice, have slashed ecay by 
been proven highly effective, up to 90 percent. Use of these 
against ooth decay. Countless techniques has been gaining in 
Dental scientists are op- 
timistic that complete control of 
tooth decay can ha 'a reality 
within 10 - 20 years. One study 
recently reported involves the 
use of an enzyme called dex- 
tranese to contrdl decay. The 
experiment has yet to be con; 
ducted with humans. 
This enzyme apparently 
attacks a bacterial produdt 
associated with decay. This 
product is called dextran and is 
involved in the foi'ming of 
tartar. Tartar sticks to the 
teeth, irritating the gums, and 
provid!ng a nest for bact~ia 
which produce te acids that 
attack the teeth. 
Scientists believe that the 
enzyme can destroy dextran, 
• causing tartar to break down 
and cause, fewer cavities and 
gum disease: 
Several other studies involve 
 OUTOOORI 
All That Glitters Isn't... ! 
Selecting the right tackle is 
important, and Red Fisher, 
the fishing expert at Mercury" 
outboards, offers some sugges- 
tions to make buying new. 
gear easier for both neophyte 
and exnerienced an~lers. 
First, define the kind of 
fishing you want to do. Going 
after big bass calls for medi- 
um to stiff-action rods, with 
heavy duty casting or spin- 
cast reels that will handle 12- 
to 20-pound-test line. "All 
around" pan fish angling can 
be done with light-action rods, 
six to seven feet long, which 
will cast lures weighing to 1/2 
ounce. With these, use light 
duty open.face or spin.cast 
reels. Ultra-light, five to six- 
foot rods, casting lures to 
otmco, offer best action. Like 
to troll? Rods should be 5~ 
to 61~ feet long, medium to 
hasvy action. Saltwater troll- 
ang rods should have relier tip 
tops. 
How much money are you 
~villing to spend? The best 
tackle costs the most. But, do 
you need the best? For most 
fishermen, low to medium 
priced rods and reels will do" 
the job, especially if you are 
n l~,inmer. As you gain ex-" 
l~erience, you'll want to make 
changes. '~ . . . . .  
'This is the time to 
buy more expensive gear. 
Comfort is a third considera- 
tion. Select tackle that feels 
"right." You'll be less tired 
after a long day fishing. Does 
your hand fit the grip? Can 
you work the reel without 
problems? Whip the red back 
and forth several times. Does 
it stay in your grip? If your 
wrist is weak, try a shorter 
rod. Do you want a spinning 
or casting reel? Remember, 
casting reels often backlash- 
in spite of recent free-spooling 
developments - and require 
considerable practice to learn 
the technique. 
studies how that children who 
have been drinking fluoridated 
Water since birth have as much 
as 65 .percent less decay than 
children who do not receive the 
benefits of fluoridation. 
Fluoridated water, sup- 
plemented by fluoride solutions 
painted on the teeth and regul, ar 
popularity. Recently a special 
'fluoride treatment dentifrice 
became available for brushing 
lander supervision on a mass 
scale by children. Those "brush 
ins" can .be used by large 
groups of people in maintaining 
good oral ~health.---Canadiau 
Dental Association. 
$ r@ " -- Feder -Prowncml 
Program .For 
People of Indian 
Ancestry 
The Honourahle Jean Mar- 
chard, Minister of Regioanl 
• Economic Expansion, today 
announced that the federal 
and British Columbia govern. 
ments had signed an agreement 
providing for a new federal- 
provincial program par- 
ticularly designed to help 
people of Indian ancestry 
develops or improve em- 
ployment opportunities in rural 
areas of British Columbia. 
The program was announced 
concurrently in British 
Columbia by the Honourable 
Cyril M. Shelford, Minister of 
Agriculture, who signed the 
Agreement on behalf of the 
Province. 
Mr. Marchand said the 
agreement which expires 
March 31, 1975 had been made 
under the authority of the 
Agricultural and Rural 
Develooment Act (ARDA), and 
was intended to serve a more 
specialized purpose than 
previous Arda Agreements, 
including the one signed by the 
two governments in May, 1970 
and dealing with the rural areas 
of British Columbia. : 1 
"The• joint agreement is 
similar to agreements between 
the federal government and the 
governments of the Prairie 
provinces. 
In making the announcemtn, 
Mr. Marchand said that 
representatives of the Union of 
B.C. Indian Chiefs and the B C. 
Association of Non-Status In- 
dians participated in for- 
muiating the program. He 
emphasized that these 
organizations representing 
people of Indian ancestry in 
British Columbia will also take' 
an active part. in the' ira- 
plementation of the program 
since ~ey will be represented 
on a committee which will be 
responsible toMr. Sheiford and 
himself for, reviewing and 
recommending projects to be! 
assisted under the program, i 
The Agreement covers~ I 
economic development and ~ 
social adjustment measur(s, 
primarily for people of Indian ~ 
ancestry, especially those living l 
in the more remote areas of the '~ 
Province. The program is i 
designed to create mploYment; 
opportunities based on the ~ 
establishment of c0mmerciaF 
undertakings in resource i 
utilization, manufacturing, ori 
service industries, including 
tourist services or to improve I 
the income le el of groups of 
native people already engaged i 
.in primary producing activities i 
in such fields as agriculture, i 
forestry and fishing, i 
Counselling, training and'l 
social adjustment measures are 
also included in the Agreement 
to ensure that people of native 
ancestry will be able to take 
• advantage of employment: 
opportunities. In addition the 
program ma~.~; ~ id  certain 
isolat~l communities, provide, 
specialassistance for measures 
which improve access to ear- 
ning and employment op- 
portunities and significantly 
improve standards of living for; 
the native people livirig there.i 
The Agreement applies to/'~i I 
projects located in rural areas I 
and communities where peoplej 
of Indian ancestry constitute a 
large proportion of the 
population The costs o f  
determining the feasibility and 
planning of proposed projects 
may also be financed. • 
TERRACE 
The Sign .Of ner hip. PRIGES |FFEOTff|: .August 30 -.September gth 
p Waders 
Mens sizes 8.12 rim, S9.95 sale 
Shoot Shells 
Winchester Heavy Load Size of shot 2A~, 
reg. $3.69 box sale 
Shot Gun 
C.I.L. i2 guage Full Choke Single Oau|o 
reg. $39.95 sale 
Fishing .Rod 
Redl 0"Solid Glass idcal'for Trout Fishing 
reg. $6.95 sale 
SERVICE STATION 
44 i 2°°0 Lb.Hoist 0amp 6. r ' :  H~:r:e~:' of Polypropylene rope' 10.88 
2.66 
36.88 
0yon 
coll. ,, Ton.a,  .kes, Roast. 13  88  
Just place ever camp stove reg. $17.95 sale I 
Vaouum Flask 
Aladdin Continental' Model W 30 301HOlds 
30 oz. reg. S3.t8 sale 
AsH = . , . .  s , . . . .  Imperial 22 Long Rifle .22 Longs I • sale 99c box box 
S2,88 
GARDEN CENTRE 
.88 
FEATURE OF THE WEEK 
16% off all tiros 
prosenlll in st0ok 
, ' .  . : • . 
Prices As Low As 
$17,42 ea. for 600 x 12 Mult i -Mi le 
$23.38 oa. for 775 x 14 Voyageur  
.... :'$27.62ea. for F.78 g 14 h l fod  
PRICES IN EFFECT ON" 
i":". '~,'.IIP RESENT STOCK ONLY 
• Prices Start At  $2,30 'for I/2"x 50" 
Hose 
S4.29. For  Osci!!atlng Sprinklers 
oH 
Lawn Sprinkler 
and Garden Hoie 
r 
' I , a !n  .Feddizor 
• Genera I A l lPurpose Fert i l izer for 
Lawn & Garden 
60,b. be, $2,49 
' WED~AY, ,  AUGUST 30, 1972 
!L,,--n,.0O 
PEOPLE l i l lD  
• TIlE IIERiLD ~. 
lVm wm 
: - , ' . ; . RALV, 
hera ld  .. 
" Serving Terrace and District 'ii:i .:<::: ~ ~ ~,  ,U, _ , ,~  • 
, ,~  '~,• " ,~t~¢T IOHl l .  
. • .  L 
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 30, 1972 " 
Tenders called/or 
b uffa lo sale 
ISLAND NATIONAL PARK, raising commercial herds wt~e 
ALBERTA (Aug. 2D-Surplun keeping the number of animals 
buffalo are once again being compatible with the available 
offered to Canadian ranchers range; Previous sales in 1968, 
, through the sale of 100 yearlings 1969 and 1971 have resulted in 
from Elk Island National Park, more than. a dozen such herds 
Superintendent .Harley • Wcbb being estahlished, 'Mr. Webb 
said (~day. 
Tenders for the buffalo have said' 
been invited from across the The buffalO, or Plains bison, 
country to stimulate late.rest.Jan are being sold in four blocks of 
" 13 females and 12 males each at 
• Pla  round fO[~ l t ,  aminimam bid price of t~O0 an 
.~ - . . _ .  animal. Bidding is open only to 
Canadian residents, registered emi summer Ca.adian partm~rships or' 
companies incorporated 
~c~i '~fes  under the laws of Cansda. 
. . The sale will bring the size of 
The gymnasium at Caledonia the herd down to about 370 head 
, Prince ttupert_ housewife Mrs. from rheumatoid arthritis following Senior High School .was the -within the 75 square miles of 
Elizabeth Nagy pictured at hom_e after treatment, scenc of ~e final activity for the Elk Island. Between 12 and 14 
mak ing  an  unusua l ly  rap id  recovery  some one thousand children thousand are  roaming Wood 
• • who ~articipated' in the varied Bttffalo National Park's 17,300 
Pri Rupert housewife . o . ,e  n~iles, and small ' n c e  oa~,vities offered by the District exldbitiou herds are locdterrd ' Terrace Parks and  in Prince Albert, Riding 
• Recreat ion Department this Mountain, Waterton Lakes and t~l~lWer. 'makes rapid recovery Under the supertuteedant of - Banff National Parks while , G.M. Giaana and Elaine Par- several thousand more range 
. mentor's upervision this final throughout Northwestern 
. activity consisted of a carnival- Canada. 
i ~.rthritis is usually a long. areas of the province twice a nually. Specialized freatmenti~ which at the same time allowed 
term disease. It has many 'year to see patients. After available at the ArthriUs Centre the childron and thelMayground Before the buffalo are turned 
!orms and often requires a careful examination, the in Vdncouver, one of several supervisors to say so long. over to the successful bidders, 
Jcngthy programme of treat. C.A.R.S. specialist in con- rheumatic disease units Iocnted The Carnival was organized they will be inspected by the 
ment if it is to be controlled, sultatton with Mrs. Nagy 's  
However, for Prince Rupert doctor ,  recommended 
I resident, Mrs. Elizabeth Nagy, physiotherapy treatment and a 
treatment proved a short cut to series of gold injections. 
i ; :~v~.ry from rheumatoi( 1 She received regular treat. 
-- -" - . .  ment worn physiotherapist, 
ho~?w.~ea.g~wh~Scaam4: toYe~rl:cle~ Mrs. Sa.dy Hubler. who treats 
- - -" . C.A.R.S. patients as well as 
~:sbPe:nl d t~:e Ywe~chag~r, ~ane~ :tth~se o.n .a sha~ed programme 
. . . . . . .  t-'rmce tmpert ueneral 
~:gyagysf~l:sV: °nedSe°~l~e ~ Hospital. One and a half months 
. . . .  t, after starting the course of 
rhoumatond arthritis m Sep- treatment all si ~,,- ,,¢ *~o 
it ember of 1971. It began with disease l~ad d , -o-~-~'~" , , '~ 
painful' swellling in her hands wonderful" ~ '~ '~s- '~°  
and qmcidy spread to her wrists Na "~'" " 't  . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " . • ~v, ne uweumg ann me 
and elbows. Having always Min ha,,,- ,,one and I've ,,,,t ~,,n 
been an active persou, theunset" ' -  ' - .~."  • . . . . . .  ,,-" ;'~.. 
. . . . . .  • . . . .  movement neck In my-hands" me msease came as a sneer .  . L  . . . . . . .  . .  
" I t  um~ n . ; ta  * - ;aht~. ; . ,~ , ,  . t .^  x l le  u .P . , l~.~.  ~am WhO worgen 
pz~,n~l l z~ ' i  "1 .~ . . . . . .  l r . ._  ,.L,, cooperation with Mrs. Nagy s 
7/rite and it made housework so mr ,,re amo p~easeo, as 
~ifficult" improvement is usually much 
Mrs. l~agy first heard that more gradual. Mrs. Nagy has 
-check-ups at regular intervals, 
treatment was available from but appears to have made a full r 
tthe Canadian Arthritis and form of arthritis. Ear ly as plans gel and a weekly 
'Rheumatism Society through recovery. treatment can prevent .column is scheduled which will 
~r  doctor. He referred her to Ea.ch" year C.A.R.S. treats disability, so please give allow all citizens to keep ab- ] 
)~e of the C.A.R.S. consultant some 6,OOO patients in B.C. at generously during the Sap- reast of activit i~ throughout, 
octors who travel to most the cost of over $1,000.000 an- temher fund-raising campaign., the fall-winter season.. , I 
THE FA IREST OF  THE FA IR  a t  the  
1972 Pac i f i c  Nat iona l  Exh ib i t ion  is 
Reg ina  He lgason,  20, Miss  Sur rey .  She 
won the coveted  Miss  PNE t i t le over  34 
other  contes tants  f rom a l l  par ts  of  B.C. 
at the Pacific Coliseum Tuesday nighL 
The five-foot-nine, brown-eyed, 
medium blonde beauty is a student at 
Douglas College and wants to ~ go into 
nursing next year. . .: 
throughout Canada. Outside the by the supervisors' and some of Health of Animals Branch of the homes . .  Mr. Gatzke's new dealership the new owner need not he a 
Lower Mainland, the Society the older children and consisted Department ofAgriculture and 
has estai;lished- a network of of booths including fortune the new owners will also he Russ originally starred with is an impressive one. Muttart ~.rpe. nter or have any special 
physiotherapists, an ec- tellers, bobbing for apples,-  asked to fill out annual the bIuttart organization ine Industries and Summit Homes sKd.l.. These homes are  
:Un~tional therapy van se.ryice :~ving balloons, comic trading questionaires regarding the yem's ago as a-salesman. He are .  pioneers in the prot.abricat~ to fi! together 
o a travelling consultant • . health of their herds, remained with the firm for two .pre[anricated home industry. ~us~nU~b~lme a .  minimum of 
years before becomin~ the neiug in the bnsiness since1927 cr. . 
clinic to ensure that treatment With the playgrounds now ' " representative for Na~onal They provide more than ~) Russ..adyts..es that mortgages 
is available throughout he closed down, Mr. Giauna and T]he ten~ler documents and Homes. He remain~d with this d~fferent models of homes and are a~.~al)le ooth in town, in the 
province, his staff are busy preparing for information on raising buffalo firm for seven yea/rs , "-an ..provide such commercial - suourm or_ ]'n non-organized. 
,-,uS . . . . .  -~"  ~ . . . .  t--,~-,'"* "",~-© . . . . .  o~,-.' _ the. .fall.. and winter activities. A- herds, can be obtained, from the . . . . . .  " buildings as apartment blocks, areas. /construction i is ap- 
. . . . . . . .  • __ . activities are being planned for Contracts Admin ist rator  ~pea~ing to me writer, Russ motels and row-housing, eta proved by  C.M.H.Ai and. the . vices, U.A.tt.~, is amo con . . . .  , 
. . . . . . . .  children from three up and all National and Hist,,~;,, D.,t.. commented on the happy The Summit Home is. V.L.A. aswellas other standard cernea wltn prolesslonal th . . . . .  ,. -~ ,~o 
trainln~ -ublic information and .. e...way to seamy c,tizen ac- Branch, Department of Indian relationship that existed with' . proclaimed as the Best Home setting organizations.. He said 
resear~'~ Fellowships and uv~ues~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Affairs and Northern National aed himself and which Buy on the Markettoday Russ that a mortgage Can: he 
. " - - -  - -  tncoursewtcntneopeningo~ Devezbpxiient, i31 Custonis oontinues to exist. Heeaidthat ' asid that he can offer so~ething .arranged in ass  few as ten grants are awarneu annuauy on th • , • . 
a f id t ib~a lbds ls " t6  encourage .l~k~ZttY0s~qe.w'are.pa..~h~,-~..e.- y-b ' : ,B~g, .~gary ,  AlbertaT2G he 'made the change for~two dilferent:in homes,which cost says.  : : 
• . . . . . .  y De me acuvzty wit the- OX5 . . . . . . . . . . . .  the training oz rneumatotogism m~t ,~,.,;,.;,~,,,,- v, ;o o....~ ' ' ~e~e°~.~.*0ne"°fc~1~'~:! ~ l ess fo~t i~ l~ '~bfd ldan 'd~!  :" Mr :GatZke '4~i f .~s~ld l r l~dds l  i- 
and the study of  rheumatic t~--~ha'~'mino~"r~h " _~_\" ...'~'~" . . . : . . p onerea w~cn ~s too cost less to main*.i- and n~ - - - , ; ,~--  *.- a,~. ,.. ,.-. " 
diseases. ' " nvo]ve some six h~n~ rex" " The tender call closes Sep. ~()oua, opportu~.~to.missan.d. He stud. that he ]s always off ice wh ich  m in  his home some ' 
. . . .  , you- teraber 21 me omer was that ne WOUlU readytosupervisetheassembly four miles out the Kalum Lake 
' The Society is a ~ationel ngsters this winter. • ' have bad toleave this area with of these homes in the case of d~- rood. 
voluntary agency and relies on , Although activities are now in 
your support to help continue its the planning stage, Mr. Gisana 
work. There are I00,00~ people will be making information a- 
in B.C. who suffer from some variable to the Terrace Herald. 
itobnns feel they are paying too 
for government auto tnsurance 
action covered 765 car owners new equipment. The right answer could be 
t Manitobaselected at,random 
Y Research Contemporary our flexible farm loan plan. Why not 
entre. The second section co~e in and talk over your own 
)vered 412 names slanted by * 
ontemporary Research Centre personal plans with us. We can help 
om names supplied by ten" make it h~p~en. 
mjor insurance companies. * . 
~tlf the owners urveyed were 
,  aim.-frce ".gori...d " " "  .-.m"nitu 
df had had claims Or con-  Com t,,.,,.....,.,,.,,..=,_ 
ctions in the previous year . . . . . . .  i 
• . , , • 
I The survey showed that 69 VIS IT  THE SKEENA VALLEY, rcent of car owners under 25 ars of age were paying less  FALL  FA ' IR  
der government insurance. Be sure to visit the Skeena Valley Fall Fair 
which will, take:place at in the a~(literium of
Total cost ifor automobile. Sheens' 8ee0nda~ry High School on Septembei' 
surance for entire families ~qd. The Fair will feature Flower, Fruit and 
Ilowed the same trend as for Vegetable shows, as well, as .a hondlcrafts, 
~ividual drivers. Fifty-six, fancywork, home canning and baking, in 
reent of the random sample, addition there will he a pie eating ashiest and. 
pol;ted paying the, same or a deer pri~e. 
ore for Autopac. In claims- . ;Doors will be open until 8:00 p.m. 
~e families, 69 percent were' .. 
ying as much or more while I I M  i ~ m m m  
fammsa with hig.her risk - - - - - . - -  . . , , , v . . . , , . , ,~ , ,~.  II InVa  ~ l rd~-h i -~#'1t r l l |Manager  
muca or :~iere, Forty.four 
BANK 
her. risk families . 
~erted cavil s, • 
the survey 
~et Manito~ ~s are up - : 
I oyermne, ~mensp . . 
sic autom,~blle lnsuranc~.: .i: /Terrace, ' ; '.~...d 
;,erage, Seve~lT.~lne'per~nf. , ': : r=d=.=Te'lep, hone:  635"7117 . 
Irlvem saldl I~t th~-want....!/ ' , L ~: . • . .. 
mu'et l t inn  , r id .  . . t  ,.:.,'. ;, i ~' ' " 
Russ Gatzk has built 250 
homes in this area ,n 9 years 
Russ Gatzke, since his arrival National. Russ said that he has it-yourselfera or he will arrange 
here some nine years ago, has too many good friends here and for a contractor to set up the 
been responsible for the con- that he is just too attached to home. 
struction of some 250 homes in this part of the country toleave. : , 
this area and now is embarking He expressed his appreciation He encourages the  do£i[, 
on a new phase of his career as [0 all of his customers and is yourselfers to assemble the 
an authorized ealer for the pleased to beableto see them at home because such work is ' 
famed Summit pre-fahricated any time. quite simple. He advised that ,: 
We are, pleased to announce the 
appointment of  
R.A. (Russ) Gmlzke 
, R,A. (Russ) Gatzke :  
as dealor.fOr~ 
/ -  o - - . ,  
Summit 
MUttai't ' "  
' " * ,  " .... " i i : .  :: ~'~, i~'~. ' , ;~i ' '~. :~,  :~:~.~*.~:~',.'.'~:; 
RUSS HAS,I4:"' RSEXPERIENCIF  IN:THE~:SAI 
PR E , -F IN iSHEOHOMES AND CAN BE CON rAC~ 
BOX'L  (21  9; ' '  TERRACE,/i C!::!II_I 
;: PHONE   655.2850:i :: :, :'/,;:. 
t 
Sixty percent of Manitoba 
~otorists f(~el they are paying r 
s much or more for Autopae r government compulsory in- urance) as they 'did under 
rivateinsurance, according to. , Maybe I help you 
esults of a survey:conducted ' can  
)r Insurance Bureau of Canda. • • We all know that the right 
Among" claims-frce drive., " kind of help is generally welcome, Whatever business you're in, 
s ) percentmuch orfeelmore,theYaccordingare payingto making a profit is going to take a lot of hard work, special "Know-How" and' 
le survey, a certain amount of credit flexibility, And that's where we come in. 
The survey, by Contemporary For instance'if you're farming you might want to co'ver operating expenses, 
zctedesearchin twoCentre'sections.Was .c°n'One sortie property improvement, breeding stock or getting 
3 h  
P,G.  
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PORTSIMPSON clusive fishing zone to 50 to date has totalled 230,000 lbs.. fishermen at Vanconver were 77 spawning channel in October 
W~AY;  AUGUST SO, lm 
, . ! 
14-29,197~, and one at the neWer obout 150,000 spawners in each • ~the spawning channel providnd 
Gates Creek spawning channel dominant cycleyear, After 1913: a further i$,~00 square yards o f  
from Agust 26 ,September 11, the run was almost destroyed gravel spawnlng bed with room 
1979., The Weaver Creek and, since 1946, when flshways to accommodate 18,000 Sockeye 
spawning channel is located wereeormtructedatHell'sGate, spawners .  - ' L 
about 25 miles east of Mission, the run hes stabilized in the Because ggs deposita~l in the 
B.C., on the north side of the range ofS,000 to~O,000 spawners channel have a survtyal  rate 
Fraser  River. The Gaates---every four years. Damageto-  about eight times h i~r  than 
Creek channel is located at the the spawning area Is considered eggs depouited in  the :~tural 
CANNERY FINANCED 
The  Provincial Government 
has announced its intention to 
finance a new cannery at Port 
Simpson, a project which has 
been proposed by the North 
Coast District Council of Native 
Indians. 
In announcing a grant of $1 
million and the probability of a 
further loan of $1 million next. 
year, Hen. Dan Campbell, 
Chairman of the First Citizens' 
Fund, predicted that the can- 
nery would create 200 
shoreworker jobs and provide 
employment for up to 100 Indian 
fishermen. This may or may not 
be true but establishing jobs in 
salmon canning at Port Simp- 
son can only be done at the 
expense of jobs in the salmon 
canneries inthe Prince Rupert- 
Skeena Rivera area. 
Most of those jobs are held by 
Indians. The salmon fishery is 
already fully utilized and the 
Port Simpson cannery will only 
divert products from existing 
plants. 
The number of boats par- 
ticipating in the salmon fishery 
is controlled by the government 
licence control programme. No 
new vessels are allowed to enter 
the fishery unless an existing 
one is retired. The chances 
then, of new jobs being created 
for Port Simpson fishermen is 
virtually nil. 
We think there are better 
ways to use government funds 
to help the Indians help 
themselves and we have made 
the Provincial government 
aware of what some of them 
might be. The objective should 
be to serve the interests of 
Indians over the whole coast 
and not to create work for some 
Indians while taking it from 
others. Further, the objective 
should be to create new income 
through undertakings which 
create new fish stocks or which 
make use of under-utilized ones 
or which utilize, other esources 
available to the Indian people of 
the coast. 
ICELAND GOES TO 
50 MILES SEPTEMBER 
Iceland has confirmed her 
intention to extend her ex- 
~ ./.-- ~ •: ~,ecL~a,~.a,~.~:.:-" 
insects 
 ctive 
" VICTORIA, B.C. - Aught 
23rd, 1972--Although 1972 ts 
proving to be a better than 
average year for forest fires in 
British Columbia, forest insets 
are as active as ever and taking 
their usual toll. 
Among these small and 
nun~erous enemies are the 
False Hemlock Looper and the 
Tussock Moth. Both have been 
particularly busy in the 
southern interior this summer. 
The looper has completely 
'defoliated extensive areas/of 
Douglas Fir in the Shnswap 
Lake region. These trees now 
leek dead but only the weaker 
speeimens are apt to die and the 
rest should recover by next 
spr ig.  
However, if there is a repeat 
attatk on the sante stands next 
year, a heavy mortality' ever 
about 2,000 acres is almost a 
certainty. Unfortunately, the 
loopers pupal count in the area 
is high and the Canadian 
Forestry Service will conduct 
• egg counts this fall to provide an 
indication of aetivity to be 
expected in 1973. 
As there are prime fishing 
waters and a number of resorts 
in the area, the use of standard 
.insecticide sprays to fight the 
looper may be precluded. 
'However, Forest Service 
protection officials are hopeful 
that a recently developed 
bacillus spray will be suitable 
• for the job. It is generally 
known as B.T. and is harmless 
• to  fish, wildlife and vegetation. 
;. The Tussock Mn[h strikes in 
• dry areas and in isolated pat- 
• ~ ehes'of stunted Douglas Fir. It 
is particularly evident this year 
[.in the Okanagan area.. 
• N~t al l  trees under attack of 
this moth die but mortality rate 
can be high. 
,,D~ALD-IP. RI(;.I~. :, 
: :t~.Sui~o,' 
.No. 2- , .  
~1621Lakelse' Ave./ ' 
• ~SAdd~,,: 
Box 545,  Tena~e,  B.CI 
' L ' '635-322?. 
. , [ '7~ ' r " ~•"  
nautical miles from the present 
12 miles on September 1 
("Facts  en Fish" January 
1972). It had been rumoured 
that Iceland would delay action 
until af':er the upcoming U.N.. 
Law of the Sea Conference 
which is planned for 1973. A 
formal sanctioning of extended 
limits at the Conference would 
make their implementation far 
easier. The number of countries 
which iavour extension of 
coastal state control is growing. 
Canada, for instance, is ad- 
vocating that at least the 
coastal state should have the 
t:esponsibility to manage the 
fish stocks on its Continental 
Shelf and preferential rights to 
harvest those on which its 
coastal communities depend. 
The Canadian government 
position is criticized by the 
Canadian fishing industry 
which advocates coastal state 
ownership of the fishery 
resource associated with the 
Continental Shelf, similar to the 
ownership wl~ich now exists for 
the natural resources on and 
under the seabed of the Shelf. 
Nevertheless, the Icelandic 
position: is not far different 
from that of the Canadian 
government and would 
probably have had significant 
support at the Conference. The 
50 mile limit coincides rather 
closely with the limits of the 
Icelandic Continental Shelf 
measured at 400 metres. The 
Icelandic communities depend 
very heavily on the fish catch 
from that area and would, 
therefore, qualify for 
preferential rights under the 
Canadian proposal. Indeed, 
fishery products account for 
some 80-90 percent of Iceland's 
experts. 
Apparently, Iceland has 
decided net to wait for the 
outcome of the Law of the Sea 
Conference. She considers the 
conservation and economic 
problems too urgent to. wait. 
There have been negotiations 
. . . . ,  
with Britain regarding the 
possibility of phasing-out 
arrangements but it is known 
that these talks have not made 
much progress. If the new 
regulations are put into effect 
on September I, there will 
undoubtedly be a confrontation 
between Icelandic and :BriUSh .... 
authoritie's':on the fishliig 
grounds as occurred in 1958 
(nearly half Britain's distant 
water catch comes from 
.Icelandic waters). 
Regardless of the action by 
the two countries, this 
unilateral declaration is bound 
to have an effect on the 
discussions and outcome of the 
Law of the Sea Conference when 
it does take place. 
B,C.  FISHERIES 
REPRESENIT-,- 
TED AT PEKING EX- 
POSITION 
The Fisheries Association of 
B.C. will take part in the 
Canadian Trade Exposition in 
Peking, Pc©pie's ]Republic of. 
China, August 21.September 2. 
The Exposition is being 
organized by the Canadian 
Department of Industry, Trade 
and Commerce and will put on 
display the products of more 
than 200 Canadian business 
firms. 
The Fisheries Association will 
be represented byits Manager, 
K.M. Campbell. The Exposition 
"is viewed as an opportunity to 
introduce to the Chinese people 
thewiderange of fishery 
products produced here. The 
Orient is considered an im- 
poriant potential market for the 
B.C. fishing industry because of 
its size and proximity. Par- 
ticular emphasis will be placed 
on herring products. Since the 
reopening ofthe herring fishery 
in 1971, the industry has been 
attempting to develope new 
markets for quality herring 
products which would put B.C. 
herring in demand by con- 
sumers in many countries. 
In earlier years, China was a 
large imperte~ of dry salt 
herring from British Columbia. 
In the 1930's more than 50,000 
tons per year were shipped 
there. This trade stopped in 
1955, although small shipments 
have continued to Hong Kong 
right up to the present. 
With the recent new contacts 
4 
• between Ca~ads and China and 
developing trade between the 
two countries, the possibility of 
reviving exports of B.C. fishery 
products eem encouraging. 
AREA 2 ~LOSED 
Halibut Area 2 - all the waters 
south of C~tpe Spezicer, Alaska, 
were closed., for the season 
August 10. The quota for Area 2 
i was 1~ mlllim pounds, Fishing 
continues In Area 3- the waters 
west of Cape Speacer to the 
Aleutian Islands where the' 
quota Is 25 million pounds. Area 
• 4 (Bering Sea) ts not. under 
quota but Is regulated by open 
and closed periods, Most of 
Area 4 was closed April 4. There 
will be further short term 
openings in September and 
October. T~ catch from Area 4 
The 40 million pound quota for cents per pound for medium and 
Areas 2and 3 is one of the lowest 76 cents per pound for large. 
quotas in the histor o f :,he 
H,libut Commission. it reflects DISPLAYS PLANNED FOR 
a decline in stocks brought 
about by fishing pressure from GATES CREEK AND 
Japanese and Russian trawl 
fleets operating off Alaska and WEAVER..CREEK SPAWN. ING 
British Columbia. CHAN NEtS. 
While catches are down from 
last year, prices are breaking The small display held at the 
record highs. Recent prices to Weaver Creek artificial 
1971 and the enormous public 
interest it generated, has 
prompted the industry "Salute 
to the Salmon"; committee to 
make plans for similar displays 
at the International Pacific 
Salmon Fisheries Commission's 
Gates Creek and Weaver Creek 
channels in the fall of 1972. 
The committee is planning 
another mini.display at Weaver 
Creek during Xhe weeks October 
head of the Seton-Anderson responsible for the continuing 
Lake system nort east of 
Pemberton, B.C. 
Like the Weaver Creek 
channel, the  Gates Creek 
facility is a Sockeye spawning 
channel which has been con- 
structed to assist in restoring 
the salmon run to earlier levels 
of production. Prior to the 1913 
Heil's Gate slide, the Gates 
Creek Sockeye run returned 
small size of the run. 
Prior to construction of the 
channel, •only about 10,00O 
square yards or less than 7 
percent of the stream bed was 
.effective spawning round, the 
rest having been lest because of 
changes caused by logging, 
road building, and bulldozing of 
the stream bed to protect ad- 
jacent low land. Construction of
/t 
~at~n~ ~ea, i~ t~ ~'~ted 
the channel, when'.;;t full 
capacity, will produce/ an 
average yearly catch of l~.q3,000 
fish, with an annual value of 
&145,~00to fishermen. I~, con- 
trast duringthe past 14years 
the Sockeye ,spawning 'hi the 
natural spawning area of Gates' 
Creek have only produced an 
average annual catch, of 12",000 
fish. 
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Tailgating is one of the major 
causes of accidents in this pro- 
vince. Now there is a simple 
new rule to help you maintain 
a proper safety margin. It's 
called "The 2 Second Rule". 
All you have to do is leave 
two seconds between you and 
the car in front. Learn it now, 
and live. 
F 
1 Two seconds is the t ime you leave 
between you and the car in front• 
# 
2 As the lead car passes a fixed point, 
count "ONE AND. TWO AND." for a safe 
following distance. 
• , -  'Two sec'onds gives you 
• . " time.enough to react and 
: brake if the car in front 
. ,suddenly slams on his 
brakes. 
er the car you're fol, 
)asses a sign post, a 
my fixed point beside 
• count "One and. Two 
)fore you reach the 
pomp. ,.at's a safe following 
distance. 
see. / 
. - 
It'.doesn't matter whether 
you're going 10 mph or 70 
mph. Because the faster you 
go, the greater the.distance 
you cover in 2 seconds~ 
10 MPH 70 MPH 
3 At•any speed 
2 Seconds is the safe 
;~ sec. 
1 
. " . . 
fo l lowing .distance. 
" " '  ' • ' i :  . ]  " 
.}  " " 
. , "  " . 
. . . .  ,~  ' r ,"  , :  
2"  
4 Every s ign  post ,  every  p0ie,,  ,.~ , ' 
- - ,every  t reeyou pass, is a - 
chance to check i f  you're" 
ta i lgat ing .  ., 
Tailgating is a traffic offence in this - 
province. It results in hundreds of 
'accidents, injuries and deaths eve.ry, 
year. Now there is no excuse. Next•  
time you're driving test The 2L Second 
Rule. And from then on, live by it. 
l , 
I 
, !i 
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"++~+ . . . : l l .m i l l i on  ton  " lowest  ::.++ acreage • "+. ;  
o/g.Pb.g+ . ~r~ , " '  . u e issued today by ..... ~ , " • - , farmSwith760 acres or more in  : Statistics Canada, 
" " _ .' +. area•~and a~harp decrnase ta. Total .land area used by 
: h . . . .  " . . . .  , .  • . ' " the numl~ +Of smaller ones Canadian farmers dropped to 
,.T e'  .11 +million tons of pollution from/ disposal;  "featured theWth in a series of 
. h0bS~,ttpld ~ and commercial  .quantities of a product endli~g reports 0n the 197I Census'of 170 million acres from the 174 million reported in i966, to gar.bage:generated annually in up as solid+ ~vaste; ~ ease with --" . . . . . . . . . . .  ~-~" .... --' -" 
(',a~atla "tepresent~ on ly  LT: which: a product' Can be' ( ~ ~ I i t l L ~ I ~ A I ~ I I I ~ -  =-~ 
pe~c~dt/o~all so id waste this :reeyded;qimnUty0faproduct ) ~u(AM A m'n + 4 ~ / l i i k  ( 
countTyproduc~s each year. •` actually being recycled after | ~ - - "  " ~ • ~ l ~ ~ i i i ~  5 
Ait~t'Canadians :generate c~sumeruse; andthe ultimate ~ D= ~ ~,  ,- ,~ • ' ~~l~- -m'~- -u '~ ) 
ab0ug i,000p0tetds of domestic projected extent to which a ( ~ o ~, u n ~ ,- o ~] r r~,~L~_ i_ l~w 
andd0mmerctal ~lid waste per product can 'he recycled a 
person per year compared +to de ,  de from now. 
some 1,~08 potmds produced by L NATURE OF WORK 
the/|ndividua| American eea- booklet, "'should be carried out" Public health inspectors Completion of grade 12 on the 
suroer~ ~ 
• These are but two of the many 
facts to be found in "Glass 
Containers and the En- 
vironment", a booklet just 
released by the Glass Container 
Council ef Canada. 
The constituents of garbage 
may surprise some people. In a 
survey of six cities - Toronto, 
Calgary, Montreal, Vancouver, 
St. Catharines and Kitchener, 
Ontario -. glass and rceramics 
accounted for about 5.6 percent 
of all municipal solid waste. 
Paper was highest, with 53.1 
"Such an analysis", says the 
on all consumer products 
starting with those which make 
up. the largest part of solid 
Waste'since topick uneor two. 
items arbitrarily.and legislste 
them out of existence would be 
p~tently unfair and 
discriminatory." 
The g!ass eontainnr .industry 
in Canada today employs 7,700 
men and women with an annual• 
payroll in excess of $53 million. 
• There are 11 production plants 
in five provinces. 
The' most effective long-range 
solution to the sohd waste 
problem, days the industry, is in 
percent, while food wastes was "the salvage and recycling of 
in second place with 22.2 per. the man corn -nents of ° 
cent. Nationally, it is estimated ,,..A...~. y_,. . .  n_po_~_~  ,.re~.use 
. . . . .  u,,uu$, u~m~. un, appncation 
gross cenminers acconn~ mr of modern tecbnolo-i " 
oalyabout4.Spercentb~;weight- s ' -"  . . . . . . . .  ~g ca~ 
y~tem~ xne u'enera£ of solid waste and about hree 
goverm-nent should engage in percent by item count of litter. 
In expressing concern about 
the solid waste problem and the 
responsible roles government, 
!ndustry and the public can ply 
m conquering this en- 
vironmental problem, the 
booklet suggests "governments 
basic technological research, 
finance demonstration projects, 
disseminate information on 
technological program and 
market opportunities and 
provide incentives for com- 
munity and regional waste 
management systems. The should carry out...an 'en- 
vironmental compatibility provincial governments should 
factor analysis' of all the -foster these systems, set 
materials and objects which standards and play a coor- 
dinating role, suggests the show up in solid waste in order booklet. 
to provide factual, realistic 
information in which to base The industry also maintains 
priorities for the future." that effective litter control can 
An ECF analysis would study 
all components of solid wastes 
according to such factors as 
known world reserves of non- 
renewable raw materials; 
energy consumption involved at 
every stage of production from 
original state to final product; 
air, water, soil and'othe= 
negative effects on the on-" 
vironment; resulting potential 
only be attained through public 
education, adequate anti. 
littering laws and provision of 
sufficient rack receptacles in 
public places. 
Copies of the booklet in 
English and. French, can be 
obtained from the Glass Con- 
tainer Council of Canada, 67 
Youge St., Room 1310, Toronto 
215, Ont. 
(pollution control technicians) 
are specialists inenvironmental 
health and pollution control. 
They inspect, disgnsse and 
enforce measures that control 
infectious diseases. They 
educate and c.o..u.ns.e.l in  
dividuals within the community 
on common environmental 
hazards uch as pollutim of air, 
land, and water caused by toxic 
Substances produced by in- 
dustry, agriculture and urban 
society. They are ,concerned 
with providing leadership and 
• guidance for communities long 
range health planning ~nd 
development. Inaddition public 
health officials inspect food 
manufacturing and processing 
plants, dairies, water supplies, 
hotels and restaurants, 
hospital~ and schools, waste 
disposal plants, swimming 
pools and~ other recreation 
facilities, housing, etc., for 
health hazards. 
Public health inspectors may 
be employed by public and 
.private health agencies, in. 
dustry and specialized agencies 
interested in pollution control, 
food sanitation and public 
health. Their offices are usually 
in the larger cities of British 
Columbia but their work may 
take them to any part of the 
province. 
2... WORKING CONDITIONS 
Most public health inspectors 
work a 37~,~ hour week. Many of 
them spend considerable time 
away from their desks, since 
many jobs are done in the field. 
Often, inspectors must work in 
unpleasant physical surroun- 
dings, such as sewage disposal 
facilities and slum housing." 
3... ENTRY QUALIFICATIONS 
A 2 year training program is 
offered by the British Columbia 
Institute Of Technology. 
Aeademic-Technical program 
is the minimal educational 
requirement for entry. Can- 
didates must have good stan- 
ding in Math 12, two science l l 's 
and' one science 12, preferably 
chemistry. Personal qualities 
required are tact, integrity, 
intelligence and  the ability to 
communicate effectively with 
people. Applicants shouid have 
a practical, common sense 
approach to the problems' they" 
will dncounter. 
4...EMPLOYMENT 
OUTLOOK. 
Public health inspectors are 
in high demand, especially in 
large cities or population 
centres where discomfort and 
danger of sir pollution from 
automobile exhausts, industrial 
.plants and other sources of 
becoming acute. Employment 
opportunities for these 
technicians should increase 
vow rapidly throughout the 
1970's ss Federal and local 
health sgencies expand their 
activities *in environmental 
health, particularly inthe areas 
of radiological health, food 
protection, and water and air 
pollution. 
5...EARNINGS AND AD- 
VANCEMENT 
The current approximate 
"salary range is $,500 to $1000. 
Experienced public health 
inspectors are eligible for 
promotion to department 
supervisor and to other civic 
and company administrative 
positions. 
Further sources of in- 
formation on this and other 
occupations may be obtained 
from: CANADA MANPOWER, 
3232 EMERSON • STREET, 
TERRACE,  B .C . ,  
ZZLSP, H. ONE e26671~4, 
produce the lowest acreage 
figure recoreded since 1931. 
Despite this reduction In. total 
acreage the trend'to,  larger 
farms conthmes. Of the 366,128 
farms covered by the census 17 
per cent were760 acres or more 
in size, compared with i3 per 
cent five years earlier and 11 
ot~er 
home 
smaller ndmbero¢ remain  t971 
than five yearS+mrller, the 
average acreage +of improved 
land per farm'ln the six eastern 
• provinces rose from 99 acres in 
1ram to  to~ acre~;  in  1971,  In  the  
per cent in 1961. Farms with four western provinces the 
lass than 760 acres accounted improved acreage of the 
for 83 percent of the 1971 total, average farm 'increased from 
down from 87 per cent +of the 406 acres to in 1966 to 463 acres 
farms in 1966 and 90 per cent in in 1971. 
1961". 
For the first time Manitoba 
and Saskatchewan reported 
decreased acreage in com- 
parison with the previous 
census, although the decreases 
were relatively slight. 
Manitoba's farm lands were 
some 75,558 acres below the 1966 
figure and Saskstchewan's by
sbout 352,488. 
Alberta nd British Columbia 
continued to "show increased 
farm acreage, following their 
historic trends. Newfoundland 
also reported an increase as the 
result of unimproved land being 
bought into agriculture for the 
development of community 
posture land. 
• The acreage of improved 
farmland held steady at 108 
million acres virtually un- 
changed from 1966. Improved 
farmland includes land 
, cultivated and shwn to crop f6r 
harvest in 1971, farmland 
cultivated and seeded for 
pasture use in 1971, sum- 
merfallowed land with no crop 
harvested in 1971 but being 
cultivated or worked during the 
year for weed control and-or for 
moisture conservation, plus 
The al'ea of cropland, one.el 
the components of improved 
farmland, at 69 million acres, 
was ohly slightly less than in 
1966.. The. four  western 
provinces experienced an in- 
crease in cropland which was 
however, more than offset by a 
decrease inthe other provinces. 
Improved pasture land in- 
creased over past censuses to a 
peak of I1 million acres in 1966. 
The 1971 Census reports a 
decline to 10 million acres with 
increases reported only in 
Newfoundland, Saskatchewan 
and Alberta. 
Summerfallow acreages have 
shown small fluctuations since 
1941. In 1971 there was sn in- 
crease to 27 million acres from 
26 million in 1966. 
Unimproved land on 
Canadian farms, which has 
decreased steadily since 1941, 
fell to 62 million acres last year. 
Of this total, 12 million acres 
were woodland and 50 million 
acres.consisted of unimproved 
hay land, native pastures, 
marshes, etc.+ 
When in Stewart 
call at 
-+t  
t . .  
. . . .  ~ For 2 days only! * 
Wednesday, August 30 thru Thursday, August 31 
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/WARSH PLANTS 
A -- Sweet Flag; Calamus (Acorus calamus). A 
member o f  the Arum family, this lal l , .s lender 
plant grows in the~wet edges of  marshes, ponds 
and swamps. The leaves are' long, narrow and- 
sword-like. The flowers are borne In a taper ing r, 
spadix light ye l low.green  in color, rootstock 
creeping. 
6 - Marsh Marigold; Cowslip (Caltha palustrls). 
Buttercup family, a Io~ compact plant, •leaves 
broad and heart-shaped, stems thick and hollow. 
Flowers deep yel low of 5 to 9 'petals' (actually 
sepals). Found in marshes, ponds and wet road- 
s=-'72 side ditches, j 
• The New ~mked Spud • 
._Drive-In & CoBee Shop • 
I IR  'A  I IA I I i lUET  
Phoa,  63~33+}4 
Runaway Best Seller,.. 
CLASSIF IED ADS 
wait + ~  
. . .  t~ll it's too late? ~ Z ~  
"----clean" 
~BLE CARPETS-FURNITURE 
aking ' 
~ubbing ~.  
~. Dry t h e ~  
Call for FREE~ Duraclean Rug I Upkolsteq 
Quotation/Cleaners 4646 Scot t  Ave .  635-414/  
I 
10 Speed Bicycle 
Complete line of Bicycle parts 
and accessories 
Budget Terms available 
Sizzler lotwheel 
Lunch Box 
& Thereho~ bottle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
79,88 
3.33 
Touring Bag Bicycle 
1,77 school books . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Lunch Box 
and 
Thermos  ............... 3.33  
HOCKEY STICKS for Hockey School 
Football,, ..... 2.88  ea. ....... + Wagons ,re- 7.§0,0 
i)ook Set Sleeping cap +++.+ 13.99 
Fortrel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -, .... .. . . . . . . .  , . . . - .  
|har0oa l  Briquets 
......... +0 ,=+ .97 ................... ,o.+,+ 137 
w, ,  , .  ................................ 49,88 
u 
4 & +'4 P lace . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Coleman Fuel 
• "" " "  . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . - . . . . . . - . .  OrS, 
6'9§+,ndS.N 
.66 .... o.,.I.49 
+Golf Set [Golf Set 
+ wlthout+. .......... + ,  ............... 41  
Visit +~ Toylsnd 
;• •: at  ••~ 
Golf Gart ..... 13.98 
I I II 
, " , +y "~. .~*  ~ 
Gordon :&An 
,+  
i8 
8.96 Barbeque 24" Fold ing ............................... . .  
_ . , - ,  v 
L 
Wheel Burr 9 .77  OW$ . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  
,=m=p c. ,  6,77 I B-om Rubbermaid  17 gal, . . .  i . ' [~ . . [ .~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
+ ....... ++++ • Shot  Gun She l l s  
, •L:!I +~¢ ~i:;~+, + ." . + 
, ,,,,,~ ~o.d 2.88 " ' : • •?, +' +i*;,~':i Box e l  2S :• • ' 
, . : . ,  
12 gauge• . 
? 
'? 
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Lakes are commonplace in British Columbia and 
people wonder how many there are, and also how 
large or deep they may be. 
Surprisingly, frcsh water covers oaly about 2 per 
cent of the total area of the Province. In comparison 
with other Canadian provinces, British Columbia is 
not heavily endowed with inland water in the form of 
lakes. For example, Manitoba, appreciably smaller 
than British Columbia, has over 15 per cent of its 
surface covered with fresh water. 
How Many Lakes in British Columhla? 
Let us first ask, "Just what is a lake?" Should 
all permanent ponds, potholes, and tarns be counted? 
/~ceording to Ford, a Swiss limnologist who 
founded the scientific study of inland waters in the 
mid-1800's, they should. He defined a lake as "a 
body of standing water occupying a basin and lack- 
ing continuity with the sea." Such a count, at pres- 
ent, at least, would be virtually impossible as some 
areas of the Province are not adequately mapped or 
covered with low-level photography. 
There are over 16,000 lakes in British Columbia 
marc than half of which are in the In- 
terior. The central Interior region, by no means the 
largest contains more lakes than any other 
area in the Province. In part, this may result from 
the fact that much of the Nechako basin and adjacent 
area was covered by a large k:e-dammed lake at the 
close of the last period of glaciation, some I0,000 
years ago. 
THE HERALD, TERRACE, B.C. 
Large ice-dammed lakes also existed in the 
Stik-ine, Peace, Thompson, Okanagan, and-Nicola 
basins and many smaller ice-dammed lakes 
occurred elsewhere. 
The largest I~ody of inland water in the Province 
is not a natural ake but a reservoir--Williston Res- 
ervoir-which resulted from the construction of the 
W. A. C." Bennett Dam on the Peace River. It 
flooded nearly 700 square miles of timbered valley 
bottom. 
The largest natural lake is Atlin (245 square 
miles), but its northern tip extends into the Yukon, 
leaving only 217 square miles in British Columbia. 
Babine is the largest lake wholly within the Province.. 
0tiesriel Lake cotild well be the deepest. A depth 
of 1,370 feet has been recorded in the centre of' the 
East Arm near Peninsula Bay. To this date no cen- 
tral soundings have been taken from thet:e to a point 
some 20 miles farther up the arm, where the depth at 
the middle is 1,235 feet. 
Compared to,lakes in other parts of the world, 
the depth of Quesncl is not remarkable. Lake Baikal 
in Siberia has a maximum depth of over I. mile 
(5,315 feet). It is gradually getting deeper because 
it lies in a large fault in the earth's crust whose bat-, 
tom is sinking. 
There arc at least four other lakes,in the world 
w:lh maximum depths of over 2,300 feet. 
(;reat Slave Lake in the Northwest Territories 
(2,014 I¢ct) is the deepest in North America. 
Small I~ikcs are not necessarily shallow nor are 
large lakes always deep. For example, Garibaldi 
I.ake, lying at an elcv.ation of 4,816 feet and 45 miles 
north of Vancouver..is less than 4 miles lon~, but 849 
feet deep. Yct Kotcho Lake in* the northeastern cor- 
ner of the Province has a surface area in excess of 
30 square miles but,/a maximum depth of 10 feet! 
."Jonne Lakes Below Sea-level 
The bottoms of many lakes near the coast may 
drop well "below sea-level. Owikeno Lake at the 
head of R~:rs inlet has been described as "a fiord 
whose sill happens to be a little too high to maintain 
a connection ::with salt waier." Its surface elevation 
is less than :50 feet but its maximum depth is 1,330 
feet. Therefore, most of the lake vo.lume is below 
WEDI~DAY, AUGUST 30, 1972 ~ 
sea-level. At Nitinat Lake on the west coast of Van- 
couver Island• salt water can flush overthe shallow sill 
formed by the short Nitinat:River. This brings jelly- 
fish, crabs, shrimps, and other forms of marine life 
into the lake. 
During most of the year a thin layer of relatively 
fresh water lies on top of the salt water*, particularly 
at•the tipper end of the lake. 
Salt Water In Some Lakee .... : 
Recently it has been discovered thatPoweil Lake, 
near Powell River, has its lower'layers filled ,with old 
.. sea water although its. upper 600 feet is fresh• and 
contains the usual assortment of fresh-water plankton 
and fi.shes. About 10,000 years ago the land around 
Georgia Strait, responding to the huge weight of the 
retreating ice sheet, was submerged to at least the 
present 170-foot contour. 
Sea water entering the Powell Lake valley at that 
time was much less salty than at present because it 
was diluted with vast amounts of melt water from the 
receding laciers.. 
Thus the water at the bottom, of Powell Lake 
today contains only 17 parts per thousand of salt, 
whereas Georgia Strait water has about 30 parts per 
thousand. When the ice sheet retreated, the land 
gradually rose, and as Powell Lake. was slowly cut" 
off from the ocean it probably passed through a stage 
similar to that of Nifinat Lake today• 
Sakinaw Lake on the Sechelt Peninsula has c. 
depth of 460 feet, the lower 300 feet of which con- 
tains salt water: 
:: L 
Terraoe Health Club 
Opens August 1st 
Sauna's, gym facilities, 
relaxing parapacks, reducing methods. 
3313-N. Ka lum Phone 635-5361 
Sportsman 
Drive-in 
4908 H ighway 16 West  
Terrace,  B.C. 
Houso of Sim-0i-Ghets 
Ter raoo ,  B.O. 
'Three" miles west on Highway 16 ". 
Authentic Indian Art's and Crafts 
-Carvings - totem.poles, plaques, & masks 
-Bead work - necklaces, bra¢lets, headbands,and rings 
-Leather goods - jackets, vests,skirts, handbags, etc. 
-Moccasins, muckluck,,;, gloves, all n~ose hide 
-Pure sheep wool coats,, socks, & tocioes 
-Basketery - cede r n .. ," . ad bark, birch ba rk, willow '~ 
- Paintings - in oil o; ~.~ *' ,t:Z.... villages, and Die ~oles 
-7 day fishing guide serv0ce (3-20' river boats) 
Baked Goods 
Fresh 
From 
the 
Oven 
Fo l low the  Signs to . . . '  
Rome Bar Rend 
Home of the World's Record Spring Salmon 
7" miles west of Terrace 
Right on the Skeena River, we offer all campsite hnd te~tTng *- 
'facilities including hot showers and sani-station, b.oat launch, 
smokehouse, picnic tables, mini.store, sandy beach and good 
fishing. (shady, secluded) I 
- For Reservations Phone or Write -
4310 Marsh Crescent 
Phone 635-5350 
Terrace,.~l.C. 
Library T.V. 
, , , /~. =.~ q,.~ i , .  ~.~.~.,, 
"~/,," MOTEL 
App~ved Tourbt Accommodation , 
Blue Gables Restaurant 
"We Spec ia l i ze  in S teaks"  
Dance  to the  tunes  of  the  
"Melody Mountain Boyo" 
Country & Western Band - Friday & Saturday nights 
. ",Taped music for the rest of the week 
4926 Highway 16 West Terrace, B.C. 635-2228 
~ )  
Enjoy our new. Dining Lounge 
(v. ,,- Chinese) 
HDurs 
WNkdeys 11 a.m. - :l Gnu; 
FH. & Set. 11 a.m. - $ e,m. 
.SuL 11 e.m.- 12MIdniBht " 
635-6184 '3209 Kaiun~, "Terrace 
GATEWAY COURT "MOTEL". Oomein and nrew, o • ~ ~  , ~ We ha~e. 
Mountviow Bakery ~' k ~ . )  "'~ ~:'" ~'"'~ ": '  " '  ' ~  Local Pottery .  Mobi les  
, ~ ~ ",Boards Candles 
4637 Lazelle Ave. . :~i o~ , ~ . .~  dLAnti~ue Bottles . 
Terrace,  B.C.  ' I I .  ~ , , T o o o  Graf ts  
~ ) . . Phone 635-4442 
" 6"35-6650 5510 Highway 16 West 6a.-5~us Terrace, B C 4604 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, .B.C.. 
Nountainviow Resort 
I I  
<:~f~E~t[  & CANADIAN 
"Mon-Sa~ 10-XAM 
Sun 11AM.  10PM 
.Imperial Oil Products .Dksel fue~ 
.Tire Service -Home Slyle Meals .Co,,ee Shop 
Open 7 a.m. to II p.m. 
Highway 16 - CEDARVALE, B.C. 
"~ ;t ,~. • BA"QU[T ROOM. 
b "~ '" .q~ ." OUR SPECIALTY 
l I l rA  U l i t "A  N 1 '~ 
FOOD ORDERS TO 
TAKE O~ 
635-6111 
Wed End GreGory 
& Laundromat 
• Open 6 a .m.  to 1~ p .~. 
.Chevron Staho. ~. 
.Dumping Station ...,.- ..s 
.Genera l  Store ' 
. F resh  Meat '~ 
. I ce  -Par ty  & B lock  
.F ishing L icence  & TBck le  
4928 H ighway 16 West ,  Terrace 
Phone 635.5274 
1 rraoe Hotel e libbo n tel Tri.Oty Motor Products Ltd. cHair  Guts ~ : 81u n Rod In No 
• -. c . , .u .M. . , . -  S.~,.. " " .~ '~ Reasonable Rates ~.  ~'. B4aka~ker?A e i _ ,vtL., ouT.o.,o. Red D'or Cabaret t ~ co_ • Gov't  .Approved 
.~ '  ONAN G~r~IERATOR az ~, WEnDEd8 
- -  = .w^. . ,  • no . .o . .o .o .=v=. .  Dining Room / Kal No4 v I nd iv idL ;a l  Cook ing  Un i ts  
- , , c . ,~  W,NC.~, Lounge, Banquet Room i um • - . : 
• Locat,'-~l in suPer.~ala Shopping Centre ~ Phone 635-2803 .U~o.o.iv~ ,.ous~.,~,. M.n,.~ 68 Bedrooms ~*"~ nrner"--~'-"-O-onp 
i4z .',K~-S~ AVe.. PHO,: sss.s=oa 4661 3reig Phone 636.2231 * Terrace, B.C. " :' ' 5508 Hwy 16 W. Terrace, B.C." 
" I r I [RRACI [~ B .e ,  ' l 
A ~  Oamp il ~flORTHERN : .... i) ~ ar 
hloomo Tourists Pioneer site ,~ .  : i ~ L Lakol$o Hotel 
Your :aiD store for 6ooks, magazines, ' ~ ab  
K' I I I i  -~ ,  I,anl crofts, souvenirs, photo supplies, .Hot Showers .Sail.Station 
~ws.Tt ~v A.~,~oen. u.ns tobacco, confectionery. .Playground .Heated Washrooms ot  
,., .,o,O,o,~,o, ~'"°~ ' *^~ ':. Th .Fishing ' ~ ~k DRUGS Open Tuesday'thru Sa'turday ' 
,*~o ~,e~ ,,,as ,.oN~ o..o,o o Hub "Large, quiet spaces" I r~ ,  a r flumpatr 
TERRACE. a.C: 4613 Lakelse / Pho,e 636.20. 30 mi les east of Ter race .  n.i.: ;a~:ceKi ' 8:30 p .m. .  2a .m. . .  , t . . . .  14620 Lal(else Ave. Terrace,.a'c. 635-2287: 
, m .  I ' i 
• .o,..,.~ ~OT~,..C.,, ~..~,, Thq Ooda rs: M otol Ka-Lum: MotelLtd.r Terraoo i)ruls ~ Don's NED'S Wear R 
u.,va " • ;peclal rates'0ncabin units PHONZeS ' . ~ ' . ' ..i .. ' . . . '  . . .  
• . , .v , . ,o . . .o  ..o.~ ,..~L '"•'  . . . . .  • " ~ ' o , . .o= .ez= . ,o .w.v lO w.T  ~ lo r raoo  •- r r lnoo  l luper !  • 
~^cw.c as o,, ,no o,~ . ~,o,,n( ,vx,.,eLr : ..... ~1830 Hlghwey 16 West ' o,ls.,neo • . ' '~ ' ' . . •" :: '~ '  / .: . . ~. '  ~_ , . - '  .A 
r ,• , - , ' ~, ' ~:x .os ,  , i .b .n . .  OkA i iA IU '~ . . . . .  ann Pr ince  uorp  
,,o me.wAv',o , * . , .  .,., :. v ' . .*c=. -,c . : : . , i  'i :'.;.* : . ,: *...'," i . . . .  Phone, 6ss.=,a.,...: : ' . . . . . .  m, e,e. . . . .  . . . . . . .  I k i l kg i ig  ...... rUO[ l l lOq i . ,  , : ,  ~ . I . . ' ~ . . :  . . . .  ' 1 
m ~ . . . .  ~ L* ~ ": k . ' '  "" . ' • : :' + ' ~ " ~ ) ' , ' J ' r J '. '"  m . k ~ ' ' .  m*4 'm mkm "' 4 . . . .  ' ' . ~ . 4~ . * ' q . * *, :: m :, , . 
U" " ~; , ( 0noHour 0nonnuhzuni .... B°utiqu° n n t ° r n a l n ° n i n l ° N  , : L  ~ ~ miranda Lodp . . . .  . . . .  ~ .... . . . . .  
" ' ~ ~ ' ' '~, '  : '  ' ' ' L ' ~' n . " ~ ~ n " * ' ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ l  : ._ ' . , , . .  • i " , ' 3227 Emerson  St roet  . ' l ill " ": ' : / n 
n n oDin o.,,,oL.,,,, r On WOOlOnt m 
[ - : . .~ ,~-= : ' ., ...... . ,n  • Phone 635.3616 . 1 . .  . . . .  " k , l '~Ave~ "" :~:~ i ,  • , : : ,  " . :~ , "  ; I . . a r l lN I ,  / B 
5eof B e.au|y! ". . . .  ~.. 4.~9(J"LAgELSI.¢.TtIRRACE. ', 4450.UlI'Ie Ave. Terrace, B .C .  63,-561! ~: .. 3208 Ka'|um St , .  Terr..aces B I~ I - . ! ' .  ~lq~ ' '  *" ~ " 1 ~ ' 4 4 ~  icE"  ' . i  " . . . .  '461'6 G~'0 Av& Terraca~,. _ I~,¢.. I~ , i  63,.,,0' l 
Surinder Kumar 1 
27, who arr ived in C~ 
May has ,finally obts~ 
mission f rom'the im 
officials to work inCanada. All in this'area nd-for ~ re~ 
that remains is to f inds  job; .... / sanx/o~ tof/nd, work,here. H~' 
Mr. Mathotra has a Masters l~s no pr ies  ~. in ~ this 
Degree in English /and has regard and Said '.'L would very 
taught school in ~ his native much tlke to flnd a job here and 
Punjab province of ~dia. He will accept any position,'. : 
also majored in mathematics. • ~ 
Our ~ readers  may bare  If any  pote~tlal"emp!oyer 
noticed in recent editions of the :would l ike to  chat with "~, Mr. 
Terrdce Herald some of the Mathotra he can be reached by 
poetry contr ibuted by Mr. telephone at 635-7589. 
" " " " " " p la  den  op  B .C .  c tvd  hberaes  assoczat ton  ns to broa  erat ions  
B.C, Civil L ibert ies It hopes that people outside Over the past year,  the Discrimination. . shields, home-made masRs o f  censorship, the BCCLA inview i ~ ' ~ " " " /  "~ ation, which takes up the ,the greater Vancouver area Association has been The 
of eo le  w • . . . .  . .  . . Assoctatzon has members n- p-~.--p L- -base-basic  ,w.ho .are |nterested m cwll developmgktts forschools and from all . wat.e.r--~.nkcdcloths, roelmand . ofpresentlegislation, urgedthe ~ bl0w located in the Super.Valo 
_.~ ~ve,. been .cur callea, !mertzes win get in touch with community grou s and other .walks of hfe and momtov cocktails. " Attorney-General, s chief law 
~utxer .~scrlmmadon, is me Association, an " P , .  _ ._ xepresentmg all shades of The brief described this as a enforcement officer t the , d he lpz t to  educational mater ia l  Fuur liti "" ~ ~ C e n t r e " - ' ? ' "  
n its middle of plan.s to mainta in ,  contact W;ith their- booklets are avai lable- at oi~ ~cal opmmn..The re_embers "d . n Bntmh • angerous and ,  insane Columbxa, to ~dopt a more 
. . ,~  u~ uperauons communities w~.~ ~.~a . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ .,.,mu, w.u are ~ne escalation of the level of war- l i l~raipolicyindealin w~ • ~ 471T4 ?kelse Ave. " Terrace Phone ,,S.S431 . . . . . . .  on,,,=== m nummm cost: ~oum ana me governing body, serve volun- far,~" . g ththe 
tout the prownce. Suite • 414, 207 West Hastings, Law Landlord and Tenant -~.-. venaors and to allow the public or 428 EMar is re., Kitima t Ph 
:e. "" , . tardy. . . t;opies of this brief a re  to decide what it should read. ] p.r e A one 632-72n 
"Righ'ts~'an~ And Association pamphlet  available on request. (3) Discrimination• Long 
says, "We need everybody who (2.) Censorship: I~ox ann hair. In April, the ~c ia t ion  
]mows how hard it has been to magazine vendors. The BCCLA sponsored a "mock" d . . . .  ! YOUR L.OC~L"TERRACE DEALER IN 
winour freedom of speech, our has recently sent a letter'to st . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . .  " App l  • ~attutt uu~lue me vancouver / 
TIk,., B - . _z_ !_z  _ ,  . -  freedom of religion, our pAt~eOrney:General Lesh.e offices of Pacif ic Western Braun iantes 
/ I l IU  mslrng!  O! :erraoe freedom from discrimination, ~r~n, mmng excepuon to Airlines. nrotesti-~, m~ . . -  
our freedom to join associations police action regardin~ raids on nn. , , ' -  "-~ . . . .  "'~' "~. . . . . .  " 
and the right to due process, a bookstores se l l~  ~ alleged . . . . .  ~ cute, ,o employees I TheApp l lance  requir ing short hair and N 0 T I C E . "We need everybody who "obscene" material, sideburns. A handbill was VV|,h ~ D l , ,o ronco  • realizes that these'freedoms The Association took the distr ibuted depicting Pr ime 
must be constantly protected stand that by seizing 50 to 500 Minister Trudeu, and inquiring FOR YOUR PERSONAL CARE ...... 
against small.erosions." copies of booksand magazines, "Would you hire this man as a 
A rundown of the BCCLA's instead of the required two or baggage handler?" Mr. AND GOIJRMET RESULTS IN THE KITCHEN activities shows how sur- three for use as court evidence. Trudeau would be turned down 
prisingly often rights that the police were creating for the job by PWA. because of OTIClffi IS H I :REBY G IVEN THAT A PUBLIC HEARING WILL  BP people take for granted are enormous financial "pressure thelength ofhis hair. Luggage. 
ELD IN THE MUNIC|PAL  COUNCIL CHANIBI=R$ ON MONDAY,  infringedupon, uponbookstoreownersbecaase and trolleys made their up. ~ ~ ~  / 
JGUST 29, 1972, a f  7:00 P .m.  foro THE PURPOSE OF  THE D isc r iminat ion  cases  the periodicals would become pearance at the spoof demon- )LLOWING:  "~ "~. . , ,  . . . .  
• regularly come up, involving outdated and unsalable eyes stratioa and the B.C. Civil . 
: /  "~" ~ -':'"~ '"~" ,women,,peeple ,with,.,l~g hair ~ rop2etors  win ~bertles'  Association Baggage :, ~ ........... ~ :  
ROPOSED ZONING~AMEND ENT TO BY-L'AW NO$.: and other groups. The com. ~ m mougn :~auy opposes t0 .,baggage handler" p~'e~m ~ " ~ ~  
•., : : *  - ,,:'..~ ~- plaints have to do .with hiring 
" 652-1972 " - . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~.7::~%~.:,..:,: ~.<. practices renting and so.on. ' ....... 
.~  " " There have also been many Reum Motors building in r , 654-1972"  ~ :" :"~'~('~i:~!i:; One of the relatively new, a r e  aga 
growing areas of concern arises 
. . . . . .  i~}~i i~, from decisions made by 
1972 !.:.:i~i "i::" ::i ~! ,~ '  .]: governmentsegencies ]tke the 
1~' ;L:~ I r ~ ~ 'r "~ " ~ " "%~ " ' ~ " ~ Unemployment  Insurance  
1972- . ,>,~-:i~, i:~. " Commission, the Worlvmen's 
" - Compensa ion  
, ",: ~ ~-JACK HARDY J 'Board and the Welfare 
Department, and how a person 
' ~ !' C le rk -Admin is t ra tor  J who thinks he hasbeen treated , 
ii: -(,/~: i/;!:i,:~-i!;~~ii, ' i.~ ', i: i " unfairly can have redress. 
Charges of police brutality 
are occasionally brought o the , 
,. Association and looked into. The 
Assocaition has, for some time, 
~ ~een ~rying to improve relations 
between the police and the  
community in the Vancouver 
area, where friction has oc- 
"cuffed. 
Recently the Association 
presented a brief to Vancouver i 
City Council on the question of 
• buying protective equipment 
the police, suggesting that in 
the loi~g rua an escalationin 
equipment by the polic~ would 
only intensify confrontation, We need the room, oil mrs  & trucks ~nd would do ~tb  the pollce and 
the ¢ommunty more harm than 
good.  The. question arose must  be ¢leored 
following a disturbance outside 
the Vancouver Coliseum during 
a concert of the Rolling Stone~ , . N|W CARS rock group, i 
BCCLA knows from experience : . . . .  I 
thal in defending civil ]iberties 4-1972 FirRzu$2§9§ . . . .  i $2§9§ 
principles it also sometlmeshas d s 4 DR. SEDAN to take up cases that are nottoo •~ 
popular with the public. But it 
also knowsfrom experience ~, S 2 6 9  6 
that over time the public has  2'3 DR SEDANS " I STATION NAGON 
c°me "t° recognize the basic' I 9 7 0  V e g a  $2091 righth'ess of the Association's :. .work andhas comb to respect it 
' for i~ wil l ingnes~ to  stand i ': 1 *' ,d r .  e o . t J a o  . ,n ' .  $199§  • Sedan," ' 4 d r ,  
behindfundamental democratic: one owner Low mileage 
principles. .~. V4, a~o, Radio; 'new paint lob . .: .- 
Some recent cases: ~ - _ . . . .  - J  
(D/Pol ice Equipment (see, " 3 dr, ~ " ' , '  " , , . , .  ~ , 
• and~els ~ '. " -. ' oneowner, Likenew ." ~l~iVq i~q~ " - " " :~ • : .~ ' ~ ,, .  ewhere indicates thst..: • ' . 4 dr. Sedan, one o r ' : . .~ 
" ~ " ' " " ' C ' " :  " ~ ; r '  ' 'r " '  ~ '  ; ~ thePol Foree l tes inkee , • • . . . .  ~ ,M 
tacredi tun0n,  there,sal0t0fsat isfa: i  ' ' ' ' ; ~""  '~ : '  " ~ . . . . . .  ping., , . . . . . .  . . . . .  • . , cton ,n know, n youre getting the" ,~ thelevl~'ofcontrontationaslow~ 1910 . ,  • ., . • ~ ' .~!  .... :~, :<.  : v . .  ' 
i i-nc~e . . . .  b/eint_erest rates on .your sa. vings. Righ.tnow, credd unions are paying : "  ' ..as ~ ib le /and  ,further, that I ! :  . "~ i~1 
IB ,~,=a~.razes on a wioe'variety at savmgs .ptans-- Term De~i t '  rates a re  ~ r * me " ~havz°r:°f  the.pol lee, i . . . . .  - - ,  , , ,~ . . . . . . .  - , -  ~ . .  m ~  ox  • '~ ' :  , , :  ", : - .... ~; 
IB especiallynAh Takeacuefrorn e~ nmrt~ ' *h-,~,,~n'~'lm~,,.~'*~,~,7~'~;.-'.,.:...__ " thOmB ' Ix th~ ~m:lnolrm! i ' * ~  • _~ . th__x . . . . .  ; . . . . . .  : , . elves..__ __. • . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ~ l  - - 
i placelndefinltely.Theymoveitwhereltr:wil]d~the~os~ ' "O~'~','~""~u"~.x_.L:" . ~'~u.* . :  determinant of'thatleve"i';";'r" . . . .  . / : .  - . : , . . . . . . .  ..'.---. ...'..:.'...•. . ... .'..-. ~. . .  .. i: j 
• • . . . . . . . .  . ........ : " .. It: argued that, additional , i ' ' ' " ' i! ! 
iJ t -'if ..,,.w,,. 1 
I I  ~ I • ' . . . . .  , : ' :  ....... • / :1  ~ ~ee~/Ps.anpr.ubber~u~etsaro i i  ~•]!~!:!~i~[i~ 
CREDIT UNI  r L kl l  I~ #'m~ ~q ~se~i"wat .e r  eanno .ns ,•maee;  i !  / 
a~ ~ . . L H = I = p ' . ' k d ~ = . "q~ I ' :  '%4"  " . = r ~ , V= . . . . .  d q = = ' ] ' : . ~ : ' ~  
~ i  . . . . . . . . . . . .  • i" . . . .  ~ ' '  ~: ::~ - ~ '~:k  ~ 
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Blondie 
~ppY e~nrHo~v ~ ~ ~ ~.o,~u _--d'.=~ 
iMOOSE 
I e, nR'rH~,.~,% .,X H~,.~ me) I ', 
I ~ I,,,,~.%",,",,,,,-.-,'~ ~'   I~ ." 
MILLER ® 
ZHZ ~uJ~V, TZSR~CZ,'..C. 
By chi, You.eli 
~ YOU ~V~A MI91"AI~'~ AND, BYTHEWA~ ~, 
--MR.~RIMI.EY LIVF-~ HI~ BIRTHDAY WA~ 
~N THE NEXT .-~ ~ VVIE~I£ .-.~ 
N: 
Arch ie  
,= • 
By Bob Weber[ 
: WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 30, 1972 
CROSSWORDPUZZLE ~i~ ~ ! un uarms ~, :!!i. 
.' , Tod  ay  s REGINALD'  JA~ES LORD The lale,Mr. Lord leaves in 
DOWN 9. ]V[extcan • A , ,  , . ,  . .  , passed ~away suddenly Augtst mourning his widow Nancy and 
1. Bride's b lanket  ~,uawv.  party" 12. One of ~ ~14, Funeral services were~eld son Reg. Jr. as well as lds 
in Williams Lake on August 18. parents and brother, 2. Convict's Lear's ~ ~  . . . .  . . . . . .  
3. Bits of lore ' ters ~ 
(3 wds.) 17~ Before ~ b ~  "..'" ' : " .... . ' 
4. Mexican 23. Kind ~ ' ' ' ' 
tree 24. Fall ~ Dine  guy r . . ,~  
5. With 26. Seed ~ ! " " " succinct- 
ness once ~ ~ 7  ' .m 
• ~, t~r t~T~l~l = 
By Bob 
-= 
P 
A~ROS9 
I. Declaim 
6. Statutes 
10. German 
city 
11. Different 
13. Command 
14. Gaze 
15. Holy 
mackerel ! 
16. Understand 
18. Kids' game 
19. Yale 
20. Make a 
• blunder 
21. Mineral 
spring 
22. Vituperate 
• 24, British 
carbine 
25. District of 
England 
26. Hooray! , ..r~ 
27. Girl 
Friday's ."," 
station ~Y. ~' 
29. Iterate ,,,~,~.".~- 
32. Noun 
6. Hard l ,ck 
guy 
7. Legal 
adviser. 
(abbr.) 
8. A familiar 
inquiry 
(3 wds.) 
more 
27. Ad- 31. Colored 
minis. 33. Shabbily 
toted " dressed 
28. Corn- 39. ~- -  of 
plete luxury 
29. Regret 41. Scary 
30. Egcite , utterance 
I ] N . . I  
1~1,o i. I ,. 
CEOTEATOI It C3NEISI I ~N31~EI~Rt 
~os~o~-/ T ~ 
,o 
- -  "~. ~ L,~IFfl T._-- ~ ~ i 
I Beetle:Bailey ] 
== ~ ..~_"=-~'7~ YOUR LiqE~;. / / e,O,'~'~A*J .r , - . ' .  /FIVE POLINP~ iN ) 
.~_  ra i l  
New 
Books 
By Claudette Sandecl~i 
The Il lustrated Natural 
History of Canada by John A. 
Livingston 
In this 160 page book, the 
author explains how Canada 
came to' be what it is today, 
beginning four and a half billion 
years ago when the earth 
started to take shape as things 
happened to the sun. 
The author has divided his 
book into four sections: the  
creation of the Earth and 
spe~:ifically that portion which 
is now Canada. How Canada 
was formed through glacial 
action, etc. How animals and 
plants evolved or adapted to 
new life situations to.produce 
the forms of animal and giant 
life we know today. And the 
effect of man on our en- 
vironment and what we can do 
to preserve the natural heritage 
which still exists in remote 
sections of Canada. 
There are many school tests 
which deal with these same 
topics but few match the 
relaxed, comprehensible ap. 
preach to this complex subject. 
Perhaps owing to the Editorial 
Consultation of Pierre Burton, 
anyone can sit down and enjoy 
reading this book from cover 
to cover without ever having 
previously studied how the 
Northern Hemisphere came to 
be, or if you have, youl still 
learn new things about our 
country from this book with its 
235 illustrations including 65 full 
color photographs and 40 full 
color maps, 
This book is only one i, a 
series of nine, The other eight 
volumes each deal with a 
particular region of Canada - 
for instance the Atlantic Coast, 
the St. Lawrence Valley, and 
the Great Lakes. 
Tome the fascinating 
chapters explain" the gradua! 
evolution of animals into the 
forms as they exist now; Why 
doesn't a long-legged aquatic: 
bird freeze Ite feet on the ice? - 
How do woodchucks urvive a 
six "month hil~era'tlQn? The 
answers to these and many 
more puzzling questions ure all 
here. 
. suffix 
_!33, Taste of 
34~.Indlan title 
as, ~ loas  
(2 w&.) 
36. Wriggler 
37. Twenty 
hundred • 
gross 
38. French city 
40, More or 
less 
42. Tramp 
43. Ancient 
Scandl. 
navians 
44. Catch 
sight of 
45. Trifled 
. ,., =r. , i  N" I I I I 
Fast  take  out  Exot ic  mea ls  
Canad ian  & Ch inese  Foo~s  
Open Men. thru Sat. 10am. to 1 am. 
, e Sunday 11 a'm. to 10 pro. 
• Weekly Fire Report " u" 
During the past week the hazardous period is over for this . .. " " " " ' ~ ~  / • 63516;11 
weather has been a mixture of year, we could still experience a 
cool cloudy weather with rain high hazard in many areas. 
recorded in most of the Prince 
Rupert forest dtstrict. K E E N A  DIESEL A low to modei'ate hazard 
existed throughout the week 
and only two new fires were 
reported, bringing this y e a r S t o t a l  Ao 162. =, " LTOu 
As of Aug. 18 a total of 1,484 
fires have occured in the 
province compared to 2,404 for FO E 
• t Waiker' the corresponding period of QL;N~°;~mn-;i;;~;;;~ulp" By M O r  l.. ' " # I" l~ , .  "EN 
Sepl:(.=r  ber 22,1972 
is the,;nosing date for 
FLOOD 
RELIEF 
CLAIMS 
Your provincial government is now making payments from 
the British Columbia Disaster Fund to individuals and 
municipal agencies whose property was damaged by  
flooding earl ier this year. Claims are being met as f el- 
lows: 
(i) FOR SPRING-FLOOD DAMAGE: 
100% of damage as independently assessed. This is 
in anticipation that the Government of Canada will 
contribute in addition to amount already contributed, 
(ii) FOR MID-JULY RAINSTORM DAMAGE IN THE LFRA- 
SER VALLEY AND VANCOUVER NORTHSHORE 
AREA: 
100% of damage as independently assessed wil l  be 
paid by the provincial government. 
All claims are being assessed by members of the Canadian 
Independent Adjusters' Conference. 
Claimants who have not yet submitted their claims are 
notified that all claims must be submitted by September 
22, 1972, on forms obtainable from and returnable to: 
FLOOD• ASSESSMENT OFFICE 
Canadian Independent Adjusters' Conference 
2138 Main Street 
Vancouver 10,iBritish Columbia 
~ GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH COmMBhA 
. . . ,  . : , .  . : : :  . ' ,  . : c  e • , 
The H0n. R.G. Willlston, Chairman ' : '  ~ ~,~/:~i/: i'] 
Flood Reparations Committee ' ~,~ , : :  . . . .  
Parliament Buildings . 
Victoria, British Columbia '~ 
i 
Costs to extinguish fires this 
year is roughly $5,300,000, less 
than last years figure. 
Cooler temperatures and 
widespread showers have 
reduced the fire hazard to low 
and moderate in most parts of 
the province. 
We have experienced lighting 
activity in the interior part o f  
the district and our lookouts and 
patrol planes are still active in 
these areas. 
While we are hoping the 
horized 
,n,s re, "KORODY OOUER" 
; for GenePal Motors Diesel Engines 
QUALITY pARTS AND SERVICE AT 
,;:, ,.,~AL.!,.~T!O PRIO|S.,, .... i 
7277 ROSS ~ BIUBAOKi! 
Certified 
;0 K eifh Ave Heavy Duty Mechanic 
ARNIE'S MEAT MARKET 
.Dutch Valley Ph0ne 636-27?.4 
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Cutting and Wrapping 
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ST.' JOHN'S ~- A-massive _seHe_sa1_d~ep.mg. ramlnvolved..nlngsfor the first half el 1972. suggestlonsthey 'make." he . . . .  ' " " ' "q " : . . . .  " " 
• effort in  employee 'com- " .' '.. - ' "  " : " • ..~ 
-. 'm .~F~,.a'.-wm0nempl0Yees., McNellsaidthenearedtletothe •sa id .  ~ i  . . . .  ' ' • :: /!"! ' /  S of llfe 
muniealinns Was c~litsd ioday- were .told of the company's .revised: rates •`  now in effect, . "This monitoring aspect of " ' " Wri te  in  the  . . . .  ; " • :  ' ' " * . . . . . . . . .  
with heipmg the B.C. Telophone z,nancia~ gums and  the,ini, lower income taxratesand the the pr.og['am is very lmportant, ' .Queen ~Char lOt tes  
Company.trim:expenditures in.:~ portance of"nehieving~*these distortion resulting ~ from to make sure that suggestions - 8Rd adventures  a t  sea  - , 
1972. '. . ,...,gaols ,,..ff the.__,,_,-company,, is. to at-~. : comparison. . with 'the same are implemented, to check how 
~ . . . . .  uarry McNeil, B'C Te~'s-- " mtract the capital it requires*to~ ~ j " ' I p e r i o d  in. 1971 .When these ' they work, and to make sure 
• . . . . . .  ,- .. : cot its teleccmmunlcatlnns •characteristics were not {hat he employee respomtble 
~e~p~estoa~t'U~e~TP~,. . i  .req~rements hroughout the 'present.: However, the success / fa ro  given suggestion gets a 
involved advl~ina m ~ "~,,,~ pro~nc~.: . ' . ' i/' of. the Challenge.. in 1972 personal re ort" . 
• , . - -  - -=-= , - , ,~ ~;?- .can emp|oyees also board programprevented, increased McNeil p ,said the  
pzoyees o:-. me eompany.s senior management outline - Volumes of Work activity and ."Challen e in 1972 rogram 
Pe~i~s~i~m~l~cl~ eogOa~S=_ ann costly mistakes thathad been costs of operation from ereding . g P 
m . v , - - .u..  ,maue on.the joo., " 1 the imnrovedea- - ; - -o  ~-^--,-, revolved 1,500 management 
,, . . . .  ," -,....s~, ,.~ o=,. personnel and more than 8,500 
~.aThe__ ~e..su]t _h an beet1 _.And they were encouraged to He said the B.C, Tel effort to classi f ied employees,  whose 
s,  m~m~.uur  empzoyess are alscuss among themselves engage mnlo' ees in its total roll in 1972 is nearl 
comingthro h"hesaid "The w " .-  - y cost. pay y ng ,. . ays in which the performance euttin r " • " ,, ' 
SUe C~S *~ ~ ~ *~ ,M  __ .  ,__ , __ =,  , ~ __ . . . . . .  . . . 1 " g pogram ] sa  year-long $I00 mdlien. W]~ I a, payrpll 
. . . .  • ~ ,..=,,,~ o~, -a  =u m- m -=c  company eoulf l . .  De enueavour  ' ~nmm' nr  n mnan'h,d= ' t , . . . . . . . . . .  ltment ~. th . t  .... e,,a;--~, 
area e mac a company canl enhanced. "One thing our employees an improvement of even 1 
profitably spend time on nn- The company reported have made clear is that they' percent is worth going after," 
couraging all its employees to. substantially improved ear- want to know what happens to he said. 
find ways in which the job might ~ 
be done better." 
McNeil sp0ke'at the anneal 
conference of the Canadian 
Institute of Chartered Ac- 
countants ina panel discussion 
on corporations and/their  
communications with em. 
ployees.. 
He said B.C.' Tel docided to 
enlist he" support of employees ~ 
m a cost-cutting effort after the" 
company was granted per- 
mission in late 1971 to increase 
its rates for the first time since 
1959-but by only about half the 
amount it had sought. 
The Canadian Transport 
Commission, which regulates 
the company's rate structure, 
said in approving the smaller 
increase that "management 
should contribute every 
possible effort to achieve 
economies wherever they can 
be found so as to build earnings 
up to the desired levels on a 
basis just and reasonable to 
both subscribers and 
shareholders." 
1VIcNeil told the 'CICA that the 
B.C. Tel employee com- 
munication effort-dubbed 
Challenge in 1972 -- grew out of 
this CTC comment• 
L 4NDERS 
• children. One is as sappy as a 
• maple tree in April. The other 
hasn't spoken to any of us for 10 
yeurs so we don't know about 
her, but she looks mighty 
strange. 
Please Ann, do some research 
and reverse yourself. We have 
too m~y screwballs in this 
world as it is. Thank you .-Cape 
Codified. 
Dear Cod: Here's what Nobel 
Prize-winning eneticist Joshua 
Lederborg of Standford say s
WANTED 
Logging 0ontradors 
to log 30,000- 40,000 cunits for,1972-73 winter season. 
Stump to Dump. Permalient w~rk for acceptable 
Cont ractors . .  ~ :.,= 
The Pas Lumber 00mpany Ltd. 
Box 879, P r ince  George ,  B.C, 
Phone 563-3651 
AT THE LOOAL OHUROHES 
PENTEOOSTAL TABERNAOLE 
4647 Lazelle Ave. 
Service schedule. 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00a.m. Phones: 
Sunday Evening 7:lSp,m.' Office 635.2434 
Bible Study Home - 6S5 .$336 
Wednesday • .7 :30  p.m; 
YeufhNigMThursday 7:30p.m. Pastor: M. Kennedy 
Thq end of your search for e friandiy'church 
SALVATION RHlr 
• 44Sl Ornig • 
"Captain: Bill Youn~ 
9:4S Sunda'y School 1i)0 "l'-'hursdly Night 
II :SO Morning Worship "B ib le  Study.& 
7:30 Evening Services Prayer Me~ting', 
For into on other activities phone.cuph/In or MrS. Bill Young. 
KNox UNITED 
CHURCH 
Cur. Lazelle Ave. & Munrot  
Phone 435-4014 
' Worship 11:Q0a.m. 
¢hurchScho01' Nursery 11:~ 
e.nl. 
Dear /ran Landers: I read (and you can't do better than 
with horror l and shocked that for an authority). 
disbelief your advice to the "C  o u s i n m a r r i a g e s 
woman who asked if cousins unquestionablycurry a greater 
could safely marry, risk of genetic disease in the 
Your answer was, "If both offspring by a factor of 2 to 4 for 
are healthy and there is no the worse. However, this is of 
historyofhereditarydiseasesin the same order as having 
the family, such as epilepsy, children in the late 30's instead 
hemophilia, bereditury blind, of the early 20's. So, every 
ness or deafness, there is no couple must decide for them- 
reason cousins should not selves. I would urge cousins 
marry." who are considering marriage 
My uncle and'aunt are first • to seek genetic ounseling," 
cousins and  they had two From Amram Scheinfeid's 
CATHOLIC  ,CHI JRCH 
EVANGEL ICAL  
FREE CHURCH 
Cur. Park Ave. anU Sparks St; 
9:45SundaySchool • . 
11:44 Morning Worship 
7:S0 Evening Serrates 
Wednesday 7:30 p,m;  
Prayer end Bible Stuoy, - 
ROY. 6.B. Ruggles Phone 
~H PirkAvs, • 435-5115 
Lakalse Avenue 
SUNDAY MASSES 
a:30 a.m. lO:O0 i.m. 
11:lSa.m. 7:SO p.m. 
CHRIST  LUTHE 
CHURCH 
Cur. Sparks St. & Park Ave. 
' Pastor O. Kalmr 
phorma3$.$4~ . 
Morning Service a9 It :04 a.m. 
Su|ldey b'chOol i |  9'|451,m. • 
"Your Friendly Family 'Church" 
ZION 66PT IST  
•CHURCH 
Corn. Sparks& I(ellh 
Pastor: ClydeZlmhoImen 
Sunday SchooLg:4s e,m~ 
Morning WOrship II~00e;m, '
*Sunday Evening r:0o p.m. 
' Bible Study Wed, 7:S0 p,m, 
ST.  MATTHEW'S  ' 
CHRIST IAN 
REFORMED'  
CHURCH.  
Sparks St. at Streums;Ave~ ' 
EVv. JO~nVe~yh I CH U R'C H 
" • Pho~ 4~.~4|1 ' i 4/~41Lasllle'Av° me" ~rer iga' 
Sufldly School, Terrace 10 a.m, • Alqli icBnC~rc~of Clnidao 
SuMly School •Remo : I p.m. 
~: 11|04e,m, Worsblpisrvlce Sunday Services: ' 
;. S:0O p,~, Worship Service JUly and. August 
. : , ,  BaCk f~ OOd,CFTK Hour " t im a,m;  only) every Sunday 
"Wednosdi,~kvenlngat 14:~"pm. Pasto~ JslmSfOkes 
book, "Your Heredity and 
Environment"; 
"Cousins with superior 
qualities tend to produce 
superior children. Charles 
Darwin married his first cousin, 
Emma Wedgwood of the 
because there are not enough 
homes for them. •It is much 
more humane to spay eats and 
dogs than to allow them to 
produce unwanted litters. 
Please, Ann, print this letter 
and urge your readers target 
their animals fixed. Thank you 
-One who did. 
Dear 0no: Although I have no 
pots I am four-square behind 
the spaying program and I urge 
all you animal lovers out there 
to PUsh it in your local com- 
:munities. " 
Dear Ann Lnnders: I do hope 
you can change the words 
around and make this letter 
'printable. Please try. I have a 
real problem. 
I am now Program Chairman 
famous china makers. They had of our church auxiliary. We 
many distinguished deseen., meet'once amnnth and I must 
danes. Arbraham Lincoln was preside. I have never been a 
the product of a cousin 
marriage." 
So, I say to cousins who fall in 
love, your descendants could go 
either way. 
Dear Ann Landers: I know 
there are limits to what you can 
do, but will you please use your 
• infiuenceto c ntrol the dog and 
cat population in this country? 
• It has been estimated that dogs 
and  cats will outnumber 
humans four to one within the 
next 30 years, if something isn't 
done. Can you imagine over 
800- million dogs and cats 
running around? 
Mass,sterilization is the only 
. . . . .  ppy, 
deprive d or robbed of the 
ability to enjoy life. He is no 
more "robbed!' that the woman 
who has a tubal igatiun or the 
man who has had a vasectomy. 
To put it bluntly, the factory is 
shut down but the playpen is 
still operating. 
Thousands of animnals runs t
be put to death evdry year 
When I 
you i don't 
know " 
whoto 
turn to,,,, 
TURN TO US 
WlTHOONFIUEHOE I 
MaoKays 
Funeral • 
Home 
"Phone 635-2444 
Terrace,  B.C. 
Serving Kit imat 
very good speakerand even if I 
have two sentences to say I'm a 
wreck. Before a meeting I can't 
eat. My empty stomach growls 
and gurgles o loud I'm afiaid 
the sounds will be picked up by 
the public address ystem. 
Can you help me?-Woes In 
Warren 
Dear W.: Avoid. liquids. Eat 
some soda, crackers or dry 
toast. TI!~ at should reduce the 
racket considerably. 
Do you feel awkward, self. 
conscious - lonely? Welcome to 
the club. There's help for you in 
• An Landers' booklet, "The Key 
i,To PoP~urity."Send 35 cents in 
, g, P , self, addressed 
envelope to this newspaper. 
DEAR ANN" LAND~RS: 
was married on Thanksgiving 
eve. The marriage lasted less 
than two months. My husband 
simply Wblked out one day, said 
I •was. boring and that he'd 
rather live with his folks. I was 
in a blue funk for weeks and am 
just now beginning to come 
back to life and think straight. 
Please tell me what should be 
done with the wedding ifts? Of 
course some ,of the appliances, 
~ects and towels have been 
used. A close .friend hinted that 
perhaps. I should return the 
unused gifts which came from 
his relatives. Is it expected? Is 
it proper? Please advise me. I 
am -- Uninformed 
DEAR U.: It is neither proper 
nor expected that a bride return 
the wedding gifts if the 
marriage doesn't stick. •Forget 
the hint. It's a bummer. 
International 
Development 
needs your 
he lp . . .  
you can help 
through. 
OXFAM SHAREPLAM 
For information contact: 
OXFAM 
THE W~RNAT/OA~.  I )~LOP lM£Nl r  P~OPILE  
97 Egllnton Ave., Eest 
Toronto 31S, Ontado 
This will be the last of the 
letters from the Queen 
Charlotte Islands for i972. One 
day r~ext week there shmild be 
the pleasure of a plane trip," or 
trips, from Masset to Prince 
Rupert, to Vancouver, to Vic- 
toria. Another girl was added to 
the list of grandchildren on 
August 15th, and tomorrow we 
will journey to Queen Charlotte 
City to bring home Carmen 
Woude and her mother. There 
will be much excitement around 
when the new sister is collected 
and comes home to stay. (On 
the fourth day of baby sitting, 
Grandma h~ decided a short 
holiday without any young ones, 
would be enjoyable!) 
In the meantime the B:C. 
Canuck has been receiving a 
new paint job, inside and out, 
and should be ready for the 
Spring fishing in 1973. The 
captain's health has been ira-' 
proving, but with few fish 
around, it seems appropriate o
give up the fishing for this year. 
Terrace fishermen Mould and 
Pelletler have also decided this 
is the time • to return home, 
so fisherman Bryant is not 
alone in the decision. 
With no newspapers arriving, 
it is nice that a few people have 
been writing. In several in- 
stances clippings have been 
enclosed. One from a Van- 
couver newspaper tells of a 
group of Fraser Valley 
residents who threatened "to 
join a SPEC.spousored human 
chain across the Canada.U.S. 
border to prevent defoliation in 
the area." If verbal protests 
failed many residents planned 
to join a border protest planned 
by the SCientific Pollution and 
Enviromnental Control society 
to prevent he spraying from 
being carried out. 
The main fear was the con- 
tamination of the water supply 
that could result from the 
spraying since most of the wells 
are only several yards from the 
border. Since 2, 3, 5-T was 
mentioned as being one of the 
main components of the 
defoliant, it would appear as 
though this could be the same 
spray that was to be used on the 
1,600 acres of British Columbia 
this year. (This is the spray 
used as a "touch-up" process on . 
the highway between Prince 
Rtq~.t and .Terrace in Se~ ..... 
somber .o~ last Year, the" day 
before so .many birds were 
found dead at Prince Rupert. 
Nobody will ever know how 
many• died before reaching that 
city, but the spray was said to 
be as "harmless as table salt." 
At that rate we had better check 
our table salt very carefully!) 
Apparently the spray policy 
at the border stems from a 1925 
Canda.U.S. treaty "under 
which the two countries agreed 
to maintain a clear tract of land 
at 10 feet on each side of the 
border". According to Carl 
Gustsfsen, JBC representative, 
"There are about 6,OOO boun. d 
dory markers along 5,526 miles 
of berderand we must maintain 
a clear line of vision for site 
surveying." The spray policy 
has been in effect for at least 15 
years, so it has taken a long 
time for people to become 
aware of the dangers of the 
harmful properties in common 
agricultural chemicals "widely 
accepted as being safe." 
• Then there were two'in. 
teresting" clippings from a 
Victoria paper (July31,1972) 
One showed acrowded beach in 
Moscow, near the Moscow 
river. Thousands of-'penple 
were there to escape from the 
beat and there wasn't Wen a 
place where anyone could 
sprawl out. Along with this was 
an article by Humphry Davy 
entitled "Our Vanishing 
Seashore:We Can't Afford the 
Loss". Priorities seem tO be 
given to the building of an ex- 
pensive road rather than to the 
setting aside of oceanic 
property for the benefit of all. 
The countries of Britain, 
Denmark, Sweden, Norway, 
Australia and New Zealand 
have all been setting aside 
coastal greenbelts, and all 
private homes are being bought 
up. But here we seem to be 
allowing large U.S. land 
development companies to 
operate in B.C. "They mainly 
concentrate on waterfront, 
selling lots in all parts of North 
!! 
i! 
ii:i 
!,  .L i :  
c0pp=.... 
. / .  
campus * *  
I "  . L  •~ 
..... -;',-!,- • :. : ; /  , 
America, promoting resort. "At ' th is 'dm'e; ; i i t /w~'mmm 
'centres and trailer par~ bythe appropriate to ~tneht lmi  that 
seaside." • much of Grah~im~'-island is , r "  . 
Mr. Davy may be another one already owned by foreiBners. 
of the voices crying in the So many l~ople have Spoken of 
wilderness, but at least he is wanting to move to the Queen 
trying to waken a laconic Charlottes when they ret i re,  
public. What a platform for a and I'm hoping they'll have the 
political party this would be - foresight o get busy right now 
buying and setting aside large on obtaining property for the 
tracts of green bolts along the future. " • . .. . . . .  • 
urban wate.~ront and in rural And en-this note I'll conclude 
ureas t I can imagine it would the letters from Massett.* There' 
bring in a lot of votes in all the hasn't beentoo much sunshine 
larger cities of the province, herebut he weatber 'hasbeen 
where people will soon be comfortably warm. No :doubt 
unable to enjoy "scenic bluffs the s tayat  Masset hasl been 
and cliffs, the coves and more • restful for 'me than 
beR'dlande". And in time in- driving around ealllng:ena iot 
stead of being able to get away of people, and perhapaI'll save 
fromitall, tberewill0niybetbe the visiting for another sUni. 
' films to see on television ofhow mer. One of the enjoyable 
it used. to be - and recorded experiences was walking al0~g 
voices of the wild life. Already North Beach enjoying the:sen 
such a record has been ad- and sunsets, .as well 'aSthe 
vertisnd on television, so we are searching for, and finding'of 
probably lucky tol live in the agates. And of cour~ it is also 
northern area where we are still enjoyable to have the affection 
able to see and hear animals 
and birds in their native en- 
vironment. 
1 A canbe an office. 
You're independent. You've got your 
own busilless or you're just on the 
move a lot. You probably spend most 
of ~'our time between phones. 
Give yourself an edge. 
and love from the little en~ - it 
does make baby-sitting w0r- 
thwhile. 
. o . . . .  • . -  . 
Don't miss that emergency call or that. :; - 
crucial order because you're driving.:: 
A radio telephone can make an off ice: ; . 
. . .  anywhere. ' : , • ,  . • 
Call our Marketing Department. 
BD. TEL:  ... 
A phone is what You make/t 
_ . • * I k  
C " " ;  • " " " "  ' ' " . . . . .  
Hot.mustard calf on 
a vary humpy teal 14' 
Pall 72 ver41m of the 
clos4ic Fanny Ioaf4r 1 4 9e 
chorea mustard and 
brown or Black and eoraundy 12" 
t . f 1 * t  ~ 
, Blble;|ludy 1~.  Preyer, 
o p.m.. Jet cadet • 
"/ - : ' "  ......................................... " '  '~""•"  I +' !; ':•i/~"i~!~:':•~",:~:';/'~i:~'~/"": . _ ' . . . .  ":, ". 
PAGE 20 HERALD,  .TERRACE, B.C. 
Thurs. 
August 31 
I 
Sat. 
September 2 
Sweaters 
100 percent virgin acrylic, 
Sizes 8-14, Girls S.S. Reg. i " l i ld) .  As  
price 2.99 
Long Gown 
Girls, size 4-6x, Flannelette, ~Aa .eg. price 2.99 -.--O 
Pullovers 
Boys, Size 6-6x, green and 3.19 
yellow Reg. price 3.99 
Pyjamas 
Boys, Size 4.6x, Reg. price 1,43 
1.77 
Shirt 
Boys, nylon, long sleeve, Size 
3, Reg. price 2.44 1.90 
Sleepers 
To.,ers, Size 33~ Reg ,,~O.'~ 
price 3.99 
Sleepers 
Infants, I Love Grandma, I 
Love Grandpa, Reg. price /V.*).~l 
2.99 
Towel 1 43 
Infants, Reg. price 1.77 . l 
Feeding Dish l lm l l  
I,fants, Reg. price 1.49 I .UU 
TOYS 
Cement/~lixer .77  
Plastic, Reg. price .99 
Dump Truck 77 
With shovel, Reg. price .99 l 
Plastic Fish 4 
3 in pack Reg. price 1.99 I I l l  
Sand Wagon 
Plastic, Reg. price 2,29 1.98 
Water Pump 
'Plastic, Reg. price .99 177 
Garden .Tool Set 
/V~etel with wooden handle, - r l  
Reg. pr ice . ,  . / I  
Catch & Throwing 
Hur,o game, Reg. price 1.11 
1.39 
Butterfly Net 
Flip & Dip, Reg. pric(} 1.3..9 1.17 
Bug Keeper 
Plus magnifying glass Reg. .~ / l  
price 1.00 
Relier Skates 
Plastic, Ages 3-6, Reg. price I ll~l~ll 
. 1.00 
T~OI Set 
,nmetalcase, Reg. price 167.7 
18.77 l 
Savings Bank .87  
Plastic; Reg. price 1.29 
Blocks 
Educational, wooden, Reg. LBBelm q ~ 
price 3.98 
HORTIOULTURE & PETS 
Planter 
Glass, white only.Reg, price 
~79 
P la nter 
Small glass, white only, Reg. 
price .59 
Planter 
Oblong, Reg. price .99 
Pitcher 
White glass, Reg. price 4.49 
Planter 
Glass, white only. Reg. price 
1.99 
Planter 
Smell square, asstd: colors. 
Reg. price 1.49 
Planter 
Oblong, esstd, colors, Reg. 
price 1.99 
Planter, i 
OutdOor, white plastic; Reg. 
.1~'. Ice 1.99 • ' 
Planter 
Outdoor, •white,' Reg. price 
2.39 
Exercise Wheel• 
Hamster, Reg. price 1.19 ,, 
3 Way Ganged Valve 
For aquariums, Reg. price 
2.D0 
Hamster Heuse 
Easy toclean, Reg. pr ice 
1.39 
I ' V I I  k ' 41
.37 
Hand Towels 
''''''" ' ¸  . 
. , : 636-7281 
,or• i636-  110 4647 Lakelse Ave. ,, . . 
BENDING ~ GLASSW 
Face Cloths "Plastic Wares • 
Asstd. colors, Reg. price .49 ,37 p ng, Scaly, Reg. , l~ l l  l l l l l  ~sorlmont, many colors 20% Of f  
• - " price 199.90 . •gg ,w Mugs ' 
Solid colors, Reg. price 1.79 1.41 Fireplace ' t I l l ;  Easy .stack, asstd, colors, 
Place Mats Reg.. price 109.95 ~UIU  and patterns Reg. prlce3for 6 For1 .37  
Woven cotton, Reg. price .37  ~raTes • g .~. Colored Cookware .S3 
Place Mats 'Ygl 
Foam backed Reg. price 1.00 n i l  
Tea Towels a~ 
Pure linen, Reg. price .89 .q |  
Rolling Pin 
With 2 pot holders, Reg. i g . t .  ID'y 
price 1.99 
Half Aprons 
Party,'asstd. colors., Reg. • U | t .  I~ml 
price 1.99 
Bedroom Ensemble 
Asstd. prints, Reg. price 
,2.. 10.88 
Blanket 
Viscose, 72x84" Washable, OA' !  
Reg. price 10.99 g l ;~/  
Bedspreads 
Imported Italian, double I l l  i~1111~. A~ 
size. Reg. price 19.99 
Bedspreads 
Denim, double and single 4EA 'W 
size. Reg. price 17.99 |O ia l  
Quilted Spread 
Satin, double size, Reg. price 
29.99 27.97  
RUGS & DRAPES 
Shower Curtains 
Floral pattern, asstd, colors. AA" !  
Reg. price 5.99 Ih~|  
Drapes 
Fiberglass, '40x84'" Solid 10 97 
colors, Reg. price 12.99 
Drapes 
Fiberglass, 40X95"" Solid 10  97 
colors, Reg. price 12.99 l 
Chair Throw 
Laminated backing, 70x90 
Reg. price 14.59 12 .77  
Toss Cushions 
Removable Cover, Reg. IIOIAnA l 
price 5.96 
Bedrest Cushion 
uB ~ m w  
Solid color, Reg. price 8.99 i lO l  
Bedrest Cushion 
Floral, orange and brown., a _~'/ 
Reg. price 11.99 U lv l  
Bath Mats 
~ ~ m  
Foambacked Reg. price 6.99 4 .S l  
Rug 
Nylon, 9x12 Solid color, Reg. aU . . l l  'il A~.  I~  
price ~ 124.95 
Rug Runner 
Nylon, 27" wide. Reg. price 
1.99 ft.' ft. 1.37  
Scatter Mat 
19x27" approx. Tweed 
pattern. Reg. price 1.99 • 1.ST 
Scatter Mat 
26x40" Fringed, Reg. price I l l / i t"!  
2.99 
.37 HARDWARE 
F!replace, Reg. price 
~.! V2"Drill 
cO|  " Black & Decker qualify Reg. "l'leO.AIAI.lll~ 
price 49,93 
227 Bench Saw 
National, e" tilting, blade, ,ll& { lAIJidl'i 
Reg. price 46.99 
1.37  To01 Set 
109 Piece' complete 'as , , .  ' J)AiiOO &roll Ml~ 
moat, Reg. price 28.88 
.97 Tool Boxes 
Beach, with'lift outtray, 4.47 
Reg. price 4.99 
Tool Chest 
1.11 Beach, 2fotd~ut trays, large 2s.eT 
size. Tool ~es~ rice ".97 
1.11  Felt lined drawers, built In 64 .97  
lock. Reg. price 58.99 
Storage Cabinet 
1.67 Tha Organizer, multi-- 6.97 
_PUrpose, Reg. price 10.99 
e97 :rocKet Sets 
WlU1 'cam; I Reg' price 12.89 9 ,97  
; ELEOTHIOAL 
1,77  "Lamp Shades . . . .  iO% of f '  
, Assorted 1 ~ 
1.17 Table Lamps . i ' .  20% "'Off 
Assorted 
b ib  D I S c--o n t'~ n u'~d'=m c o I~orWs, ~ssolwrtment. q 
5.89 
Tuner Amp. 
Senyo, Reg. price 129.95 
Dining Room Suite 
7 pce. Teak, Reg. price 399.95 
Cabinet 
Beverage, Reg. price 149.95 
Desk 
Droplid, Bookcase com- 
bination. Reg. prlce.54.M 
Cabinet 
B'e~/erage, bookshelf comb., 
Reg. price 84.88 
Desk 
' Metal, Reg. price 21.86 
Patio Set 
5 pc,portable., Reg. price 
25.00 
Stacking Stools 
Set of 3 Reg. price 32.98 
Washer 
Hoover, Twin tub, Reg. price 
199.95 
Eni 
I l l . l i l l e  ~ IM i  l i l h  l lm l  t i l t  l a l l i l  • p i l ih l l l .  
the things you want 
379.00 
18.00 
29.00 
189.00 
l:li]l ~,l'/l~J ; 
Cotton Dresses 
Long, assorted styles and 
sizes. Reg. price 8.99 
Hot. Pant Outfit 
Arnel applique, asst. sizes., 
': Reg. price 7.88 
Cotton Dresses 
Ladles perma press shift, 
S,M,L, Reg. price 3.84 
Cotton Blouses 
Ladles long sleeve, Smell 
size only, Reg. price 2 for 
5.00 
Pant Suits 
Ladles cotton, Boucle, asst. 
sizes. Reg. price 10.99 
Dresses 
Jr. and Ladles, asst. styles 
and materials, asst. sizes. 
Mini AIIs 
Teens, asst. styles and sizes; 
Reg. price 8.99 
Shift Dresses 
Ladles arnel Jersey, print, 
S,M,L. Reg. price 4.66 
Coats 
All weather, ladles, est. 
etyles and sizes. Reg. price 
29.95 
• 4;49 Wear Ever, gold end ~Op- 20% Of f  
pertone only. 
118.88 pyrex 
20% off  8", 9" and 10" Pie p!etee 
Coffee Sets 
10 pc., Fine ceramic/green 70§7  
109,87  or gold. 
Waste Baskets • 
40aN Assorted oval .iT 
Splatter screen 
Save hours of kitchen clean. .a~wg 
49.00 up Cookware Sets  
18.00 7 pc. heavy gauge, Reg..• 8,01 price 9.88 
Food Pretect0r 
6.88 
3.00 
2.96 
2 For3 .00  
8.8e 
20% Off 
4.44 
2 .N  
1U0 
HENS WEAR 
6.32 
2.88 
Jeans 
Men's G.W.G.; Flair, Sizes 
30.36, Reg. price 7.95 
Jeans 
Men's denim, Sizes 30.38, 
Reg. price 3.46 
Rain Coats 
Podastal tray with' tran. 
sparent dome cover. 
Reg. price 3.99 
Dinner Service 
20 pce., EngliSh Ironstone, 
assorted paflerns. Rag. price 
11.97 
2.97 
9.97 
SPORTIHG GOODS' 
Fishing Line 
Gull, all welght~, 
Hiking Boots 
Nylon, Reg. prlce 13.97 
Air Mattress 
Multi.ply rubherlzed, 30x72 11 
Reg, price 11.97 
Lantern • " , 
Coleman 335, Reg, price 
17.77 ', 
Fishing Tackle Box 
6 tray., Reg. price !4.97 
Camping Toilets 
Portable, Reg. price 4.97 
Pack Board and Sack 
Mr. Everest, Reg. price29.97 
Spin Cast Rod 
Dlawa 6V2", Reg. price 16.97 
Pup Tents. 
Rough Rider 
10 Speed Bicycles 
LeTour, with fenders and 
snap.on wheels, Reg. price 
125.97 
10 Speed Bicycles 
LeTour, with fenders. Reg. 
price 99.97 
HOBBIES 
26% off 
12.49 
10.88 
16 ,H  
13.49 
4.39 
27.49 
14.08 
9.aS 
117.77 
92.44 
.73 
.88 
2.82 
3.72 
Paint by No. 
Water color, Reg. price .99. 
Flower Arrange,oH 
Flcrart.Plestlc, Reg. price 
1.19 
Crocheting Sot 
_'R.eg._ price • 3,76 
Tie-Dye Set 
Reg, price 4.96 
Mens, Size S,M,L., Reg. 1 J8  Weaving • Fun 
price 2.. Reg. pr,..6 2,02 
Jeans 'Paint by Number 
Men's long lean style. She 
2,. 1.87 ~.rrlC.4.99 3.87 c~., ~=ter, o,,, Sport Reg. prlc.e 2.50 
Men's short sleeve, Size 7e88 Paper Mache K i t  
B,M,L., Reg. pr,ce ,,.,S Reg. price 3.. 2'07 
T.Shirt - Macrame 
Men's knitted, Size S and M 
only. Reg. price 9 . .  7.88 Arts & Craft Set., 'Reg. price 2'0"/ 
3.96 .Pants - | 
Boy's Brushdonlm, Slze 12- 4.44 HEALTH !& BEAUTY AIDS 16; Reg. price 5.99 
Sweaters :Spray 
L.s., ,~ys, ,,~., front, Size 1.67 '-n.r Co'~., cam. ,. 6 .76 
• S,M,L., Reg. price 3;68 - . scents.' Reg. price 1,00 
Socks • Lotion 
Boy's casual cushion :solo, 2 Pot 1.00 Vasllne Intensive care, for a Size 8-10~, REID; price .69 
Terry Sock hands and. body. Reg. price .70  
1.27 
Boy'eFterry, Size 9,11, Reg., 176 Mouthwash * :; : 
price 1.00 , " r " " Llsterlne, 15 oz. slze., Reg,'. ,. . ~H 
STATIONERY pr,c. 1,~7, • . . . .  Hair Brushes ;' 
10 School Bags,.,..,. prlceCUsh!oned,.00 needle, point, Reg: . Stuart Une,..~l.serrlCe'3.~ '2e l l "  Toothl~lste " * "" . . . . . . .  Ralnguard ~ 
StudentsPlastic;.88 Reg, price ;N  Stripe," :f l0uride,.Reg. pric .99 : (g;'nF)" ' ~:- n~ k 04'~n " ~ ~r ~ roTS  
_ _ _ _ _  , .  . . ,- 
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